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FOREWORD

.7'

The papers printed here were commissioned by the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped to investigate issues of quality in the implementation of the Due
Process Procedural Safeguards provisions of P.L. 94-142 (Section 05 of the
Education of the Handicapped Act). A panel of educational practitioners was
also convened to discuss the papers and provide recommendations to the Bureau.
Their comments, together with the papers, represent the most recent thinking
and activities of a number of highly qualified professionals. While the views
expressed in the papers are those principally of the authors, each writer has
drawn upon the experiences, writings, research, and observations of various
other educators in addition to their own. The care with which both the authors
and the panelists shared their thoughts and ideas is obvious throughout this
publication.. It is our hope that this document will not only be informative, but
that it will stimulate other thoughts on the evaluation of effectiveness of
implementation.

Edwin W. Martin
Deputy Commissioner
Bureau of E _motion for the Handicapped
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A major purpose of P.L. -142, the Education for All Handicapped Children\
Act of 1975 "e is to assure at the rights of handicapped chikren and their
parents or guardians are protect . In deyeloping the P.L.134-142 itjtSiatii0t;, Mr.
Randolph (Congressional Record Senate, November .19, 197S, p\ S20427)

-*addressed these rights:

Another important fee' ture of this legis ion concerns the.expansion of due
process procedures in existing law. By b ne on those safeguards of clue
process ineublIc Low 93.380, we will assure andicapPed children and their
parents or guardian the right to have writte prior notice whenever the
educational agency plans to initiate, change -- or uses,to change or initiate

the identification, evaluation, or educational place -nt of the child or the
provision of s a free appropriate public oducation to th child: the right to
examine relevant records: the right to have an *pp n;ty to prase
complaints: and the right to have an impartial due process hoe

Section 615 of the Education of ,the Handirappea Act details the procedures
which 'must be followed by educational agenciek, to assure that handicapped
children end their parents or guardians are .guaranteed procedural safeguards
with respect to the provision of free appropriate public education. That is, when
a decision or potential decision affecting a. child's educational environment is
faced, the child's parents or guardians must have the opportunity to be heard, as
well as the right to impartial resolution of conflicting positions.

Under Section 615, educational agencies seeking to qualify for P.L. 940 42 (Part
B of Ihe.EHA) funding must establish procedures for parents and guardians to
examine their child's records and to obtain an independent evaluation of their
child, to receive prior written notice throughout the educational decision-making
process, to have an opportunity to present complaints, and rights to an impartial
hearing and appeal. Procedures must also be established by which a surrogate..
parent, under certain conditions, must ge appointed. Iii addition to writing these
procedures into P.L. 94-142, the Congress diracted the Commissioner of
Education 'to issue implementing rules. The Bureau of Education for the
HandiCapped (BEH), subsequently developed and published regulations on P.L.
94.142 (45CFR Part 121a). These regulations are used by BEH,staffas the basis
of a Program Administrative Review (PAR) procedure which has been developed
by BEH for monitoring' implementation of Pk, 94.142, including the due
process provisions.

P.L. 94.142 amends Part B of the Education of the Handicapped Act (EHA) which
authorizes a formula-grant program to assist states in providing free appropriate public
education to handicapped.children
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THE DUE PE1OCESS REGULATIONS

The P.L. 94.142 regulations provide a framework for implementing the due
process provisions, but, by intent, leave many details to state and/or local
educational agcncy &Sweden. Notice and consent are two rights which are
central to the due process protections. Examination of the notice and consent.
variations illustrates the typesof decisions for State and/or local education
agency consideration.

Section 121a.504 of the regulations requires that written notice be giv .n to
parents of a handicapped child a reasonable time before the public agency
proposes or refuses to initiate or alonge the identification, evaluation, or
eciteational placement of the child cr the provision of a free appropriate public
education to the child. One issue which must bi resolved by the State and/or
local education agency is the timing of notices. What constitutes "a reasonable
period of time"? The response to this question has implications for the extent to
which parents have opportunity to be invollved in the decision. A notice
concerning a proposed evaluation of a child can represent a decision made by

..,,school personnel that a child needs an evaluation, or it can indicate that school
personnel are considering the need for evaluation of the child and that dec:sion
will lie'lftade in the near future..

Another example from Section 12 a.504 of the regulations is a provision which
requires that parental,. pnsent b obtained before the educational agency

conducts a 'preplacement'evalua,ion or makes an initial placement of a
...handicapped child .rt a program providing special education and related services.

Consent is defined in Section 121a.§00 to mean, in part, that (1) the parent has
been fully informed concerning all matters pertinent to the decision (in the
native language or otler form of communication st tne parent), and (2) the
parent understands and a*lees in writing to the carrying out of the activity. An
issue for State and local education agency consideration is theworking
definition of infotired consent. Fdr example, shoOld the mailed notice
concerning preplacement evaluation simply include a space for the parent to
indicate consent to the activity? Should parents participat? in c meeting to
discuss neeeiNor a piee!acement evoluation on their child? How can school
personnel ensure :;tat parents understand the implications of the decision
concewing their child?

Examples have been giver, of several issues facing State and local education
agencies as they implement P.L. 94.142 due process provisions. At the school
district level, the problem can be stated as, what would 'exemplary implementa-
tion of the due process safeguards look like? The Bureau of Education _ the

Handicapped is interested in le,sisting Stateby supporting the devel, mient and
dissemination of exemplary implementation procedures. State edutation agen-
cies (MU), responsible under P.L. 94-142 for monitoring local; implementation

A
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of the due process provisions and providing to finical assistance, mtk Sake the
looaad in developing litate standards for impleinentationt Finally, Inca allocation
agencies (LEAs) r.oust conduct their own Internal evaluations of due process
safeguards implei rientation. The following section describes an approach
undertaken to investigate the issue of quality or exemplary procedures. #a

THE APPROACH

It is evident that for questions concerning quality to be addressed, criteria are
needed which can be used to evaluate lmpleneekation. To stimulate thought
regarding definitions of quality, the BEH undertook a study in October, 1977 to'
explore issues of quality in implementation of four major provisions of P.L.
94-142. This mogograph summarizes activities relited to one of those' provisions

do. process procedural safeguards. The study had two major parts. First, three
papers were commissioned to provide professional' judgements of quality
implementation of the due process provisions. Second, a panefiof education
practitioners was convened to discuss the,paperi and make recommendations to
BEH concerning their value and use.

In conceptualizing the study, it was recognized that evaluation never takes piece
in a vacuum; 'standards are always involved. Judgements of the performance of a
program or procedures are measured against either explicit or implicit standards.
Standards are derived from experience, knowledge, and/or values. The difficulty,:
is that standards will vary accorgiing'to whale experience, knowledge, and values
serve as the basis for the standards. For example, the regulations in Section
121a.514 concerning surrogate parents state that a person selected as a sur?ogate
parent must have no interests which conflict with the interests of the child, and
must have knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the child.
If the regulations were more specific, they would be likely to be inflexible.
Those implementing the regulations, however, will need to exp. ndan surrogate
event qualifications. Criteria for evaluating implementation F this provision
woold be apt to vary depending on one's values concerning necessary
qualiNeations. .For example, is it critical that the surrogate be of the same
cultural and language background of the child? Is it'essential that the surrogate
parent 'know the special education, laws, have expertise concerning the
handicapping condition of the child, be knowledgeable concerning special
education programming, and be familiar with the school system?

Because a varlety of standards is possible, authors were selected for this study
whose experience, knowledge, and values would tend to be disparate. Naturally,
the three papers do not represent all the possible' standards of quality which
could be identified. They do represent, however, three different approaches to
the difficult issue of quality in relation to implementation of the due process

kl
provisions.
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DUE.PROCEss POSITION PAPERS

Authors were provided guidelines which first expanded on the lubject of
qualitative implementation of the due process provisions. Progress in implemen-
tation was. conceptualized .0s a continuum; conformance with the letter of the
law was 'viewed as one end of therontinuum (miriimal implementation), while a .
full meeting of the intent or spirit of the law would form the other. (maximal) ,*
end of The contirtuum.. Authors were to use this concept of. progress in
implementation in developing their papers.

Secondly, the guidelines requested that authors develop criteria that would be
applictl at the LEA level (or to any "public agency" directly responsible for
educating aelcapped children). Thus, the developed criteria could be Wed by
LEAs inter ted in 61aluating their own progress in implementation of the due
process prov ons, as well as by SEA? in conducting their own evaluatiOns. The
guidelines .fur r indicated that criteria which would involve the collection of
data either alre y available or relatively accessible to LEAs at a low cost of
both time andp / would be most useful.

`,..
.......

Third, authors wer requetled to develop criteria for determining: (1) the
quality of procedure undertaken by LEAs to implement the. due process
provisions of f e law, nd (2) the effectiveness of the due process procedures
implemented b LEAs. us, authors of position pipers were to develop criteria
which could be u..,d by L As as approximate indicators of the extent to which
due pr ss safeguards impl ented by LEAs meet both the letter and intent or
spirit of the law, and the tent to which they are effective. Given the
extensiven of the due proces regulations, authors were requested to focus irk...
'particular pn the notification and onsent requirements.

Fourth, authors mere asked toco>kjde a rationale or justification for their
criteria. It was expected that .P.L. 94 42 and its regulations would provide a
base for the development of criteria. r those criteria used as indicators of
maximal implementation, authors were ex cted to draw from theory, research
findings,.the Congressional Record, persona xperience, or personal knowledge
of current practices. Wheie criteria did exceed\the requirements of the law and
regulations, authors were to indicate that the cliteria represented desirable but
not mandatory standards., \-.11

ti Fifth, the guidelines actknowledge the 'interrelationship of the due process
provisions of P.L. 94.142 with other provisions 2- the individualized education
program provision protection in evaluation procedures,. and least restrictive
environment provisions. Authors were requested to restrict themselves as closely
as possible to the due,process provisions.

Finahy, the guidelines requested that' authors of due process position papers

sA..,. 10
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consider different kinds of contextual influences on LEA implementation of the
provision. Variables for cdhsideration included, for example, the urban, rural; or
suburban nature of the LEA and the length of time- the LEA had been
implementing SEA policies similar to P.L. 94.142. Authors were to determine
w'iether a general set of criteria forldetermining progress in implementation of
the due procesi provisions could be used in varied contexts, or alternately,
whether multiple sets of criteritomere needed for LEAs in different contexts. s

In the initial formulation, of the study, some thought was given to later
development of self-study:guides which could be provided as a form of technical
assistance to SEAS and/or those LEAs who wanted to evaluate progress in
implementation. Over' time, the position papers were conceptualized is an
exploratory investigation concerning the feasibility of. producing self-study
guides on evaluation of implementation of the due process provisions. The
papers were not to be the prototype self-study 'guides. From, their efforts to
develop criteria, however, determination of the feasibility of the task might be
made.

rHE DUE PROCESS CRITERIA STUDY PANEL
.

The secdnd part of the study involve bringing together a group largely of
education practitioners' to discuss the po thin papers and provide tecommenda-.

dons to BEH. More specifically, the pufpose of the panel was stated as
follows: To determine the feasibility of developing self-study guides which
could be used tri state and/or local education\ agencies to evaluate implementa-

l/ tjon of the due process provisions of P.L. 94-142. Feasibility wasdefined to
include topics such as fieldtesting and Pissemination, as well as content and
format of possible guides. N,

4 The panel meeting was structured into three distinct parts. First, authors
presented summaries of their papers and responded to.questions. Second, g large

. group discussion was held concerning issues related to this study. Finally, three
small pups were formed to deyelop lecomitsendations fcr BEH. F0:51. the second
and Otirci, activities, study questions wep distributed to yanelists prior to the
meeting,' These questions were intended to stimulate discussion and the
formulation of additional questions by, panelists.

oa

Questions for the large group session concentratdd .m ,the conceptualization of
the study as presentdd in the gdidelines for authors and also as presented by the
actual position papers. Fr.- example, a series of questions addressed the concept
of progress towards implementation, and questions were posed regarding'
whether all of the alternative criteria generated by the 'euthors were indicative of
implementation meeting, the spirit of the law. One major queltion asked of the
group was whether, in fact, BEH could sepport any further actinides based on

11 4 r
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this study without giving -.he Impression that developed standards were Federal
standards. It was stressed that BEH did not want to give the appearance of
sanctioning specific standards. By legislatis.. intent, SEAS have been given
flexibility in implementation,.

The group then was divided into three smaller working groups to develop
specific recommendations to BEH on the possible development, field-testing,
and dissemination of self-study guides. Specific questions posed for these groups
involved the developers of the guides, comprehensiveness of developed guides as
well as field-testing and dissemination efforts, the format of self-study guides
and field-testing activities, and the utility of field-testing developed self-study
guides. Queitions were asked additionally which requested strategies for
increasing utility of the guides to LEAs.

The nuniber of panelists was intentionally design to be small. It was felt that a
smell group would encourage an inform. sphere and lively exchange of
ideas. Id selecting educational practitioners f the panel, emphasis was placed
on representation from state and.local educati n agencies.

The next part of this monograph presents 04 three position papers. As is soon
evident upon reading the papers, the authors varied in their interpretations of
the task and the emphasis placed on notice and consent requirements. The
papers have not been reviewed to ensure that Federal statutory and .regulatory
requirements are accurately stated. Readers seeking to fully understand the
Federal requirements are encouraged to read the regulations for Part B; f the
Education of the Handicapped Act 06 CFR Part 121a; published at 42 FR
47473; August 23, 1977; and supplemental procedures for evaluating specific
learning disabilities at 42 FR 66082; December 29, 1977).

to.
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SECTION I

Implementing Due Process Safeguards:
From the User's Viewpoint

Milton Bode

Ft.
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BUDOFF, MILTON. Dr. Budoff is founder and director of the Research
Institute for Educational Problems. He received his Ph.D. at the University of
Chicago in 1958. Dr. Budoff has directed research and training activities in the
area of non discriminatory testing by developing training-based assessment
procedures for children from minority/economically poor backgrounds-measures
of learning potential. He conducted studies of the effects of the integration of
special class Elkins on the handicapped and nonhandicapped children in social
acmptance, observed behavior in special and regular classes and in the academic
and other achievements of the former special class students. Dr. Budoff is
prewantly completing studies of the due process system in Massachusetts, focused
mainly on the responses of participants in the appeals process, and studies of the
effects of labeling handicapped children.
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INTRODUCTION

This piper was commissioned by the BEH as part of a series to explore and
develop criteria which school systems might employ in examining the extent and
quality of their implementation of the due process safeguards.

As part of this effort, this paper will focus on identifying variables from the
vantage point of the users, especially those variables which seem to increase the
probability that the process of developing an IEP will result in a disagreement
between the school system and the parents, such that it is likely to go to an
appeal. The variables proposed were distilled from experience in interviewing
and observing persons who have been involved in the appeals system (parents,
school officials, hearing officers, lawyers, and advocates). These experiences
sensitized us to useful variables that we shall present below within the broad
context of the total system of due process safeguards.

This paper will be presented in several parts. The first section discusses some
introductory considersetions\ relating to the implementation of the activities

'related to notice and consent,' and to legal procedures, more generally, within
the context of an educational system. The second section presents a schema for
conceptualizing the response of users to a procedural safeguards system, seeking
to identify structural and process variables that are hypothesized to influence
whether a parent will resort to an appeal. These considerations were derived
from our observaticins and study of the users' experiences with procedures
established to meet the due process appeals requirements in special education.
The third section sets forth a schema which describes the sequence by which
new special education requirements are implemented. Thefourth presents a grid
of requirements for notice and consent and some variables related to these
requirements, seeking to integrate considerations derived from the perspective of
the total due process ^ystem (Section 2) and the schema describing the sequence
of implementation (Section 3).

The thrust of this paper will not be on the legal stateme s of rights but on
Procedures that seek to determine whc. ler, ar.id under what circumstances these
rights may be exercised with their intended effects. Little attention has been
paid to thisuproblem-beeeuse-entension-of-legel-rights-hat-corTerned adeo-ioq
groups for the handicapped and mentally ill and their legal counsel; it has not
yet attracted substantial social science interest. Our attention is directed toward
the; experiential considerations involved because rights of parent and child have
raised questions regarding the gap between intent and its realization.

Overview

There are tensions of some significance, potentially, when one seeks to reconcile

17
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the positions of parents and schools in reference to mandated requirements. An
example may illustrate the tension, The notice and consent requirements
confront one with issues of completeness of information conveyed to parents ,

regarding their rights. Lawyers who,framed these requirements have a threshold
different from that of education professionals in comprehending legalistic
language which sets forth obligations of the LEA and the rights of parents. The
disparity is usually greater between lawyers and parents. Lawyers are obliged to
document instances of malfeasance in order to press school systems that have
not performed In accordance with the law. Their concern is that the necessary
documentation be available if such suits'should develop..

To meet these requirements, and aware of the possihiff4y of lawsuits, LEAs may
develop comprehensive notice statements detailing the rights of parents and
obligations of school districts that are overly long, and phrased in legal language.
These often intimidate the parents, and-too often, produce a negative or
nonresponse. Parents may feel the process too demanding. They do not want to
get involved. in what they do not understand, and the elaborate notice statement

'produces more problems than it may seem to solve. The salience of their
children's problems appears to fade in the effort to protect themselves from
what appears to be legal entanglements. The intent of the law is thwarted
because the children who require the special services cannot be approached
without some added difficulty.

For schools, an overly legalistic approach. is difficult and inhibits the schoOl's
response to the child's needs because the staff becomes obsessed with meeting
the requirements and cannot muster the added energy to imaginatively address
these needs. Several Massachusetts special education administrators have
estimated that onethird a their staff time is engaged in meeting the
requirements for documentation. Contrary to popular myth, we do not know In
a formal communicable sense how most effectively to address many special
needs of handicapped children, especially those most in need of services. This is
one reason they have been inadequately served. Good individual practitioners
often know, but they need maximum administrative support to be creative and
responsive in their programming. An overly legalistic system saps this creative
energy into formfilling work that is often programmatically meaningless. It
reinforces the inappropriate posture of compliance, rather than eliciting
imaginative responsiveness to the needs of the child. But without documentation
requirements to ensure that rights of parent and child have been addressed
properly, we cannot identify noncompliant LEAs and hence cannot assure
responsive. address of these rights. This ScyllaCharybdis dilemma is difficult to
navigate.

The challenge is cleat. State and Federal agencies must formulate policies"
regarding implementation of the requirements that will provide the minimally
required documentation but will also foster practices that make practical and

-.,-...111111111t



psychological sense from the vantage paint of the. LEA and the parent,chilipl
consumer.

-We can suggest several types of strategies for meeting the notice and consent
requirerhents in this response within the constraints imposed 14 the P.L. 94442
regillatioins. For example, one mightinvestigate the impact of practices that have

'multiple Intents.** e.g., to provide the necessary notice and estaln preliminary
consents, but within the context of a personal relationship that is fostered with
the parents by school staff. The personal contact initiated fo notify the parent
of the proposed procedures can initiate a relationship that continues throughout
the evaluation and IEP formulation pro...-ess, providing an avenue for the parent
to develop an informed sense of the school's direction, intents, and efforts,
involving them in the process, ultimately resulting in a constructive relationship
that provides not only the basis for the legal requirement of informed consent,
but also for a"close working relationship between the parents and the school
during the period when thief child's program is being implemented. ti

What is critical is to recognize this -tension between meeting legal requirements
and psychologically sound practice which can help the schools meet the
intended purposes of the, Act, not merely comply in a technical serve with the
stated requirements of the Act. It is with this (Antral cur)cern that we propose to
address the tasks set forth in this paper.

Following a brief discussion of the legal context and grequirfinents of due
process, the variables for maximizing the potential of a due process system in
human experiential terms will be presented. Thu major question posed in our
study was whether parents and children intended as beneficiaries of the
legislation and judicial decision mondating procedurel leftwards to assure rights
of the handicapped would exercise these rights and h w they would come to
understand the experience. This approach was developed to help us better
understand how the system must be constructed to assure that the intended
benefigiaries utilize opportunities accorded them when they feel- they have
legitimate grievance.

A Brief Legal Joust with Due Process
In general terms procedural due process embodies principles of orderliness,
fairness, and respect for the rights of the individual. More specifically, due
prouess requires that an individual faced with state action threatening basic
rights has the right to be informed of the imminence of such action (right to
notice), to have assistance in defending against such action (right to counsel), to
present evidence and question those presenting evidence regarding such action
(right to hearing) and therein to confront and crossexamine adverse witnesses
and have impartial review Of such action (right to appeai).

19



'Me due process Child* derived from the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees that
"No state shall ... deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due

eProcess of law." The basic meaning of this clause is that fair proceduses must be
followed before a state cap deny certain Important Interests of individuals. In a
substantial number of decisions, the Supreme Court has indicated the kinds of
interests important enough to invoke the protection ofkho due process clause.
The Court has also specified those protections in various contexts. Supreme
Court decisions most relevant to the application of due process to special
education have been discussed by KotIV and Eager (1977).

Although certain traditional procedural safeguards have become associated with
due' process, that concept does not have a fixed mear.:ng. As with other personal
rights protected by the Constitution, the right to due process is premised upon
the normative, philosophical idea of procedural fairness, but practical applica-
tion requires that it be i flexible concept, adaptable to each new context to
which it is applied. It must be sufficiently flexible to be applied to diverse
interests of individuals faced with 'a criminal or juvenile accusation, discharge_
from government employment, suspension from public school, revocation of a
motor vehicle license, denial of a welfare benefit, attachment of property, or loss
of another important interest defined by the Supreme Court within the meaning
of life, liberty, or property."

These areas of due process application share three elements: state action against
an individual or class of individuals; threatening of interest in "life, liberty, or
property," and a dispute between the individual and state concerning the
validity of that threat. The purpose of the due process clses.a is not to prevent
denial of individual interests by the state, but to ensure that such denial will
occur only after rational criteria are applied in a ratibnal manner. Facts must be
proven through a process guaranteeing to the individual whose interests are
threatened, an opportunity to challenge adverse evidence and argue that the
interest should not be denied. By fairness, in the context of the due process
'requirements specified in P.L. 94-142, we mean that the equired procedures are
intended to ensure that certain types of consultative contacts are effected to
achieve at least a minimal communication of intended actions at specified points
in the school-parentchild relationship. But by extension and implication,
mandating these requirements indicates that fairness be viewed more broadly in
its psychological-interpersonal implications as indicating a qualitativaltandard
for the communication that should occur between the parties.

It is with the conditions required for the assurance of procedural fairness at least
in the areas of notice, informed consent, and in the processes associated with
dispute resolution that this paper is concerned.

While schools have perceived these safeguards as indicating bias against them, it

20
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is our contention that the procedural safeguards were explicitly mandated
because of school staff'slongstanthng difficulty in defining acceptable program
standards for handicapped students, and accepting a positive and involved
participant role for parents, especially in light of the requirement of informed
consent by the parents to the IEP and full services program proposed by the
LEA. While schools and parents have deplored the stress on the adversarial
posture of the hearings appeals proceedings, this model is not the necessary or
only avenue for dispute resolution. It is likely to be the worst possible choice for
resolving educationally based disputes because the conflict engendered by the
adversarial posture will negatively influence the long term relationships that
schools, parents and children are involved in, too frequently alienating the
parents from further involvements with the school's programming, and necessari-
ly causing them to seek repeated and continuing appeals of schools' attempts to.
reintegrate their child into the school's program. They simply do not trust the
efforts of the school after the acrimony engendered by the adversarifrdispute.

The key consideration is that, unlike the usual administrative or judicial
proceedings, e.g., rent control, disputes, the tenant can usually find another
apar!ment. Education involves a long term continuing relationship between the
parents, child and school, and one must be concerned with the IOng-term
sequeIae of the conflicts engendered by any dispute. The adversarial hearing
model appears to create patterns of negative relationships between parents and
schools in many instances that may adversely affect thLlong-term development
of the handicapped child. Some parents even c*plain that mediation
proceedings are experienced as mulles of pressure by the state mediator to
concede their demands to the school-proferred

The primary concern of this paper, then, will not be on the legal statements of
rights but on procedures that seek to determine whether, and under what
circumstances the rights to notice, informed consent, and to an appeal may be
exercised with their intended effects. Little attention has been paid to this
problem because the extension of legal rights has concerned advocacy groups for
the handicapped and mentally ill and their legal counsel; it has not yet attracted
substantial social science interest.

It is in the spirit of trying to understand the complexities involved in realizing
the intended benefits Which transcends the mere mandating of rights that the
following schema is offered for public discussion. It 'is proposed as a schema,
since it feels too raw to be a model.
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CHAPTER I: A SCHEMA LISTING
THE VARIABLES RELEVANT TO THE OPERATION

OF A DUE PROCESS SYSTEM
IN SPECIAL EDUCATION.

The, folloWring section presents the major variables which are hypothesild to
mediate the responses of participants to the operation of a due process system in

special education. The variables identified have been derived largely from the

experiences of parents who rejected the proffered IEP and utilized appeals for

resolution of the dispute with the school district, and R IEP project staff who

observed and studied the operation of a° centralized due process system
(Massachusetts). In considering thete variables, we shall distinguish-five stages in

the cue process system:

1. Identification, referral, and evaluation of the child up to the development
and presentation of the individual education plan (IEPI.1

2. Acceptance or rejection of the IEP, involving the concept of informed

consent.
3. Preparation of the case if parents reject the IEP.

4, The appeals proceeding, resulting in a decision or agreement (hearing/media-

. tion).
5. Follow-up to ensure compliance with the outcome of the appeals proceding.

The first four stages in this progression are required by statute and regula-

tion: the last is proposed as necessary add-on procedures if intended benefits are

to be realized. Interviews with parents two years after a decision was rendered

indicates a significant fraction who claim the decision of the ippeal has still not

been fully implemented. It will not be further considered in this document.

Five general categories of variables are proposed, three of which have broad

ramifications for the total due process sequence; three follow recourse to an

appeal.

Categories of Variables

A. Mandated Legal Requirements
The mandated requirements identifies factors which address those variables

whic are required to meet the procedural safeguards as stipulated in P.L .

1 should be noted that this plan is viewed as having two components: first, a plan

which pr sents the child's identified needs,, the short end long-term objectives, and the

services re uired to meet these objectives; second, the specifics of the program designed to

meet these blectives.
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94-142, although they may be further elaborated in state statutes and
regulations which go beyond these requirements. They must considered from
the time of referral for evaluation and throughout the appea proceedings.

Required Federal and state p.m:lures, specified in 4 11 slation and regulation,
provide that all special needs cffaren be ,identifie,I7, appropriate evaluations
made, placement options generated and an appro riate education be provided
the handicapped children at no- cost t,. the rents. They involve necessary
outreach procedures, providing not,%:i. to p nts and obtainingg, their consent
prior to evaluation procedures, rules f school conduct -of the evaluation,
development of an individual educati6nal plan by expert child evaluators,
teachers, and related personnel, resources for special educational programs
(including those mainstreaming special, needs children), parental notice and
informed consent following development of the IEP, and provisions for
monitoring handicapped children's progress.

Within these requirements we have identified three sigses_ of requirements of
particular significance to a due process system in education. These are:

1. Requirements for parental involvement in evaluation and IEP planning;
2. Parental access to information regarding the child's special needs, current

status, and progress in various competency areas and past educational
programs; and

3. Rules relating to conduct of appeals proceedings.

A.1 Parental Involvement
The purpose of these requirements is to provide maximum opportunity for
parent and child to be actively, rather than passively involved in the
information-gathering and decision- making procep. To broaden the base of
decision-making, procedures are specified for informing the parent of the need
for action early in the process of the referral, during evaluation, IEP
development, and later monitoring of the child's progress. Awareness of
opportunity is clearly required for the utilization of the opportunity. Active
involvement means that formulation and monitoring of -the appropriaten'ss of
the IEP must involve parents at some level of parity with the contribution of
school representatives.

Sample requirements from the regulations for P.L. 94.142 include the nbtice and
consent requirements, which will be addressed more specifically below,
participation in developing the IEP, and attendance at the meetings at which the
IEP is formalized and/or revised 1121a, 344-45). The latter section details the
documentation required by the schools indicating that they did expend energies
ensuring that the parent would attend these meetings. The intent is clear. Parents
must be involved in this process or schools must demonstrate that they did try
to involve them. Throughout the process of the parent-school interaction, the
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schools must provide an interpreter for the non-English-speaking Went:, and
materials must be sent tolhe non-English-speaking parent in the language of the
horde (e.g., 121a, 505c1).

2. Panotel Access to information
The purpose is to provide parents with access to information relevant to their
child, access to the school's evaluation materials and the understanding of how
one navigates the appeals system when necessary. Furthermore, the opportunity
for adequate support, counseLand experts allows parents and school systems to
present the best case from their points of Villy4. A system in which all parties
hive the same opportunities' but not the same access to information and support
is not equitable. Procedures for achieving equity involve physical and knowledge-
able access to information, and fiscal support for this effort. Procedures should
include access to information without prohibitive costs, and lowcost legal,
educational, psychological, and medical advice by independent evaluators of the

handicapped child. '

Schools are obliged to provide the following kinds of information upon request
of the parents under P.L. 94.142:

a. Copy of the I EP (121a, 345f).
b. Opportunity to examine the child's records with respect to identification,

evaluation, and educational placement of the child, and provision of a free,
appropriate public education (121a, 502).

c. Availability of independent evaluations of the child at public expense if the
parent disagrees with the evaluation obtained by the schools, subject to some
restrictions (121a, 503).

d. Availability of an free or lowtost legal and other, relevant services in the
area, if the parent initiates-a hearing (121a, 505).

3. Rules Governing AppeelsProceedings
Regulations for P.L. 94.142 specify some minimal features Of the appeals
proceduresp restricting themselves to the adversarial hearing format. These may

be summarized as follows:

The hearing must be conducted by the SEA or LEA, depending on state
regulation or practice (121a, 508b), by an impartial hearing officer whose
selection criterid are defined by exclusion in the regulations (121a, 507).
Appeals of the decisions rendered may be made by either party, and these may
be conducted through solmral levels, depending on > le state, until brought to the
Federal distric' courts. Rules 'relating to conduct of the hearings are not
specified, except for procedural rights of parents, as dew' earlier for
impartial hearings (e.g., right to counsel, presentation of evide , confronta-

tion, cross-examination and subpoena of witnesses, receipt of tr script, and
prompt decision (121a, 508, 512).
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Many factors unspecified in the regulation's may influence the manner.in which
hearings are conducted. For example, the common assumption among special
educe rs is that the judicial model is the model of choicat in fret, hearings
undeOthev provisions are conducted in accordance with rules relating to.
administrative proceedings. The rules by which administrative proceedings are
conducted are very' flexible, and there is a very wide latitude in the manner in
which the hearing officer may conduct an administrative'oroceeding. For
example, rules of evidence typical of court proceedings are usuallinot operative.

If one includes less formal conflict-resolving procedures (e.g., mediation), the
latitude in behavior of the appeals officer is even greater, since rules for conduct
of these prOcegures are relatively undefined, formally, in legal practice by
contrast with the judicial model, increasing the problems of assuring impartial\
proceedings. While other models for dispute resolution may be utilized, only
recently has mediation been recognized as a more informal approach, than \\
adversarial hearing (See Comment in Regulations). There are other models that
May be applicable to the process of dispute resolution.

Factors influencing impartiality In appeals proceedings include rulei for the
conthict of these proceedings and the characteristics and style of the individual'
appeals officers. These reps sent considerations,beiond those mandated by the
Act's minimal requirements and are,major sources of variation iNith respect to,
assuring 'fairness among states, within states add among appeals officers within
states. Little or nothing is known about these factors but they obviously can
affect theoppearance and the reality of impartiality. Even within the context of
relatively well defined practices within the courtroom, there is considerable
room for "human error" in the outcomes of judicial proceedings, dne either to
the individual differences among judges, and/or the vagaries of group processes
within juries. Clearly what's required is extended study and explication of the
variables that can lead to better understanding oldie factors which contribute to
undermining the impartiality of IN dispgte resolution process;regardie4 of the
model employed. In ttlifi, through regulation Changes or "good practices"
guidelines thee-cazi be altered procedures recommended to LEAs, SEAs, parent
consumer groups and other interested parties. 4

The ncture of the decision/agreement, the product produced from the
hearing/mediation proceeding, is unspecified; considerable variation exists in
format, degree of specificity, and justification for conclusions and recommend
tions for programs. This issue will be discussed further below. In the context of
this presentation, unspecified legal requirements engender practices by states or
LEAs. which may or may not meet the intents of the Act.

' As an added feature, we propose consideration of the importance of specifying
follow-up procedures as a mandated requirement of a due process system. In
Massachusetts, this has become a matter of some concern to parents who often
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claim that the decision of mediation agreement was not implemented bylihe
LEA. If the particulai dispute required formal or Informal adjudicationeit is
important4p bOild in provisions designed to ensure the results of the proceduret__
are implemented. This can be initiated by parental complaint; but the greater the
burden pieced on parents for initiating action, the more likely that tis will not
happen especially in the afterniath en appeals process that is so dknanding
of participants' energies and psyche. What was revealed by our followup
interview data is that many parents do not indicate a sense of real satisfaction.
Even after they "win" their case at the appeal, they cite the failunfof schools to
act. What must be. considered as a routine requirement is a set of follow-up
procedures which can ascertain whether the decisions or mediation agreements
were implemented. Conceptually, this follow-up procedure parallels the require-
ment for annual monitoring of the child's progress in his educational.program.
(IEP).

.What should be clear IS that legal requirements, per se, cannot and do not specify
practices by states or LEAs to ensure impartiality in resolution of disputes, 19/6

. products that will ensure equity and understanding by the lay person parenT7F
";fearer undhstanding of the practices, or their failut as that produce unintended

effects, must be developed by social science research efforts. This knowledge cant
the intended effects involving parents intrinsically in the education

and training of their handicapped children. Hopefully, these experiences and this
know-how now oriented toward the handicapped can be transferred more
generally to the operation of the educational system for all children, a sentiment
that has attracted much rhetoric, but little, opaerational performance until the
requirements of P.L. 94.142 were legislated..

B. Parental Variables
In addition to parental right to involvement and access to information as
required by state and Federal regulations, the following parental variables or
clusters of variables (factors) are hypothesized to be pertinent in considering the
response to the notice, granting of consent, providing informed Consentr.and
pursuing dissatisfactiori with the school's IEP ta an appeal, ,

J. Family values regarding educational and occupational goals for their children,
their conception of the school's role in fulfilling them, their expectations for
their handicapped child; parental education, family income, socio- economic
status, etc.

2. Prior history of contacts with the school, especially in trying to obtain
appropriate services for their handicapped children. One hilt usually
consider as part of the "history" the manner irMhich the schools responded
to the special education needs of other children in their nuclear and extended
family, and/or, community. By generalization, one can posit number, of
variables that may be subsumed under a construct "school repltation for
responsiveness,' i.e., the extent to which schools are perceiwrd to be
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responsive to the needs of handicapped children. Information related to the
variable* included in this construct may be derived from the personal
experiences of a family, and/or the experiences of neighbors, friends and
parent groups in the community.

3. The nature.of the child's special needs, potential complexities involved in
diagnosis, service provisions, or program placement options.

4. The nature and quality of early contacts with school personnel and those
. throughout the current contact, starting with the referral for evaluation (e.g.,

relating to notice and Consent requiremr .ts) and continuing through the
involvements in the evaluation and IEP formulation r 'cess. The nature and
quality- of these interactions. crystaillies an expectation that the offerings
ultiniafely to be proposed by the school can or cannot be achieved with at
least moderate success. If these interactions with school personnel are viewed
as unresponsive inclining the parent with sufficient psychic, social, and
financial resources, to distrust the school's efforts, and ultimately reject the

. :
IEP.

We hypothesize that the critical constellation of variables that represent the core
intent of the clue process safeguards relates to the quality of the parent-school
communication process. The legislation specifically requires parental involve-
ment throughout the program planning process, and we have frequently heard
from parents that when their experience with schools is negative and
unresponsive, they tend to reject IEPs and launch costly appeals. Parents
consistently say they do not enter the process with the intent to appeal, but the
appeal results from the school, personnel's "misbehavior". This confrontation, in
turn, alienates the parents from school pent nnel with whom they must deal..
during their child's subsequent school career.*

Some other variable groupings can be subsumed under this parent-school
communication construct. Such vadat:114i as "skill, openness and candor in the
evaluat 'rocess "; "responsiveness of school to parent involvement, especially
those ._rare parent-initiated"; "number, type, and quality of school-parent
contacts (e.g., degree of satisfaction); "prior history of family with problems of
handicapped children within the LEA" relate to parental trust evoked from
school contacts and fall under the rubric of this construct.

If trust is initially evoked in this Interaction and can be maintained, our
observations and interviews suggest that it is likely that parents will not resort to
appeals without a willingness to compromise, unless they wantv.eptions not

See Budoff and Orensteln, Chapter entitled: "Parental Response to Involvement In a
Due Procbts Hearing," The Human Response to Involvement In Duo Process Hearings.
Research Institute for Educational Problems, RIEP Print Number 107 (1978).
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dearly required for their child continuing progress and which are expensive for
the LEA, private school lacement. What is clear is that the early contacts
around the notice and prell inary consent requirements may be crucial lb
enopuraging a parental perception of the schota, personnel as caring and
Interested, and a sense that th y really 'want to help.

44

By contrast, a pattern of unr sponsive, condescending.)misleading, or dishdnest
communication with parents regarding their neieds Will alienate parents.
Given sufficient anger, concern wlith 'their ,child'al situation, and familial,
psinhological, and fiscal resources (or its surrogate, support from their
community), these parents will rejeet the proffered IEP and pursue, appeals.
Honest, concerned communiciation b0 school staff will dramaticallydiminish the
incidence of confrontations resulting in IEP /ejections and appeals and also
ensure more, positive parental involvement in the school's efforts. This process
can be documented in several communities with case studies, but its frequency I

of occurrence is unknown.

More than ever before, parents are angered by the pretense of school systems to
capablO deliver certain programs. These parents indicate that had the school

; acknowledged their' shortcomings and attempted to upgrade the quality of
services, the parents would not have confronted the schools and requested a
hearing for'private school placement.

Dishonest schOol communication raised their doubts about progress to be made
within the public school program by their child and thus forced the parents to
resort to extreme solutions to their problems.

A key issue, and a particular test of the central construct "quality of
parent-school communication" is the urban parents, more generally, and
especially those from low income/minority group backgrounds. In the more
general case, urban systems have generally been less responsive to parents, more
closed to a responsive communication process than suburban systems. However,
all LEAs appear to have difficulty with these problems.

Even within a progressive state educationally, Yoshida, Fenton, Maxwell and
Kaufman (1977) report that while the IEP planning team (PT) members'
attitudes suggest support for a rather limited parental role in the process of
lormulating the IEP, "parents are expected to provide information to the PT,
but they are not expected to participate actively in making decisions about the
school's program." (p 11) Thus, while.the Connecticut regulations required that
schools invite parents, the school personnel tend to limit the role of parents to
information providers rather as contributors to the decisions about their child's
IEP, as is clearly the intent of P.L. 94.142.

The situation of the low income/minority group parents is more difficult than

1,
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t

i. SchoolRelated Variab'es

fining the "School System " for the Parent
particularly complex problem is the definition of "school system" in terms of

the persons with whom parents interact particularly during their involvement in
the sequence of activities that results in the IEP, where the issue of informed
consent becomes most critical. One can identify four types of actors in public
schools with whom parents may come into contact, each with a different
relationship to the policies of the system, especially as it would be enunciated
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regarding the specific program needs of their child. These may be categorized as

central office administrators (e.g., the superintendent, director of special
education or pupil services)` building administrator(principal), child evahation
personnel, and direct service providers (e.g., regular and spet.ial educators, and
remedial and instructional specialists). These different types of role occupants
areriquely related to the parent and may present,quite different perspectlies'
of the LEA's viewpoints and recommendations. Central district administrators
may be more directly concerned with issues of budgeting and general procedures
and policies, with little acquaintance with the specifics of a case unless and until
difficulties arise which may require extra-oranary actions.

By contrast, direct service providers may have a closer, more intimate
understanding of the child. Depending on their perception of their operating
space,* they may advocate programs that represent their perceptions of the
child's practical needs, which may Le contrary to administrative policy. In this
continuum of familiarity with th particular handicapped child, the principal
and child evaluation personnel occupy intermediate positions.

The principal, if he/she takes an orientation as "educational leader," can have
some sense of the child and his needs from direct contact with the staff and
child over a period of time. But the alternate posture of business manager/
president represents a stance that suggests distance and unfamiliarity, except in a
passing sense, with the child as a person and learner. Gross and Herriot (1965)
have pointed out the dramatic differences in the operational characteristics of ,
schools as a function of the role the principal assumes, Regardless of role, the
principal (unlike central office personnel) may assum., direct programmatic
responsibility for these children and is likely to meet and interact with the
handicapped child's parents. Two factors concern with allocation of scarce
resources and personal interactions with the child's parents force lbw principal
into a familiarity with the circumstances of the handicapped child end his/her
progra matic needs to a greater degree than would be true of central office
administrators,,_except for the special education director, However, principals
vary nsiderably in their willingness to assume responsibriity for the program-
matic eeds of the handicapped children in their building a situation that

?

The term "operating space" is used to denote the degree of latitute and initiative
that to hers display in their work with children, their contacts with other staff member:,
end even the latitude given themjo consult with school staff outside their buildings or in
non echool agsincies without administrative permission. Operating space, operationally
defined, may relate to the freedom of responsive interaction displayed by teachers and
specialists in their interactions with parents. One might expect that in buildings tightly
control! ed by principals, the expectation that staff must "ask permission" should inhibit
this Intetctive exchange (i.e., the staff perceives loss "operating space").
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characterizes the orientation of general educators.

The stance of tip evaluation team members who .develop the data from which
the IEP is formulated and the direct service provider staff who must implement
the child's program may also differ considerably toward the parent If the
evaluation staff are based within the child's building, they may have considerable
information about the child's functioning that is residual among his/her teachers
and may develop views of the child similar to those of the teaching staff. If they
are not based in the child's building, their familiarity with the child may be
developed through test data and reports, and these yield very different
perceptions of the child's needs and capabilities. The program proposed may also
be difficult to implement, since it may not recognize the capabilities and
limitations of the building staff to which the child is assigned. Thi) independence
may be viewed as positive because the evaluation team is taking an independent
look and prescribing a program that may be individually tailored to his needs.
But the ,proposed program may also more frequently be responsive to the
policies and limitations of the reed& education resources available to the
department in its programming N.Jommendations rather than what is appropri-
ate to the individual child.

I,

The child evaluation team (CET) coordinator, who is the team member
frequently communicating findings to the parents, is in the most equivocal
position, especially if the person is responsible to the central administrator. Even
if desirous of advocating for the child's program needs, the CET coordinator
represents the centre) office and must formulate programs for handicapped
children consonant with policies and constraints of the central special education
department, though school systems vary considerably in the latitude they permit
staff to meet the particular twos of handicapped children.

V

The range of role variation among school staff is critical in defining parental
perception of the school vis-a-vis their child's special needs, and services required
to meet those needs. Parents who have had a great deal of experience with one
:Tale memher, of the "system" (e.g., teacher),pay develop different perceptions
of their child's needs from parents who have had an experience with another role
member (e.g., principal or special education administrator). Under these
conditions, different relationships and sets of mutual expectations emerge.

In the context of this RFP, those issues become critical since who manages the
notice end consent systems, modulates the level at which the parents experience
the system, the personal understanding and commitments the system's personnel
will engage in, tits parents' sense that the system is trying to meet their child's
needs, and the specific quality, of personalized understanding of the particular
child that the system's personnel convey as they seek to involve the parents in
the evaluation and IEP development process. We have argued above that building
a sense in the parents of the school's understanding, concern and respect for the
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child's needs and the parents must be intrinsic to the engendering of informeit
consent and subsequent cooperative participation in the child's programming.
While this is subject to empirical test, 'so is the hypothesis that the locus and
manner of managing the contacts with the parents becomes critical in
maYlmizing the quality of the contacts, another featu're required in our view, to
assure parental "informed consent."

In considering variables germane to the school's activities during the identifica-
tion, evaluation and IEP formulation stage with regard to providing notice and
obtaining consent, one must oonsider the institutional structures of the LEA and
the schools within them, since the organizational structure can influence the
system's response to the child-oriented requirements of the Act.

Other specific school-related variables proposed are:

1. LEA Structure; its organizational features e.g., degree of centralization versus
decentralization; size i.e., urban/suburban/rural, SES composition of its
community and student body; and community-historical-contextual variables
reflecting the LEA commitment to serving the handicapped; structure and
organization of pupil personnel and Special education services (e.g., with
regard to organization of child evaluation teams, IEP development, transmis-
sion of ;nformation to parents), extent of budgeted resources, as reflected in
its variety of programs and experience with handicapped children and prior
response to change.

2. School Structure; level of staff training, experience and quality, and the staff
attitudes toward programming for handicapped children.

3. Child Evaluation Team (CET) Skill and Strategy; The skill and strategy of the
child evaluation team (CET) is critical throughout this process, once referral
has Oen made end the consent granted for evaluation. The manner, in which
the parent is involved, the respect accorded the information provided by the
parent, attempts to elicit the parents'sense of their child's difficuties, helping
the parents cope with their guilt and/or anxiety about their handicapped
child, and how the parents convey acceptance of the child's handicap are
among the factors which Can constructively be addressed with the parents in
the school's efforts to program appropriately for the child. It is during this
set of involvements that the prior community based reputation of poor
responsiveness to ,parents may be reinforced, or modified to convey more
accepting, positive, respectful and constructive roles for the parents.

It is suggested below in the more specific discussion of variables related to notice
and consent that parental contacts at these early stages can begin a relationship
that can be elaborated during the evaluation IEP formulation process with
several saluatary effects:

a. Convey an understanding of the school's goal that are embodied in the I EP,
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such that the *ant understands and approves of them, thus minimizing
subsequent disagreement and resort to the appeals system.

b. Engage the parent constructively so that subsequent programmatically related
contacts are positive and supportive and, when desirable, may lead to
extension of the programs into the home for further reinforcement and
generalization of what is being learned in school.

c. Alter the parental perception of the handicapping conditions so that they
may become more accepting and supportive of the child's efforts and actively
propagate a more growth-inducing environment in the home.

In this process, the skill of the CET is critical, and the manner in which the CET
handles the larger issues relating to having a handicapped child should ideally be
Included in its purview, as well as the more straightforward requirements for
parental involvement in the evaluation and the IEP formulation. conference.

In light of the earlier discussion regarding the differences in the role relationships
of various school staff to parents, an additional question relates to the placement
of the CET so as to maximize its effective/input Into the programming process.
One would hypothesize that CETs priparily composed of buildingbased staff ./
meeting in the child's school tioul7 understand the child more Intimately in
terms of his behavior and streng01s, rather than focusing. on weaknesses which
are evident on tests and in past performance records. Centrally-based/teams
which rely more heavilyntoiyihis latteb type of documentary evidence and test
data are less likely to u erstand the uniqueness of the child and may convey
this lack of understanding to parents by prescribing programs that may not
accord with the building staff's understanding of the child. The difference may
result in a mismatch between the IEP as a program planning and monitoring
document and/te realities of the child's needs, which ire better understood by
the clinicia,a and teachers who have worked with him/her, and with whose
perception i the parents are already familiar. /
4. /thources Available to the Team; These may constrain the offering(s)
"proposed in the IEP or may allow them relatively free rein to be responsive to

the child's needs. A critical, extremely difficult Issue relates to the quality of
these resources, since many parents complain that the school's IEP indicates
that their child is being offered the same services In a new-sounding package
that were unhelpful to his progress in the past. There Is suspicion of tutoring
and resource rooms more generally. Many Massachusetts parents believe that
these dis$ointed approaches to helping learning disabled (LD) children will
not be productive. Marty have become convinced that a more coordinated
total-school-day approach to the child's d:fficulties, even in a separate school,
seems to- vlsid oonsiderably more slenefit to their child. Frequently, then, a
disagreement may arise because the CET orients its pfogromming options to
sword with rwincipli, of least kTStrit..1449 envirunment, while parents view

..their child's needs as requiring a more totalday program hence, one which
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should be segregated for children with similar needs. The differences may not

be in the diagnosis of the child's needs or in the services he requires but in the

organizational package within which they are delivered, hence the premises

each party is working from may differ. These differences may not accord

with the CET's personal or professional 'philosophy(ies), but represent

commitments of the CET as required by regulation, most :specifically, the

LRE requirement.

Acceptance or Rejection of Proffered IEP

Tt.e pprent-schall variables interact most dramatically during presentation of the

IEP to parents tor acceptance or rejection. This is the critical event in this

process. Parents can accept the IEP as proposed or with minor modifications,

and the child's program is presumably implemented. ("Presumably" refers to

instances of patental approval of IEP when the child failed to receive what the

school promised.)

If the IEP is rejecied by the parents, several paths can be delineated. In

Massachusetts there is a thirty-day period during which no hearing can be

scheduled for Informal negotiations between school staff and parents, and IEP

revision. Parents they sign or otherwise approve the revised IEP, after which it Is

ImP(emented. Or thtl parent.might simply request that the dispute be resolved by

state 'ikppeals bureau review of the relevant documents. If this is done, the

decision rendered will be implemented. Or during this time, the mediator

employed by the state appeals agericy might contact parents and school staff to

arrange mediation of disputed areas of the IEP. Should this prove successful, an

agreement is signed by the school and parents; the plan is then implemented. If

the parties nerrove,their differences, these areas of agreement may be presinted

at the hearing only if the two parties agree, according to Massachusetts Iractice.

The agreement may 'or may not be adhered to in the hearing. Resolution by any

of these procedures .results in implementation of the IEP and cessation of the

appeal.

Should these avenues for resolotion of pP.,ent-school differences fail, then the

parties would prepare for a formal heeling.

Conflict Between Parents
and School System Representatives

ConfIrt is the critical focus of the major, actors leading to adversarial appeals. It

is a function of the needs of the child, the extent to which resources are

available to deal with those needs, parental objectives and school system goals as

expressed by the administrator who presented the IEP for parental approval.

The following dimensions of the conflict are suggested:
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1. Conflict about child evaluation findings and the IEP. Differences occur In:
a. Special needs identified.
b. Services proposed.

c. Nature and locus r f placement(s) for services.
2. Conflict about evaluation procedures.

a. 'Specific procedures/findings.

b. Extent and quality of parental involvement, e.g., its honesty or forthright-
ness.

F. Use of outside evaluation specialists.

d. Violation of prescribed sequence and time lines for evaluation and IEP
development.

Intensity ,a) the conflict.

Private school placements for learning disability children has been a major source
of conflict between Massachusetts parents and LEA staff, resulting in appeals.
Parents insist that the schools have failed to educate their children properly in
the past; the problems are reversible, but they must be remediated early In the
child's formal school career to minimize their academic and socioemotional
impact. Parents observe that continuing failure harms the child's self-esteem,
competence and social relationships. They are concerned with minimizing this
damage and ensuring quick and effective remedlation. Parents In our sample
earlier included their child in schoolbased arrangements, which they felt
resulted in minimal progress. With the coming of Chapter 766, the Massachusetts
special education law, they exercised their rights to a comprehensive evaluation.
When school recommendations appeared to be more of the same, they rejected

te* the educational plan and requested an appeal.

School administralors typically resent these demands because they feel their
programs are effective and are concerned that children with greater handicaps
who need considerably more services are entitled to a first call on scarce
resources commandeered by the less handicapped. This "raid" on available
resources places pressure on the local communities to provide additional
resources in a poor economic climate sensitive to public expenditures. Among
politicians, the special education law has frequently been cited as a major source
of the rapid increase in expenditures by local communities, which are largely
unreimbursed by the. state. At school district levels, there has been resistance to
requested expenditures and pressure on special education administrators to
minimize these expenditures.4 .

4
One ineication of this pressure is the high rate of turnover among special education

administrators. When we sought out administrators in communities involved in appeals to
get the school viewpoint of the experience, we found a 50% turnover each year. While some
administrators left voluntarily because of dissatisfaction with the exceuive paperwork
unrelated to provision of direct services, and others because they ware considered
Incompetent, rainy felt that the special education administrator was a scapegoat for rapidly
Increasing corn required by the special education law, which were unreimbursed to the
community.
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In such a situation, local special education admini ratots resist "unreasonable"
Parental demands, oven when he/she has lx)en una e to obtain the specialized
personnel required to mount the programs appropria e to the learning disabled
children's needs. in at least one community whch resis ed expenditures required
to implement the Law, appeals won by. parents of lea ning disability children
resulted In expensive private school placements. Th' attendant publicity
pressured the local school committee to allocate funds to evelop the necessary
services within their schools. More than half of these child n were returned to
their local schools after one year.

Another' major source of disagreements is a function of the p or discussion of
the differing perceptions by school staff pf the special needs o the particular
child. As a function bf the parent's rejection of the proposed IE , and request
for an appeal, the different perceptions of the child's needs held b school staff
in the various positions coalesces into a more unitary. viewpoint o the school
"system." This process of coalescence of the differing views of the hild may
progress as a function of the parents' 'increasing resistance to the school plan, in
.4 reactive posture adopted by the school staff. While the parent may h ve been
unhappy and dist stful of the school efforts during the evaluation, prese tation
of the IEP may concretize these dissatisfactions. The parent May objet, that
needs that were identified by them or the child's teachers in info mal
conversations are not addressed in the service program presented, or ,that he
services proposed are more of the same that had not previously resulted
progress. This antagonism, crystallizing upon presentation of 'the IEP as a forma
school systent document initiates a reactive process by the LEA administrators,
should the parents persist in their disagreements and pursue an appeal.

During the period subsequent to the request for appeal by the parent, the
disparate positions of the various types of school staff evident during the
evaluation and IEP formulation stage coalesce; the expressed viewpoint of the
school system becomes more integrated and 'relatively monolithic.

Parallel and reactive to parental distrust evolving toward the schools, then, is an

evolving school position. Various school staffers may have previously stated
different perceptions of the child's needs And the school's capacity to respond to
them. By the time the school comes to a hearing, the position is that of the
LEA, viewed as a unitary entity with a consistent policy. The school position at
the hearing reflects this stance, in contrast to the multiple voices of school staff
heard earlier by the parents. This process of coalescence of viewpoint may help
explain parent anger that statements made at hearings by school representatives
are contrary to those made during everyday contacts with these "street-level
bureaucrats" (Weatherley & Lipsky, 1917). This "lying" becomes a source of
continuing bitterness as one discusses tie experience of the hearing with them
later. Parents do not ubderstand the threat to the "system" which is representeu
by an appeal, and the nature of the school's response to the "threat." Thus the
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teacher who felt the child needed a program that the school could no,

adequately deliver testifies otherwise at the hearing, stating that school staff is\
capable of delivering this program in the LEA. One superintendent confiden-
tially told a parent that he believed in the validity of the claim in the privacy of
the men's room that he was contesting in the hearing room. School personnel
who testiN as witnesses on behalf of the sch6o1 meet prior to the hearing, review
materials on the child, and develop a consistent argumeht to be pursued as a
"systems' viewpoint. This can differ from what individual staffers believe and
may earlier have told the pyents. The position will reflect that of policy-making
administrators, rather than those of direct-service providers, especially when
issues in contention are costly placements, e.g., a private schoolp

When upon review at the district level, the test materials, IEP, and other
evidence may be felt to be weaker than they might be the schools may present
new documents at the hearing to bolster their case. This again results in the
parent cry of "foul!" and increases their sense of the difficulty in-fighting the
"system."

Preparing for the Formal Hearing

Hearing preparatiun involves two essential features for parents and schools: skill
in organization of their case and availability of outside support. The quality of
the parents' presentation at the appeal will be a function of their skill in
gathering infOrmation, enlisting the aid of experts, and defining goals appopri-
ate for the child. Parent knowledge, their sense of their capacity to influence
school decisions, and mailability of information (especially during presentation
preparation) all influence the outcome.

Willingness to confront school proposals doped on the availability of outside
support: the means to afford independent evaluations and expert witnesses
(e.g., independent professionals who can testify about the child's capabilities), a

lawyer or advocate (e.g., child advocate, public interest or legal service attorney).
Both parents and school utilize lawyers increasingly at hearings since they help
organize their case, and provide emotional and procedural support during the
hearing. if one wishes to ensure the parent's exercise of their rights, these
resource; must be made available at low cost/or free within the context of
regulation, since availability of these resources improves the quality of the
parents' presentation and then increases their confidence they can alter the LEA
proposals.

School experience with formal hearings has led them to believe that these
proceedings are not convened to resolve disputes informally (as they originally
thought). They now prepare pmentations more carefully by including tiocu-
rnents, coordinate testimony of witnesses, and enlist the aid of a lawyer
especially when high expenditures are involved.
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Factors Related to Appeals

Roles for Conduct of Hearings
Factors which may bear on the conduct of hearings include:

1. Rules and written procedures. The formal is not a judicial proceeding
but one conducted more flexibly accordindlo rules of administrative law.
Variations in procedure may result in considerate variance in results.

2. Style. Despite the presence of regulations andiuldelines circumscribing
appeals officer behavior at the proceeding, there' is considerable leeway
possible which can influence the appeals officer's conduct of the appeal. For
example, appeals officers vary in their level of activity, their beliefs about
justice, their style in resolving conflict (derived from professional training and
experience), their role perception, and their personal values. While regulations
ana guidelines of state and/or local agencies may dictate the form and
structure of both formal and informal appeals, variation it style, background,
conceptions, and beliefs of the appeal officer prof/ably, influence the
outcome. The variety in role perception is evident even among members of a
small cadre who have worked together closely under MI direction of the
central state agency (Budoff et al., 1978). School officials' perceptions of
hearing officers confirm tne variability in this group that are, with. one
exception, professional lawyers.

3. Effects of differences in officer training and background will vary for formal
and informal appeals.

4. Locus of initiation of the appeal. States vary in the manner in which the first
level of a hearing is initiated and the person by whom it is conducted; an
appreciable number of states delegate this to the LEA. While P.L. 94-142
requires state surveillance and provision for a state level appeal, rules
governing selection of the person to condmt the local hearing and the rules
to be enlisted are left unspecified. No information is currently available
concerning selection of local hearing officers or rules of conduct.

Questions regarding these and other issues must also be addressed e.g.,
selection procedures that minimize conflict of interest 'because of close
relationships between sch9o1 administration and local hearing officers;
qualification of school hoard members not employed by the school system to
serve as hearing officers; advantages and disadvantages of a single three-rnem
bar panel consisting of a nominee of the parent, the school, and someone
mutually acceptable to both as used in some statimpe.g., California.

An interesting issue relates to the educr tior training, and experience of the
hearing officer. Some states use professi orals in special education and
psychology as hearing officers; t.hers 1.4e lawyers. Different qualitative
outcomes probably result, although the proportional balance of wins/losses
for the parents does not seem to vary across two states (Pennsylvania and
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Massachusetts in certain year's). Decision content should vary as the lawyer's
ability to make specific program-relevant suggestions is 'more limited than
that of the professional psychologist/or educator. We observed that the
latter's management of a hearing may be more variable than that of a lawyer.
Out-of-district school administrators utilized as hearing officers seem to
operate on different bases than the university - affiliated edutator or psycholo-

o- gist, since they can easily identify with the viewpoint of the school.
, Post-PARC Year I data suggested that university-affiliated educators end
psychologists favored parents in their decisions.

The Massachusetts experience suggests that the lawyer may be more suited to
the hearing officer role, while the social worker-prichologisteducator may
operate more effectively as a mediator. This role assignment has been
established in other states as well (e.g., New Jersey, Connecticut).

For each type of appeal procedure, formal adversarial aid less formal 'mediation,
the major concern is with maintaining fairness. To this non-Weyer-child
advocate, fairness must be defined within the context of what procedures would
facilitate the appeal officer's understanding so that the decision or agreement
can help maximize realization of the child's potential. In our present stIte of
knowledge, one cannot know the most correct,program for a special needs child.
Furthermore, it is highly probable that special needs children will be fit into an
existing program with individualized adaptations, rather gar having programs
constructed for them as is required by the language and intent of the Act.

What is critical is the need for a clearer definition of the gbals and strategy of the
appeals officer. The problem is interesting because the dictum of impartiality
implies balanced judgment of the case, based upon its merits as presented at the
hearing. The philosophy partakes of the judicial model. I would argue that thi4 is
an inappropriate model when maximizing the quality of future life of a
handicapped child is the matter of concern.

While appeal officers must clearly be neutral and 'impartial in considerirtg$the
merits of options for each child, they must also be actively involved in the search
for the most appropriate, effective plan for the child. This does not mean that
they will necessarily establish a role opposing parental or school perceptions of
child needs. Rather, they must primarily concern themselves with the most
appropriate plan for the particular handicapped child. For example, thilactive
arbitrator does not limit the evidence presented to that generated by each side.
The active arbiter assumes responsibility for building the most complete set of
facts possible to meet the appeal officer's obligation to the child, in the event
that contending parties do not do so themselves. Procedtarally, this requires
reconsideration of the evidence prior to the hearing or mediation so that the
issues in the case can be understood, and the occasion of the hearing/mediation
can be used to collect additional evidence to clarify particular points being
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contested. Parents may not Put forward the case most responsive to the child's
needs. Schools propound positions that tend to minimize their costs while
offering what they consider to be a reasonable program for the child. In short, I
contend that the appeal officer be impartial but favorable toward the child's
needs. His conduct at hearings/mediations should be directed toward maximizing
his understanding of the issues so that he an recommend the most effective
program appropriate to the child's needs.

A

The Decision

Following a hearing, a decision must be rendered by the hearing officer, "not
later than forty-five days after receipt of a request for a hearing. . . and a copy
of the decision. . .mailed to each of the parties" (121a512). The decision be-
comes the operative document which resolves the dispute between parents and
school, cootaining conclusions and recommendations for actions to be taken. We
found the nature of this document to be ignored as Massachusetts first sought to
be responsive to the pressure of appeals of educational plans. They became a fo-
cus of concerted thought when court reviews resulted in the judgments that the
transcripts and/or hearing decisions were inadequate. Decisions have been
criticized for vague phrasing and ill-defined justification for conclusions. Since it
is the decision that indicates findings, states conclusions, and defines actions to
be taken, its nature and quality must be addressed in any 'consideration of /he
appeals system.

Culp-Davies (1974) indicates that there is much 11 tion involved with
adequacy of administrative findings and that judicial decisions on the inadequa-
cy of administrativ findings is, therefore, one of the principal tools by which
the courts impose their limited control. 'He lists five practical reasons for
requiring written fin ngs of administrative hearings:

1. Facilitating judicial eview.
2. Avoiding judicial usurpation of administrative functions.
3:Assuring more careful administrative consideration where findings protect

against careless or arbitrary action.

4. Helping parties plan their cases for re-hearings and judicial review.
5. Keeping agencies within their jurisdiction.

Criteria Employed In Making Decisions
Kirp, Buss, and Kuriloff, Legal Reform of Special Education h, , fri Studies
and Procedural Pmposals, 62 Calif. L. Rev.'40, 138 (19741, make ti .>Ilowing

points:

1. That the grounds on which a decision must be made marks the intersection
between procedure and substance. The decision must be predicated on
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identifiable and reasonable criteria, otherwise procedur I protection is
meaningless. However, wise and reasonable criteria will be u f no avail unles,
the individuals affected by the criteria have procedural avenues by which
they can insist that the applicable criteria be fairly applied in.their own case.

2. The criteria must ensure consistency In the treatment Of !Ike CUES by
minimizing bias and caprice and be a legitimate basis for governmental action
which will affect private interests. This is to enable the Individual to show an
absence of acceptable basis in law and feet or. show a basislfor action other
than the one claimed.

They emphasize the importance of consistent criteria and predictability, but
they also make the point that when the classification of decisions is based only
on articulated criteria, valuable flexibility will be lost. The chief problem is to
combine flexibility with criteria sufficient to prevent capricious, I.nconsistent,
and unexplained decisions. kirp, Buss, and Kuriloff identify four types of
criteria:,

1. Facts concerning the classified student.

2. Facts concerning the school system's capacity to meet educatilmal' needs of
students.

3. Facts concerning possible disadvantages resulting from special classification.
4. Peripheral facts bearing only indirectly on the classification decision.

They Pmphasize that the decision must make specific references to controlling
en, deril from statutes, regulations, or prior opinions; they should
separa'e the reasons for classifying a child as in need of special education from
reasons for placing him in a particular program. If the existing reasons are
inadequate, the odinion should state the changes that should be made and
should clearly state the facts, values, or policy changes that distinguish one case
from similar cases decided previously. Only if a case contains nothing new
should the opinion be reduced to a referen.e to a prior controlling case. This
final point raises the issue of the importance of establishing precedents in special

cation hparings an unresolved issue.

Abeson, Bolick, and Haas, in "A Primer on Due Process" 0976), discuss the
content and structure of the hearing officer decision in special equation,
appeals. They indicate:

1. That the decision be in writing in the primary language of the home as well as
English, and be sent to the parent and education agency involved.,

2. The decision must ye made solely on the evidence and testimony presented at
the hearing.

3. Written decisions should include findings of fact and reasons for them/

In addition, if the decision disapproves of the educational plan, there should be a
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statement of an adequate educational plan. If the decision alsproves the
educational plan, it should indicate why less restrictive placement alternatives
could not adequately and appropriately serve the child's needs.

4. The decision shall include a statement of the procedures necessary to obtain
appeal of the hearing officer's decision, including a list of agencies from
which a parent may obtain legal assistance.

5. The decision is binding on the parents or education agency, officers,
employees, and agents

The written report should Include:

a. Statement of the purpose of the hearing.
b. List of all persons attending.
c. Review of all facts as presented by the school system.
d. Specific points being challenged and defended.
e. Review of evidence.
f. Decision.
g. Justification for decision.

The above discussion describes the essential elements of an administrative
decision and the reasons for it. The discussion and analysis of the form end
content of an administrative decision must be addressed when analyzing
administrative decisions rendered in hearings held in response to parental
rejection of an educational'plan. A number of stacks with due process machinery
instituted in response to P.L. 93.380 have written guidelines to decision writing.
In one instance (New Jersey), this includes a model decision which appears
overly legalistic in form and language ("hereinbefore,:' "avers," "prayer'
"appellant").

Decisions developed in Massachusetts cases evolved in accordance with the
following outline:

1. Introduction
Preliminary Statement
Background

2. Statement of Issues
Summary of Facts

3. Summary of Evidence
4. Findings of Fact
5. Opinions

Conclusions
6. Formal Compliance Statement

The kind of information placed under each heading varies and is dependent on
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/
many factors (how much evidence'of that particular kind was presented at the
actual hearing, emphasis on evidence of a particular type by the hearing officer,
how hearing officer categorized

'To look at the rules by which hearing officers make decisions, a detailed analysis
of the sections entitled "Findings of Fact," "Opinions and Conclusions," and
"Issues" is necessary. In a model decision, the findings of fact will be stated as
being based on written or oral evidence presented or elicited. Reasons for the
findings of the hearing officer will also be stated. This will. more usually be
included in the section on "Opinions and Conclusions," which.should. contain
statements of law and/or policy.

A number of other issues must be considered in addressing a decision:

1. Burden of proof. The question here is whether this is specifically addressed
by the hearing officer in the written decisiOn and/or whether it is an
important underlying issue. In Massachusetts, the burden of proof at the
hearing is placed on the school. This derives from the character of the
legislation, which is aimed at rectifying existing unfairness or inequality
contrary to the provisions of SNO(d), where burden of proof in administra-
tive hearings is placed on the proponent of a rule or order. From a
preliminary analysis of a number of decisions, it appears that the burden of
proof in special education hearings is not firmly on the school and can change
during the hearing. For example, in a situation where the school has
presented an adequate case and discharged its substantial responsibility, the
burden of proof shifts to the parents to show why the school's plan is not
appropriate for their child.

2. The interpretation and useqf the words "afigquate" and "appropriate."
Federal law 94.142 uses the word "appropriate' and the way in which this is
interpreted by the hearing officer is important in evaluating hOw the hearing
officer establishes standards which influence his decision. This is related to
the issue of how the hearing officer deals with the quality of the educational
plan offered and its likelihood of implementation.

3. Fiscal lsue. An important issue is whether the problem of fiscal-responsibili-
ty is addressed by the hearing officer, and whether, it influences the decision.
That is, is cost an admissible concern for a hearing officer in developing
conclusions? While co, t is a major issue in many hearings, its relevance to the
appeals officer's derision is said to be not considered in rendering the
decision. (See section on the hearing officer's perception of role (Budoff, et
al., 1978)1.

Compliance or Follow-Up System

As indicated earlier, the due process system requires follow-up procedures to
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assure compliance with the agreement or the unappealed decisions, if due
process safeguards are to achieve their intended effects. This does not require a
cumbersome bureaucratic overlay, but simple assighment of responsibility to
assure the parties that the agrement or decision is being implernented. Should a
telephone call not be sufficiently informitive, a procedural provision. for a visit
should be included; if compliance is still poor after negotiation, procedures
should be available for convening a compliance hearing.

While provision for compliance hearings now exist in Mastachusetts, they are
convened only upon complaint by a parent. This places the burden for initiation
on the parent an unfair, additional disadvantage.

CHAPTER II: A DEVELOPMENTAL SCHEMA
FOR VIEWING SPECIAL EDUCATION CHANGE

Successful implementation of comprehensive reform legislation such as that
required by the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94.142)
necessitates systematic attention by special educators to variables influencing
implementation. These variables have not traditionally been a concern of special
educators, who tend to operate from a clinical model by providing, services to
children identified as needy. However, to execute the comprehensive full-service
requirements of the law in the least restrictive environment requires mobilization
of diverse school system resources available in the surrounding community. To
mobilize diverse elements of the educational and social service system, clinicians
and teacher-practitioners must understand the variables which may influence
implementation of special education legislation.

In this section we shall indicate variables influencing adoption and implementa- /
tion of school programs generally, and then set forth an heuristic schema by /
whieh'to view the sequential course of implementation for special education /

..-:feforms. In understanding the proposed schema one must consider positing al,.
final stage with which the central concern is with maximizing the intended
individualized program benefits for the handicapped child. LEAs and/or schools

LEAs may attain the higher posited stages for some requirements, but not
for others. This proposed schema is intended to facilitate understanding of the
course of implementation as LEAs strive to realize the intended special
education benefits mandated in the Federal Act. Introducing the concept that
intended benefits of implementation are the ultimate yardstick by which to
assess success of implementetion for each requirement presupposes a major focus
on the quality of services delivered from the vantage point of the handicapped
child and his/her family. The sequence described defines mayor stages that
betoken a movement toward increasing quality. !Lis our hypothesis that the
child is neither the sole nor major focus until the final stage in the sequence.
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It Is both possible and likely that some LEAs will successfully manifest the
elements of one stage e.g., have all the necessary mechanisms and functioning,
yet maintain the essential separateness of the handicapped child from the
mainstream of the school's activities, another requirement. In the context of the
stages described in the folic wing sections, this school (or LEA) may stabilize
asymptotically at Stage 2, never essentially integrating its activities for
handicapped children. Technically It may be in compliance when its activities are
audited, since there may be some definable times which the handicapped
children spend with their non-handicapped age-mates. But the organic integra-
tion intended by the law is not attempted. much less achieved. It is this organic
integration that raises much difficulty in a practical sense, but which is critical to
the desired quality of school experience envisioned by the Act.

This paper, then, identifies variables relevant to adoption of new school
programs. Such literature usually deals with innovative programs adopted
voluntarily. Implementation of mandated educational change is only now
beginning to be studied systematically.

One must consider three classes of variables that may be germane to the
implementation of the Education for All the Handicapped Children Act (P.L.
94.142):

1. Those which refer generally to implementation of educational innovations.
2. Those which refer more specifically to implementation of special education

programs.

3. Those which refer to implementation of specific special education require-
ments (e.g., procedural safeguards, 'east restrictive environment, individual
education plan, etc).

Within the first two classes of variables we distinguish 2 categories of variables:

1. Those which, characterize the community of the school district and the LEA.
2. Those which more directly characterize the LEA.

Community,. context variables include sire, composition, 'wealth, and current and
historilh.al support for education and/or special education. Variables particular to
a school system would include parameters descriptive of its organizational
structure, characteristics of the LEA staff, LEA commitments to innovation and
past experience with change (see Fullam & Pomfret review, 1977).

Cottext variables relevant to implementation of special education reforms
encompass service priority for handicapped children in the community and LEA,
'historically and at present: relationships to special interest groups (e.g.,

/ parent-consumer organizations, advocacy groups, etc.); overlap of the state's
.4, special education requirements with provisions of P.L. 94.142, including
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consideration f time elapsed since the law's effectiva date. The longer the time,
the more opportunity for the LEA to develop experience with specific
requirements of the law. One must also consider the pattern of funding for
special education in the state and local community, its timing In terms of the
special education reforms, and activities of the state as related to enforcement of
the required practices. One frequently finds that state legislatures pass reform
legislation but fail to fund it or have educational agencies which do not pursue
leadership or complianceinducing activities.1

Variables particular to implementation of special education reforms are priority
for special education, the placement of its leadership within the school system,
resources available for special educational services, number and variety of special
educational services available at the onset of implementation, characteristics of
the special education staff, history of special education innovation, and
strategies employed in implementing prior special education innovations. One
would hypothesize that LEAs which have successfully implementedone or more
major reform practices in recent years would implement the .additional
requirements of P.L. 94.142 more rapidly and effectively. Some practices,
especially those concerned with legally defined rights of parents and children
are foreign to the usual operation of schools but may be implemented rapidly in
a technical sense under the potential threat of suits. Others (e.g., the IEP or least

restrictive environment requirements) are conceptually within the realm of our
educational philosophy. While posing difficulties, they may be viewed by
educators as less onerous (except for the requirements of documentation and
explicitness). Even these, however, are complicate i by potential organizational
"turf" problems. The implementation of each requirement may reflect a
distinctive assortment of variables which govern its implementation within the
framework of this proposed schema.

The essential focus of this section, then, is on the elaboration of the process by
which one might conceptualize the sequence and pattern of implementation of
the special education reforms required by the complex provisions of P.L.
94-142. the following pages describe the course by which these requirements

1Two general approaches to facilitating change can crudely be referred to as the.
carrotenclthestick strategies. In seeking to facilitate voluntary change, one is restricted to
"carrot"-type strategies, although the most powerful incentives are probably the desire of
the individual actors to accomplish the changes. However, Critical problems may arise in
institutionalizing them.

When change Is mandated by law, the other categories of approaches aptly
summarized by the metaphor of "applying the stick" are available, along with the
carrottype strategies. P.L. 94.142 contains provisions for Oct, ,.pproaches.1ncentives (e.g.,
preschool grants) are provided, along with a partial assumption of costs by Federal formula
grant funds which flow directly to the LEA. "Stick" category options primarily involve
withholding funds from the state or conceivably by the SEA to the LEA. But other
strategies are possible.
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appea to bay implemented. The scheme is derived from okiservations of the initial
attemp of school systems in Massachusetts to implemint a similarly complex
and co prehensive rearm of special education practices (see Budoff, 1975),
keeping ppermont the intent of the reform movement: the provision of a free
ediAcatio oppropelate to the needs of each handicapped child.

The stages. are presented ro provide an heuristic which may help conceptualize
the pattern one may expect during implementation of specific provisions. The
proposed st es are:

Stage 1: Planning the Implementation Effort
Stage 2: Settini the Required Mechanisms in Place
Stage 3: Develo ing Linkages Between Special and Regular Education, Other

LEA Se ors, Outside Direct Service Agencies and Within the Elements
Composin an Individual School and Its Staff

Stage 4: Mobilizing the New Organizational Arrangemonte Within the School
Building an, the School District to Ensure Child Attainment of
Intended Ben fits

Stage 1: Planning the I plementation Effort

r'
Hall and Loucks (1977), amo others, posit a preliminary planning stage during
which time the necessary relat nships involving intra- and inttr-departmental
operations can be delineated and efined. Planning is a logical first step and may
well have, occurred within many mmunities during the 1977-78 school year
with respect to P.L. 94-142. Prom ration of the regulations came early, an
aggressive public education emptily were conducted and/or stimulated y
BF-H. Also, a majority of states have sed special education reform legis) tion
that paralleled many of the provisions t the Federal Act. It would be of
considerable interest to know how man LEAs availed themselvei of this
opportunity. /
To understand 'he planning effort, one shoul urvey its comprehensiveness,
e.g., the extent to which school ,personnel from non-special educe on
departments, parents, community agencies, etc., w e in luded, and at what evel
of input for tt,4 filial planning document. To mee the il service (foals f P.L.
94-142, resources of both school departments and the .\ local and e tended
communities must be included. Quality of the planning would be ind,i ated by
structured interviews with participants in the process, and examination of
planning documents both interim and final operational planslvtie mandated
procedures and programs.
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Stage 2: Setting Mechanisms in Mace

Most typically,' the special education and pupil personnel services departments
are solely charged with responding to the requirements of P.L. 94142. Tin
burdens are numerous. For example, the requirements for IEPs, both for those
being served and new referrals, require massive investments of energy by the
spechi services staff to learn new skills and working styles. Perceived as

particularly burdensome are the requirements for documentation and specifica-
tion of the objectives statements in language readily understood by the parents.
As IEPs are written, new services must be organized. These are staffed by special
education staff, maintaining the separateness of the handicapped children from
their peers. Absorption in these tasks in Massachusetts, where the LEAs were
under-strong pressure to comply, precluded effective planning and coordination
with other departments in the LEA. Activities typical of this period are:

'Operation of special education and pupil personnel departments in relative
isolation.

* Development of procedures as staff guidelines for the ..new mechanisms.
. Noncompliant procedures are reorganized; informal procedures must be

written in accordance with specific formats. Procedures relevant to due
process safeguards, nondiscriminatory testing, least restrictive environment,
and communication with non-English speakers must comply. with Federal
regulations.

* Mechanisms to respond to the new requirements are institutionalized
procedurally, utilizing special eaucation and pupil personnel staff. They may
cr may not be written as local guidelines.

* Special education and pupil personnel service staff (with increments, if
property planned) are mobilized to deal with IEP referrals.

* Child evaluation teams tend to be centrally based in the special services
offices.
IEPs are general and non-specific.

Services are initiated or expanded by special services staff to respond to
programs required by IEPs.

Services currently available within the capabilities of the special services
departments are most frequently offered to the child rather than tailoring new
program options to the child's needs.

* Educational programming is actually separate for special needs children,
despite mainstreamed activity. .1

Restriction of substantive in-service training activities to Pupil Personnel
Services and Special Education staff (e.g., in writing IEPs, diagnostic/prescrip-
tive teaching! except for orientations of regular education staff.
Special education teachers retrained into resource room teachers.

* Resource room activities unrelated to activities of the child during his/her
mainstreamed time.

Little coordinated activity or communication between, special and regular
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education staff who "host" handicapped children in their rooms.
Regular education teachers verbalize that they have no direct educational
responsibility for the handicapped child.

Failure to develop linkages with human service agencies outside the LEA,
except for specialized evaluations 'e.g., mental health centers, hospitals, and
state human service agencies).

Narrowing of the comprehensive services mandate by school personnel to
focus strictly on direct educational activities.
Proforma communication with parents, as minimally required. Parental
consent is obtained through' the mail or personal contacts in isolated single
contact sessions, phrased in legalistic language in long, overly complete
statements.

Stage 3: Developing Linkages Between
Special and Regular Education Departments
at LEA and School Building Levels

The focus of this stage is on opening channels of communication. The spec. 1
education department starts to operationalize the implications of educating its
clients in the most normalized school settings. Through this self-conscious effort,
special services staff may work to establish linkages with other school system
incgram elements at the central and building levels. The extent to which regular
and special education adjustments within individual schools occurs will be
effected by LEA administrgtors. The extent to which LEAs develop conflict
resolving mechanisms to cope with authority conflicts, the types of mechanisms
developed, and the strategies that participants use in pressing their claims
become critical issues during this stage because of the "turf control" problems
involved in allocation of special education resources to school buildings. In
developing linkages within the schools, the role and posture of the principal
belcome critical.

Some Typical Activities
Direc , and increasingly frequent intkractions occur with other departments at
the central level as attempts are made to negotiate agreements involving the
handicapped children in their programs. These children begin to be included
in remedial reading, Title I offerings, bilingual education, physical education,
music, art, shop, and vocational training programs as their needs indicate, or
meet program eligibility requirements. Federol Title I regulations may restrict
access of these children to Title I programs.

6
When, for research purposes, EMA special class children were distributed without

label among their egemates among regular grades, them children appeared in the Title I
reading groups. Their segregated peers with simaer scores were not assigned to these
Programs. Assignment of a special education class precluded eligibility for Title (programs.
In that LEA at that time (Budoff & Got Hob, 1976).
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* Efforts are made by special education staff to develop building-fowl

relationships with regular education teachers. Formal' and/or informal
communications are initiated as regular and special education teachers start to

coordinate their programs for the particular child. For example:
Resource room teachers becoMe aware that their teaching efforts should be

coordinated with work in the child's regular education classes.
* Programs pursued in one location may appear in other instructional

locations (e.g., resource room programs in regular classes and vice versa).

* Involveme of principal in leadership roles vis-a-vis handicapped children
in his/her school may be more apparent.

* Negotiation and/or conflict concerning resource allocation as new authority
structures are defined for building-based programs.
Child-evaluation team utilizes building-based faculty to increasing extent as

participants.
. IEPs become more differentiated in content and recommendations;
objectives more explicitly stated; documents more useful as program
planning documents for teachers.

*.Communications with parents tend to/ become less formal: parental

contacts may be initiated as part of th notice procedures and sustained

throughout the IEP development process
Notices to parents are written in short r statements, phrased in nonlegal

language to enco age their participation Ind understanding of minimal

legal rights and requirements. First con acts oral with follow-up written

materials to help parents understand jthir rights and school obligations

with regard to evaluation and service provisions. The intent becomes

development of a communicatIOn pattern during evaluation and IEP

development so that parents may understand the proposed program.
* Cultivation of working relationships with human service agencies within the

community.

Stage 4: Focusing Efforts
About Quality of Programs
For Individual Children

Concerns of prior stages are with planning, setting in place, and operationalizing

new sets of organizational relationships or linkages necessary to meet require-

ments of the Act in a technical sense. The hypothecated focus of this stage is

with ensuring that developed orginizational arrangements can be focused on

benefits to the child. Given new linkage patterns between special and regular

education LEA" subsystems, the primary concern is will mobilizing nevi
orvnizational relationships to ensure that the program for beach handicapped

child is appropriate and achie"ing its intended effects. One Must be cognizant

that objectives set forth in the IEP first developed for the child represent first

approximations guesstimates. /
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Activiti typical of this stage are concerned with ensuring the organic
relation 1p of program elements to which each child is assigned;ligular and
frequen program review, .continuing readjustment of IEP, the need for changes,
and act e, continuing efforts to engage the staff in this process of child review
.with rent consultation. The major focus is oh individualizing program
element for each child, adjusting each element as the programmatic responses of
each ch Id dictate. The major question is: Does the Individualized progra p have
the des red effects .on 'the child's progress? One might 'expect ttie jdowing
activitie ."

* Oreq nt contacts, both formal and informal, among staffers,. delivering
servi s to the child.
Conce ted and coordinated outreach to parents with effective communication
conce ed with the child's progress and problems.
Greate involvement encouraged and exhibited by parents in School program-
ming" a d work initiated by school staff to extend appropriate elements of the
progra to the home.

* Evoluti n of procedures, both formal and informal, maintaining frequent and
careful valuation of the child's progress (more frequent than the mandatory
annual r view).
Develop ent and use of informal mechantsms by which to reajust the IEP and
program s closer contact of school staff raises questions regarding proposed
changes.

Close wo ing relationships with community agencies whose services are
utilized I cooperative endeavors to meet the comprehensive range of the
full-service mandate.

School staff is now attending to child needs operationally, rather than
rhetorically, a d using the most efficacious means to optimize client learning
and living cap ilities on their own initiatiye. This focus reveals a majorhange\, in the position of the parent. As commonly viewed by school personnel, the
'parent moves f m an adversarial, coercive, or burdensome relationship to LEA
personnel early in this process ("We must offer them so much I" "They are so
demanding!" ' hat do they ret:iy know?") toward a stance in which parents
are seen as an i portant source of information regarding their child's needs and
'capabilities. and eir input into the IEP conference actively solicited as part of a
general' relations ip intended to enhance the home-school elationship. Their
cooperation is sol cited consciously, and active relationships may be encouraged
between home nd school, especially for severely handicapped children,
Whenever appropr ate, programs may be extended to the home, with parents or
siblings acting ass ondary educators.

It should not be rceived that a school or LEA can be categorized w:thin one
stage for all provi ions or in' every building for a specific provision, 1:-nply
because procedure or, guidelines exist. Practices, especially within larger
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districts, vary considerably ac. :As buildings. Many o the proses s and
underlying attitudes and efforts involved in this reform de d heavil on the
staff of a building, its leadership, and the supporting framew rkwith n which
they function.

One cannot assume that the mechanisms set in place in the first io rational
phwe (Stage 2) have been smoothly integrated and institutionaliZ o the
functioning practice of the LEA at every school. People and institu ions ing

' what they are, this will probably not occur; inevitably, tasks cdn ptuali
under different stages in this schema will o-...ir concurrently within the system

even at the same time within a single sct A building. Since schopi systems are
so variable, some buildings will be further along in impleme ting some
requirements than others As mentioned, while implementa 1 of some
provision may be, more advanced (e.g., mainstreaming or I P writing),
implementation of ,otor prtsions may not have been planned (e.g., parent
surrogate).

.

Without ar. effective planning process, the burden for setting e hanisms and
procedures implementing Act provisions fall to traditional speci I e s ucetion and
pupil personnel service departments. This fact reflects the ganizational
structure of the school district and shows reasonable assignmen o responsibili-
ty. However, when this assignment is conducted solely as an cti ity of these/
units, it accentuates the traditional isolation of these LE . epartments.
Historically, this isolation has been too real for the special educatio staff with n
a school. Reinforcing it by ,assignment of the sole, as opposed, he prima y,
responsibility for setting mechaniims 'in place defeats a crizical pr mise of he
Federal At : the expectation that comprehensive, full-se i provis ons
offered within the least restrictive environment requires active in Iv ment f all
segments of the school and community service agencies in provi servi es to
these children. These segments and community agencies should sta ively
involved in developing, elaborating, and operationalizing pro d res which
enabie the LEA to be responsive to the Act's provisions. When activities
are conducted solely by pupil personnel staff, the percept that the
handicapped children are "different" is reinforced. While mainstrea d, it h
done with a sense by the regular education Segments that they have no
educational responsibility for these students. The process of imPle ntation
under these circumstances does not transmit a message of joint r shared
responsibility, but rather that these childrenare still the sole respons, ility of
the pupil services-special education staff. Recognizing that it is very easy to
reinforce this image that the handicapped child is "different," hence tha regular
educators cannot or do not know how to work with them, one must i stitute
strategies that will break down ahis stance as early as possible n the

. \ implementation process.

brie implication of these observations is that there must be an ear4y recog ition
.,,.

s:-
\N,
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in the implementation process that continued separation or isolation of pUpil-
services departments working out procedures .for implementing the Act will
work against the subsequent possibilities of cooperation and coordination. It
seems reasonable to assume that the patterns set in motion early in the process
of implementation will influence the subsequent working relationships, especial-
ly if the early patterns reinforce the general. consensus that handicapped children
are the primary educationaleresponsibility of the special education staff not
even a shared responsibility.

CHAPTER III: THE IMPLEMENTATION "
OF DUE PROCESS SAFEGUARDS:

THE RIGHT TO NOTICE AND INFORMED CONSENT.

The following sections will examine the requirements of notice and consent, and
relate these requirements to tilt considerations developed in;the schema for due
process and for implementation of due process reforms.

A. Definition of Notice and Consent.

The following def tion appears in the P.1.. 94-142 regulations:

Written notice which meets the requirements under S 121a.505 must be given to
the parents of a handicapped child a reasonable time before the public agency:

(1) Proposes to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational
placement of the child or the provision of a free appropriate publiC education to
the child, or

(2) Refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational
placement of the child or the provision of a free appropriate public education to
the child. 19 121a.504)

The notice under S 121a.504 must include:

(1) A full explanation of all the procedural safeguards available to the parents
under Subpart E;

(2) A description of the action proposed or refused by the agency, an
explanation of why the agency proposes or refuses to take the action, and a
description of any options the agency considered and the t .asons Why those
options were rejected;

(3) A description of each evaluation procedure, test, 'record, or report the
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agency uses as a basis for the proposal or refusal.

The notice must be:

(1) Written in language understandablito, the general public, and
-

"(2) .Provided in_tbe native lariguage-of-the-pareht-or other mode of communica-
tion used by the p4vnt, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so.

0

If the native language or other mode of, communication of the parent is not a
written language, the State or local educational agency shall take steps to ensure:

(1) That the notice is translated orally or by other merds to the parent in his or
her native language or other mode of communication;

(2) That the parent understands the content of the notice, and

(3) That there is written evidence that the requirements in paragraph 'above, (1)
and (2) of this section have been met. (s 121a.505).

"assent" means that:

(1) The parent has been fully informed of all informathin 'relevant to the
activity for which consent is sought in his or her native language, or other mode

of communication;

(2) The parent understandsderstands and agrees in writing to the carrying out: of the
activity for which his or her consent is Night, and the consent describes that

`activity and lists the records (if any) which will be released and to_ om; and .

(3) The parent understands that the granting of consent is volun ary on the part
of the parent and may be revoked at any time. ( 1 121a.500)

Parental content must be obtained before:

(1) Conducting a preplicement evaluation; and

(2) Initial placement of a handicapped child in a program providing special
education and Telated services.

Except for preplacement evaluation and initial, placement, consent may not be
required as a condition oyany benefit to the parent or child ( 121a.504(b))

These requirements are summarized in the accompanying table.
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROVISIONS REQUIRED FOR NOTICE AND CONSENT IN
CONTACTS WITH PARENTS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

(EXCLUDING SEA REQUIREMENTS/

MAJOR PROVISIONS OF P.L. 94442

Definitions/content' defined

Identification, evaluation and/or
educational placement

Evaluation and IEP development

envoy.' Process and annual
iew

I. matt Hon

Due waif Mar

Confidcntiallty of re tit

NOTICE (PROVIDED,

1218.606

when LEA proposes to initiate or change the
identification, evaluation. or educational
ppcement of the child (11218.604)

notice of conference meeting to develop IEP;
including time, date, place and location, who
will attend

documentation of attempts to hew parent
attend; records of telephone cant, correspon
Tana, visit) to home/employment sites

communicat n the language of the home;
language u mendable to general public

1218.316)

'on request pore is will provide Information
about were en
be obtained

pendent evaluation may

parents must be a aided opportunity to
examine school roc ds of their child

documentation of at *mph to have parents
attend; records of tot cells, cons+
pondence, visits to h /employment sites

11 1218.3451

LEA Informs parer of l rev cost o free legal
services, upon, s,86,,, or f LEA or parent
initiates a he ring (I 121a,

I.EA informs oerent inform lion on child
no longer needed to provide motional
services to the child ,parent 1 ay request
destruction of records)

V,
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CONSENT (REQUIRED WHEN

1218.500

conducting pteplaaiment evaluation;
Initial placement of a handicapped
child It 121a.604

if parent refuse. consent, s
recourse 11 1215.5041

Ito parental consent for placement
chimes required)
(1 121..504)

for disclosure of personally
identifiable information
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B. Criteria for Notice and Consent

Criteria specific to notice:

1. Characterizations of the document.
a. Length of the document (number of pages
b.,Ouality of the language

..Everyday legalistic in language content
Language of notice in Ianguago of the home?.

c, Comprehensiveness
1. Discussion bf all parent rights and school obligations as related to

the various provisions of P.L. 94-142 and applicable State law and
regulations;

2. Phased series of notice statements keyed to the stages in the
process, e.g., specific on evaluation but vague on description of IEP
process;

3. Phased approach with supplementary materials, vague discussion of
other rights, elaborated as I EP development and placement progress
through personal interviews.

2. Method of delivery
a. Mail only certified or registered, receipt requested.

b. With follow-up personal interview contact (simple telephone reminder
does not count);

c. Mail then follow-up interview or telephone contact;
d. 'Interview contact to transmit notice, with or without mail delivery;

consent obtained tnrough the personal contact.
3. Locus of, delivery and receipt of notice response

a. Child's school
b. District office

1. Principal's office
2. Teacher
3. Child Evaluator (e.g., team chairperson)

c. Central Department Office
1: Special Education Administrator
2. Cnild Evaluator (e.g., team chairperson)

3. Secretary/when nonprofesional
4. Timin of delivery prior to initiation of evaluation process

. Variables Rela ed to Informed Consent:

1. Method f delivery of IEP and consent form.
a. Mail; r,llo follow-up personal interview contact (simple follow-up

telephone reminder does not count)
b. Mail; fdllow-up interview contact
c. Intervir contact to transmit notice, with or without mail return
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2. Locus of delivery and receipt of content response
a. Child's school

?District office
c. `Central Department Office

3. or history of contacts (e.g., was parent previously conveyed IEP
meting; prior interview contacts during evaluation process)
a. No contacts except IEP meeting
b. No attendance at IEP meeting
c. No prior 'personal contacts except by telephone
d. No prior ccntacts at all except by mail

4. Language quality
a. Everyday vs. technical jargon
b. In language of the home?

5. Completeness of information relevant to request whether legal,
educational or psychologies!
a. Special needs and services stated

b. Activities contens '$)ted stated
c. Information or access to records of their child made available
d. Specificity of consent letters for activities proposed

6. Nature and quality of the communication with parents
a. Parent perception of the process

7. Number or proportion of parents withholding consent
a. Reasons for withholding
b. Parental perceptions of the process of evaluation, IEP development and

presentation
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CHAPTER IV: APPLICABILITY OF THE SEQUENTIAL SCHEME
TO THE NOTICE AND CONSENT REQUIREMENTS

If one interrelates the procedures necessary to meet the notice and consent.
requirements with the sequential hypothesis regarding the implementation of
special education reforms, one might posit the following stage appropriate
behaviors/procedures.

Notice

Stage 1. Planning and writing sample documents.

Stage 2. The notice statements are formulated; they tend to be long,
comprehensive and legalistic; primary reliance on mail delivery.

Stage 3. Notice is sent in short, pithy, nonlegalistic language, intended to meet
the minimal requirements of the law, intended not to disco,urage but encourage
participation by the parent in the system. A follow-up system of parental
contacts, augmented by written materials, will be developed to help the parents
understand their rights, and the obligations of school systems, in a context
intended not to frighten, but to encourage participation in the evaluation and
service, provision processes. This would lay the groundwork for the evaluation,
IEP development process, and obtaining consent for the IEP.

Consent

Stage 1. Planning and developing the documents required to ensure consent,
including the documents required under the IEP, arrangements to meet
non-Englishlanguage provision, etc.

.itage 2. Consent is obtained through the mail or personal contacts, when
possible, but by isolated single contact sessions with the parents.

Communication with parents is formal, conducted largely through the mails;
except for the obliges by contacts required during the evaluation, participation
in the educational planning conference, and approval of the educational plan,
contacts with parents are minimal; focusing on the particular tasks, and not
concerned with building relationships between school and parents.

Stage 3. A series of parental contacts are developed, perhaps initiated as part of
the notice procedures, which is encouraged and sustained throughout the IEP
development process, including the evaluation.
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Parents are seen as part of the evaluation of their child to gain input related to
opt-of-schootbehaviors.

Telephone calls from parents are answered promptly.

Parents express sense that the school staff is trying to maintain good
communication, and responsiveness to their inputs and concerns.

Suva 4. Contacts are maintained especially when the parents feel some personal
guilt or concern about their culpability In the child's problems, as well as to gain
their input, and have the IEP reflect their interests and concerns. When the IEP
is implemented, plans are maintained to keep the parent informed of the child's
progress; perhaps, involve the home in extensions of the child's program to
outof-school locations, when this Is appropriate, e.g., for moderately and
severely impaired children who need extra stimulation, or a steady regimen once
Initial learning has occurred.

Parents' sense of the child's progress is repeatedly plumbed as part of the
continuing process of readjustment of the child's program.

Arrangements are developed for consultations with parents as the results of
the child's progres: are reviewed at monthly or quarterly-intervals.

Changes or adjustments in the IEP are implemented informally via telephone
or personal contacts with the parents as part of this rolling assessment.

CHAPTER V: VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH
IMPLEMENTATION OF DUE PROCESS SAFEGUARDS

Specification of the relevant variables can be developed from the general
discussion thus far, and instances cited to illustrate the applicability of a
particular concept to issues of notice and consent. Rather than re-raise the
specific variables already proposed in the sequential scheme presented, we shall
now summarily review major variable categories relevant to notice and consent.

As indicated in the prior discussions of implementation of special education
reform, four categories of variables can be identified in considering the
implen.intation stage. Which of these may be applicable in a self-goessment
procedure is an important practical issue that should be'discussed. .

Selfassessment procedures are economically appealing; when completed with
tie necessary positive intents, they can be as effective in helping er system
understand its present functioning level as the majority of independent
evaluations. It would seem that this type of process would be most useful when
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largely descriptive types of data are collected. It would aid the LEA in surveying
its operational attainments and current status, perhaps its habitual styles of
operation within specific procedural areas. Difficulties arise with procedural
problems because of the threat implicit to departments and the persons who
may be involved. When evaluations occur, this becomes most critical when one
questions whether the procedures employed have the desired or intended effects;

in querying the users of the sylfith. One must be aware of the pOtential of
threat as perceived by the line and administrative school staff. Yet this strategy
of querying consumers of a given proceduie(s) is particularly important since
one must understand how the procedures are actually experienced. It is not
procedures which at face value appear reasonable and appropriate that are
important, but rather their utility and pertinence in achieving their intended
effects. This can only be determined through the manner in which the
procedures are experienced by the consumer.

Though the strengths and limitations of a system of self-assessment should be
confronted, this paper is not the appropriate avenue. It is critical in the context
of this paper, however, because issues relating to due process safeguards refer to
issues of parent and child rights, and these must be viewed as rights that may,
have, and should result in conflicts with the self-assessors, the school systems. In
the public sector there is already enough legerdemain perpetrated by agencies
seeking to paint themselves in a favorable fight who often distort actuality to
extend their hegemony. Data based on supposition or wish is presented as fact,
seldom citing the underlying assumptions. At the very least, self-assessment
procedure should recognize these problems. This does not constitute a paean for
independent evaluations, since these are usually underfunded, and their
independence is usually compromised by the operating agency.

In summary, four categories of variables have been described:

historical/community involvement, a social matrix or context category relating
to community concern with special eduational needs of handicapped children;
structural variables pertaining to social structural characteristics of the LEA and
the manner chosen to organize the due process system; process variables
describing the functioning of the due process system as perceived by consumers
and service managers and those peculiar to the system for operating the notice
and consent provisidfis, and process and status variables relevant tc the parents
and their handicapped children.

The historical-current concerns variables related to special education sets the
context within which the community has addressed the needs of handicapped
children. It also includes attention to more general features of the community
(e.g., demography, wealth, political style and structure). The ' structural
variables relate to the organization of functions relating to hand. ...pad children.

These variables will also be related to the more general organizational structure
of the LEA (e.g., its size, degree of centralization, etc.). More specifically, with
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regard to special educational services and functions, one would attend to the
degree of centralization of pupil personnel and-special educational services, size,
staff competence; level of training, orientation towardthe continuum of services
and working styles, required by the Act, the staff's openness to change and its
experience with its procedural and behavioral orientation toward the role and
participation of parents in the education of the handicapped children.

These variable categories will be developed as part of r larger self-assessment,
manual, since they describe contextual variables germane to all areas.

Variables relevant to due process and specifically notice and consent will chiefly
relate to social structural-organizational variables namely, the manner in which
ndtice is sent and informed consent obtained. A key variable may be the
centralization of notice and consent procedures (e.g., whether conducted from
the office of the director of special education or within each of the schools
identifying the youngster). We have hypothesized that the key process variables
relate to parent idiom communication. The manner in which this is conducted
and the Cegree of responsiveness to parental inquiry are critical in the Intended
exercise of parental rights.

The notice process tngy be relatively straightforward and can be operated
successfully from central offices with little or no parental alienation. One critical
issue is how the form is phrased and the context in which it is sent so as to
maximize, rather than deter, prompt positive response, It is our belief that the
subsequent process of assuring informed parental consent to the IEP would be
maximized if the notice provisions were conceived as an intimate part bf the
letter goals, and the initial contacts inquired by the notice requir,vments be made
personally, so they can serve as the tart of the parental relationship.

The consent system may be more critically related to the locus of performance
of the evaluation and the IEP formulation process. If administered centrally,
with different persons as contacts than the parents have dealt with, or
impersonally via the mails, one might posit a smaller proportion of positive
responses than if it were administered at the biding level depending on the
character and sophistication of the community and the building staff. However,
the proportion of IEP appeals or rejections of educational plans is very small,
wen when the absolute number of appeals sounds large as in Massachusetts
during the past three years. Hence procedures relative to informed consent may
not differ significantly in Calculable outcome when the most prosaic, and
impertOnal procedure. (e.g., mail) or the repeated parental contact approach
recommended in this paper is employed. The difference appears in dealing with
the issue of informed consent. It would be our hypothesis the repeated parental
contact approach, our experience suggests, should provide a higher incidence of
knbwiedgeably Informed consents, but even the repeated parent contact group's
expressed understanding of their child's needs and IEP would be far lower than
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one might idealistically de re. While we would posit that a larger proportion of
this group would evklence ome substantive understanding of their child's needs
end the 'school's proposals, it would fall far below 100% understanding. 1.

.1Etilen so, this procr\ss is economical not only because it encourages approval of
the IEP, but, moremportantly, because it allies parents and home for -the
programming efforts of the school.

°The process of building a relationship with the parents must include dealing with
issues that are indirectly related to the child's presenting school problems since
they underlay the parents' feelings about their child. The guilt or other feelings
decrease the parents' ability to deal directly with communications from others
regarding their child's needs and can easily engender anger and alienation that
can lead to the confrontation of an appeal. The importance of, the proposed
contacts is that latently they can be attuned to to these underlying parental
issues. Development of a4upportive positive relationship will help the parents )
learn to cope more effectively with their handicapped child and so facilitate the'
efforts of all: school staff teaching, the child learning, and parental ratisfactlin
with their child's progress and increasing competence. If one can see the intrinsic

. value of parent contacts, then the notice and info; ed consent requirements can
be used to initiate, cultivate, and develop this relationship with the home.
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SECTION II

Procedural Safeguards

Donald N. Bersoff
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SOME INTRpDUCTORY CONCEPTS

Due Process Generally

There was a time when the behavior of schobl officials went virtually,
unexamined by the legal syst . Courts, pleading lack of ex In knowledge,
were wary of interfering in t e discretion of administrators t oversee their ,

schools. Such deference may se m an echo from the far distant t to educators
who perceive themselves as ov rwhelmed by requirements imposed by judges,
the federal government, and th it own state legislatures. But as late as 1968 the
Supreme Court was declaring that:

Judicial intervention in the, operation of the public school system of the
Nation raises problems requiring care and restraint. Courts do not and
cannot intervene in the resolution of `conflicts which raise In tht daily
operation of school systems end which do not directly and sharply implicate
basic constitutional values. Epperson v. Arkansas, 393 U. S. 97,104 (19681.

Even more recently, in 1977, the Supreme Court reaffirmed its support for
school administrators when it refused to rule that corporal punishment violated
the U. S. Constitution or that a hearing was necessary before such discipline
could be inflicted. 'While acknowledging that there were many critics of physical
punishment, it also piiinted to the fact that almost one-half of the states ha
provided for corporal punishment by statute. Thus, it concluded:

We are reviewing here a legislative judgment, rooted in history and reaffirmed
in the laws of many States, that corporal punishment serves important
educational Interests.... Assessment of the need for, and the appropriate
means of maintaining, school discipline is committed generally to the
discretion of school authorities subject to state levi. The court has repeatedly
emphasized the need for affirming the comprehensive authority of the States
and of school officials, consistent with fur 'mental constitutional safogvards,
to prescribe and control conduct in the schools. Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U. S.
651,681482 (19771.

But, the Supreme Court has made it clear that the discretion of school
administrators and practitioners is not unfettered. The behavior of educators
must conform to "fundamental constitutional safeguards" and caanot conflict
with "basic constitutional values."

1 The author wishes to thank John Braccio, Michigan State Department of Education;
Jeff Grimes of the Iowa State Department of Education; Melinda Hannan of the Baltimore
City Public Schools; and Lynn Frank and Marion . Jesbit of the Texas Education Agency for
their help in the preparation of this paper. The author, of course, assumes responsibility for
its ultimate content.
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Two basic szonstitutional values "relevant to edu\cktion appelr in the fourteenth
amendment to the Copstilution. Generally, the d ndment Protects citizens
against the state. Mole specifically, section one of thakamendment forbids the
state, amo other things, to "deny to any person within its jurisdiction the

ualeq rota ion of the lawslu nor can it "'derive any per of life, liberty, or
property, thout due process of law.'' These two quoted ph ses comprise the
Equal-Prote ion and Due Process Clauses of the fourteenth amendnient.

1

The right to equal protectic:m has been interpreted, in part, as the right to an
equal educational opportunity.47The state (and school systems for constitutional
purposes are considered arm of he state) cannot discriminate among groups'g
people when it provides educatiOn unless there is a substantial and legitimate \
purpose fot so doing. Advocates w o fought for the right of previously excluded \

Nhandicap children to attend public schools relied' heavily on the equal
protection clause to win their cases. The courts, while acknowledging that
admitting verely dliturbinth profoundly retarded, and physically handicapped
children uld be administratively difficult and financially expensive, concluded
that the I tetests sheltered by the equal protection clause outweighed problems
the grant g of the right to education for all handicapped children would create
for schocils. Event ally, the Convass of the United States reinforced these
constitutional rig through legislation in section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 19732 'and P./ .04-142, the Education for All Handica Children Act.

The Due Process Clause, the major focus of this paper, is also applicable to
school systems. One major coer.ponent of the clause is pro...edurel due process. In
this case, the fourteenth amendment requites the state to provide notice (e.g.,
information to the perm concerning what action the state is proposing to take)
and,ah opportunity for the person to be heard (e.g., as in a hearing) in a fair,
imPartiarmanner when it seeks to restrict or rescind interests protected by the

/Constitution. What procedures due process may require\ under any given set of
circumstances begins with a determination of the precise nature of the
government function as well as the private entitlement that hai been affected by
the governmental action. The clause is only applied whet) the state infringes on
an individual's interest in life, liberty, or property.

One acknowledged interest is children's entitlement to a free public education.
The Supreme Court has denominated this as a property, interest within the
fourteenth amendment. Almost all states hale created an entitlement to public

2,,
otherwise qualified handicapped iidlylowl in'the United,Stetes ... shell, solely

by reason of his handicap, be excluded frorr theperticipotkl in, be denied the benefits of,
or beisublected to discrimination under sny program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance." This broad civil rights act for the handicapped was implerhentsj by regulations
effactIve June 30971, pert 0 of which pertains specifically to preschool,elementary, and
secondary schools.
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schooling in their own constitutions or state statutes. "Protected interests in
property are normally not created by the [U. S.] Constitution. Rather, they are/
created and their dimensions are defined by an independent source such as state
statutes or rule! entitling the citizen to certain benefits." Goss v. Lopez; 419
S. 665, 672-573 11976). For example, Ohio provides through ititilaw the right
to a free education for all residents between six and 21 ears of age.
Connecticut's constitution states that, "The public schools shall be`open to all-
'children over five years of ageArticle VIII of the Maryland Constitution
establishes "throughout the State a thorough and efficient system of Free Public
Schools ...."3 Once a state has extended the right to education it cannot
withdraw that right without first affording the student access to fundamentally
fair procedures. As an extension of that right, the school cannot remove children
from the regular classroom environment unless it can substantiate the need to do
so within the context of an impartial forum in which all parties have the right to
be heard.

The due process clause also forbids arbitrary deprivations of liberty. The
Constitutional meaning of liberty is broad. It does not only mean involuntary
incarceration in a prison or commitment to a mental institution. Liberty can also
mean the right to privacy, personal ecurity, and reputation. "Where a person's
good name, reputation, honor, or integrity is at stake because of what the
government is doing to him, the i inimal requirements of the clause must be
satisfied." Goss v. Lopez, 419 6. S. 565, 574 (1975). This broad principle
applied to special education settiigs means that schools cannot label children as
handicapped unless there is some form of impartial hearing to substantiate the
stigmatization that may result. While there may be some benefit to children to
being labelled as retarded, ernotionally disturbTil, brain injured, or learning
disabled in that they may fall under statutes granting rights to such persons, such
labelling by school systems is corsidered to be an "official branding" by the
state because of the many long term potentially negative consequences that may
result. For example, a record of Impairment may prevent access to some forms
of future employment, may increase'insurance rates, or be used as evidence of ,_
incompetence to make one's own decisions. The Constitution thus prevents the
school from unilaterally denominating children as handicapped.

The requirements of due process are not rigid and unitary. Once it is determined
that dub-- process applies, the question remains, what process is due? In this
regard, the Supreme Court has fashioned this formula:

3School personnel are also protected by the due process clause. While there is no
constitutional right to be a teacher, pupil personnel worker, or administrator, once the state
entitles persons to act in those capacities by granting licenses, certificates, or tenure, it
cannot withdraw those entitlements without a fair and impartial hearing. Both the limits to
teach and the termre that may eventually be granted are property interests protected by the
fourteenth amendment.
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'Due processis an elusive concept. Its exact boundaries are undefinable, and its
content varies according to specific factual contexts. Thus, when governmental
agencies adjudicate or make binding determinations which directly effect the
legal rights of individuals, it is Irriperative that those agencies use the procedure
which has traditionally been associated with the judicial Process.... Whether
the Constitution requires that a particular right obtain in a specific proceeding
depends upon a complexity of factors. The nature of the alleged right
involved, the nature of the proceeding, are all considerations which must be
taken Into accognt. Hannah v. Larche, 363 U. S. 420, 442 119691.

Thus, while due process may be required generally when liberty and property
interests aregq.stake, precisely what procedures the state must employ vary.
When schools suspend children for less than ten days, for example, the Supreme
Court has only mandated that: (1) Students be given oral or written notice of
the charges against them; (2) if these charges are denied, they be given an
explanation of the evidence authorities are using as a basis for the suspension;
(3) students have-an opportunity to present their side of the story. However,
with regard to corporal punishment, the Supreme Court requires no prior
hearing at all and limits due process to the right of students to initiate criminal
prosecutions for assault and battery if they incur serious injury due to
unreasonable infliction of physical discipline or to seek money damage recovery
in civil suits ynder, the same circumstances. At the other extreme, the
Constitution requires an exhaustive panoply of rights (e.g., right to appointed
counsel, jury trial, appeals, proof beyond a reasonable doubt) when the state
seeks to imprison persons under the criminal law.

Whatever is demanded in a specific instance, there are two basic elements to
procedural due process: (1) Right to adequate notice; (2) Opportunity to be
heard. That is, parents 4 have the right to know what action the school proposes
to take with regard to identification, evaluation, and placement in special
education programs and to present evidence to contradict the school's proposals
and to be heard concerning their own proposals. School systems; however, do
not have to decide for themselves the precise contours of due process wh .1 they
seek to place children in special education programs: The Congress of the United
States under P.L. 94-142 (The Education For All 'Handicapped Children Act)
and the Department of Health, Educeion, and Welfare (DREW) in its
implementing regulations published in the Federal Register on August 23, 1977
have already decided what procedures local and state educational agencies must
follow if they seek to qualify for financial support for handicapped children.
This paper seeks to explain these procedural safeguards and offer
recommendatiOns so that their intent will be fulfilled.

41n this paper, parents will be used 3enerally to refer to legal guardians and parent

surrogates as well as parents. See 9 121e.10 of the regulations implementing P. L.. 94.142

(Federal Register, August 23, 1977). The term will also refer to children when they reach

the age of majbrity.
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utes and Regulations

As long as it is within the bounds of the federal constitution, Congress can pass
statutes (laws) that it believes serve the nation. Finding that the special
education needs of eight million American children were not being fully met and
that schools not only lacked adequate services to provide appropriate education,
but the financial resources to develop and implement the necessary special
education and related services for these children, Congress declared it "in the
natl.) ',al interest that the Federal Government assist State and local efforts to
provide 'programs to meet the educational needs of handicapped children in
order to assure equal protection of the law." Sec. 3, P.L. 94-142. While much of
this assistance is financial, P. L. 94-142 makes federal support for special
education Contingent on the explicit performer ice of a number of requirements.
Pertthent hare is S 61.5 (Procedural Safeguards) which states:

Any State educational agency, any local educational agency, and any\
intermediate educational unit which receives assistance under this part shall \
establish and maintain procedures.. .to assure that handicapped children and \
their parents or guardians are guaranteed procedural safeguards with respect to \
tha provision of free appropriate public education by sych agencies and units. \

In inclusive subsections to S 615, Congress enumerated the safeguards it
required school systems to develop. However, these requirements were stated
only in barest outlines. They did not fully inform educational agencies about
what they had to do or the manner in which they had to do it. But, often,
Congress will either explicitly or implicitly delegate authority to administrative
agencies within the Federal government to write implementing rules so that the
broad principles declared in its laws can be more fully delineated and explained.
With regard to P.L. 94.142 Congress did exactly that. The Office of Education
(OE) within DHEW was granted the right to develop regulations implementing
that Act. After public involvement in the process and many drafts, OE published ,

final regulations on August 23, 1977 to take effect on October 1 of the same
year. These rules become a permanent part of the Code of Federal Regulations.
In this case, the rules are designated as Part 121a of Title 45 (Public Welfare) of
the Code. More particularly, the procedural safeguards are found in Subpart E of
Part 121a. They encompas S S 121a.500 to 121a.514, the sections under
consideration in this paper.

However, just as Congressional statutes must not violate the Constitution, an
administrative agency like DHEW cannot go beyond the authority delegated to it
when it writes regulations. It must stay within the intent of the law the agency is
seeking to implement. In so doing, the agency must sometimes guess as to the
true intent of Congress as Congress does not always draft its laws with clarity. As
a result, there may be discrepancies between the language of a federal statute
and the administrative regulations. This is true ir. the case of P.L. 94-142 and its
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regulatirs. For example, the law on4 requires that schooks inform parents
when they are about to perform a pmplacement evaluation 'of children they
believe to need special education service;. However, the regulations (see

1210.504 below) require that schools. secure written, affirmative consent before
'they can conduct such an evaluation. When such discrepancies appear, the
regulations may be challenged as unconstitutional as going beyond the agency's

power to d}sylate from Congressional intent. Nevertheless, none of the P.L.
94:142 regulations have been called into question. School officials responsible
for implementing the Act should assume that all the regulations are in effect and
have the force of law. This paper also makes that assumption.

What now follows is a section-bysection /analysis of the implementing
regulations insofar as they pertain to procedural safeguards. It is the purpose of
this paper to indicate what each of the subsectini., mean, how they can be
i'nplemented with minimum financial and administrative cost, and how schools

can not only meet the letter of the law but also its intent to insure that the
rights of parents, children, and the school are protected.

DUE PROCESS SAFEGUARDS FOR PARENTS,
CHILDREN, AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS

121a.500 Definition of "Consent",
"Evaluation", and "Personally Identifiable"

Sec. 121a.500 states:

As used in this part: 'Consent' means that: (a) The parent has been fully
informed of all information relevant to the activity for which consent is
sought, in his or her native language, or other mode of communication:

(b) The parent understands and agreei in writing to the ...Tying out of the

activity for which his or her consent lsisought, and the consent describes that
activity and lists the records (if any) which will be released and to whom; and

(c) The parent understands that the granting of consent is voluntary on the
part of the parent and may be revoked a 4riv time...

(The definitions of 'evaluation' and 'persoi\ally s:lantifiable have been deleted

as they are not pertinent o this paper.)

Consent or, more accurately, informed consent, is central to much of what is to
follow. However, informed consent may be more of a principle than a
consensually-defined concept as there is considerable dispute as to its meaning.

Nevertheless, there is agreement that the doctrine of informed consent comprises

'tree basic characteristics.
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/ 1. owledge - The person seeking consent moist disclose sufficient information
/ in a Manner that can be comprehended by the yzerson from whom the consent is

sought.

2. Voluntariness . The person giving consent must do so freely.5 Consent must
be obtained in the absence of coercion, duress, misrepresentation, fraud, or
undue inducement.

3. Capacity - Persons giving consent must be competent to do so. By law,
children are considered incapable of making many legally binding decisions.
Some adults may also be considered incompetent, asvith persons institutiona-
lized as mentally ill or retarded.6 At the very least, persons should be able to
understand what is being asked of them and respond to a request for consent.

Because of the importance of these three components of informed consent, it
may be helpful to discuss them in greater detail.

The Three Components of Consent
Knowledge; Section 121a.500(a) requires that parents be "fully informed of all
information relevant to the activity for which consent is sought." Thus, even for
maximal implementation, the school need not inform parents of every possible
detail with regard to the procedure for which consent is necessary. In fact, it is
literally impossible to get fully informed consent. To do so would require the
communication of endless technical details and, perhaps, even the content of a
doctoral program in special education. Further, it is impossible for school
officials to anticipate every possible problem, hazard, benefit, and act that will
be involved in the activity for which consent is sought.' Thus, the regulations do
not require fully informed consent but only the communication of relevant
information. The obvious question is, "What is relevant information?" Fortu-
nately, the school need not guess blindly about what information is considered
material. Sec. 121a.505 lists those items that DHEW believes school systems
must disclose to parents prior to obtaining their consent. A delineation of those
items will be found later in the discussion of that subsection. It is important now
that school officials understand that full disclosure of every conceivable aspect
of the activity is not required, not because that is ethically undesirable, but
because it is impossible / do.

This restriction, on the duty to disclose does not excuse agencias from making

5This paper will not presume to delve into the philosophical questions of free will
and determinism. It should only be pointed out that some people MSC t that voluntariness is

mirage because for one reason or another all behavior is determined. In any event, it is

probably true that absolute autonomy does not exist.

6But these people as with others, must first be adjudicated as incompetent by an
appropriate tribunal.

?See Veatch, Ethical Principles in Medical Experimentation in A. Riviin & P. M.
TImpane (eds.), Ethical and Legal Issues of Social Experimentation (1875).
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every good faith attempt to inform parents about those items it must disclose.
The regulations make clear that a difference in language between the school
official and the parent is not to be a barrier to communicating relevant
information. &heals do not discharge their duty to disclose by exhaustive
dissemination of facts in a language that parents cannot understand, even if that

language is English. The regulation requires that communication be in the
"native language" of the parent or in another mode of communication, if
parents cannot understand spoken language of a. ,y sort. As Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended,8 defines it,
"The term 'native language,' when used with reference to an individual of
limited English-speaking ability, means the language normally used by such
individuals." That definition, however, is admittedly vague because of the
inclusion of the term "normally." Rather than guess at what language may be
normally used, the following procedure is suggested:

1. The school attempts to find out what language the parent speaks to other
adults at home. It can do so by:

a. Asking the child, if that is feasible.
b. Calling the parent at home or at work and engaging in an informal
conversation about their child. This is a simple and inek pensive screening device
which will expose difficulties in understanding English and in discerning the
native language of the parent.

c. Visiting the home, if (a) or (b) is not determinative. This is more
time-consuming but will probably lead to more accurate evaluation because the
school representative will view parents in the environment in which they
presumably feel most comfortable. It will also enhaticeihe possibility that other

iifamily members will be present who may ultirn tely serve as translators or
interpreters .8

2. The school secures an interpreter if the native language is other than English.

a. Minimally, the interpreter would be a school official knowledgeable in the
spoken and written language of the parent.
b. More effective, the interpreter would be e school Official the parents already

know and trust.
c. Maximally effective, the interpreter would be someone from the parents'

8See P. L. 93-380 § 703,88 Stat. 805 (codified at U.S.C. § 880(12)(1),

9Another possible method of d' rning language ability is through a formal test such

as that used to identify children for bfr ingual education programs. This is probably not an
optimal mode of determination because of the anxiety such a procedure may provoke.
Thus, while it may be an objective measure, such a benefit is outweighed by a preference for

informality.
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family or neighborhood who is both comfortable with school officials and with
the parents. As the regulations require full disclosure of'all relevant information,
such disclosure is enhanced when the interpreter knOws the family and possible
idiosyncracies in its language.10

The selection of an interpreter is intimately related to the requirement in
subsection (b) that the person giving consent "understands" the activity for
which he or she is giving consent. It is much easier to control and monitor
disclosure than it is to control and monitor understanding. it is almost
impossible to measure validly another person's comprehension. Because tho
school can probably never determine if people consent to a procedure because
they understood it fully, it ma; be more accurate to translate "informed
consent" as the "duty+ to eJisclose " It is feasible for outside observers to
determine if school systems have told parents all they must tell under S
121a.505 but it may be impossible to determine if they "understand" what has
been conveyed. However, the regulations do require understanding and while
that term may be vague on its face it is possitile to approach a definition by
converting it to behavioral terms. In a sequence from minimal to maximal
implementation, the following criteria to assess parental understanding is
suggested.11

1. The parent signs a written consent form.

2. The parent signs a written consent form on which it states that parents should
sign only if they understand the information contained in the form.

3. The parent signs a written consent form only after checking a box
prominently placed on the form which indicates that they understand the
information contained in the form.

4. The parent signs a written consent form on which they are asked to restate in
their own words what they have agreed to.

1 0Similar safeguards should be employed if the barrier to understanding is hearing or
speaking. The school should use interpreters who know the communications system used by
the parents. Similarly, the school should discern if the parents are blind and then use cr.,
appropriate form of written or oral communication.

11It should be noted that the measurement of understanding is always related to an
individual parent. The fact that 50% or 90% of parents understend 'le information given
does not meet the requirement. It is the duty of the srhool to in le that each parent
understands the request for consent. Differential levels of understaiding nay exist in
particular parents but it is not enough to satisfy this provision if iderstand

fully and 5% understand nothing at all.
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5. After receiving the signed consent form, a school official talks with the
parents and asks them to restate in a r,onrote and informal fashion, the activities
to which they have agreed.

d. The parent signs a written consent form only after a school official, the
parents, and persons of their choosing, attend a meeting during which all the
information communicated on the consent form is discussed informay and the
parents can relate in a nonrote fashion what the form contains and the activities
to which they are agreeing.

Regardless of what level of implementation schools act on, the consent process
with regard to understanding should include:

1. Communication in native language.

2. Provision for the parent to retain a copy of the consent form.

3. Notice that the parent is free to call or visit the school for further information
before signing. In this regard, the request for consent should contain the name,
address, and telephone nyrnber of the official responsible for securing consent.

Voluntariness. Communicating all necessary information in a comprehensible
manner does not guarantee that the consent obtained is voluntary. Like
"understanding," it is almost impossible to determine directly whether a
decision is made freely or voluntarily. It can probably only be defined by the
absence of unacceptable influences and interferences:12 If school officials do
not use any inappropriate modes of securing consent, then the consent will be
deemed voluntary. In another context, DHEW has defined voluntariness as the
"free power of choice witout undue inducement or any element of force,
fraud, deceit, duress, or other form of constraint or coercion."13 It can be
presumed safety that educational agencies do not engage in the more blatant
forms of these behaviors. For example, duress ig commonly defined as using
threats of violence or destruction of property to secure consent. Fraud would
entail knowingly misinforming parents so that they agree to some proposal they
ordinarily would not if they knew the truth (e.g., the special education
coordinator tells parents their child will receive one-to-one instruction six hours
a day if they agree to placement in a class for severely retarded children when
the coordinator knows that the pupil-teacher ratio is 5:1). However, it is possible
for schools to use, perhaps unwittingly, undue influence to secure permission.
Undue influence arises in the context of a confidential relationship. Those in
power and who seem to be acting in behalf of the welfare of the person from

12See N. Hershey & R. Miller, Human Experimentation and the Law 64.65 (1976).

1346 C.F.R. 5 46.3(c).
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whom they wish to obtain consent misuse the confidence placed in them. Such a
relationship is possible when school official. deal with parents. While parents are
becoming Increasingly wary of school people, It is still true that many parents
are frightened end intimidated by professional looking and sounding persons.
While there is nrithing wrong with communicating the School's point of view,
and even attempting to influence a decision, the method of communicating

.
information should not destroy the parents' ability to weigh and consider tat
information. Some methods for insuring that influence is not undue include:

1. The information imparted to parents is correct, even if it means telling them
the disadvantages and risks inherent in or potentially present in the school's
proposal.

2. The parents are given time to consent.

3. The parents are given the names, addresses and telephone numbers of persons
or advocacy groups with whom they can consult for advice and information.

4. Parents are given the npportunity to bring their chosen representatives (e.g.,
friends, other educators, attorneys) with them to any school conferences
concerning the obtaining of consent.

5. The school, at no time, threatens parents with loss pf rights otherwise due
them if they refuse to consent.

6. Inducement to consent to evaluation or placement in a special education
program is not based on inadequate instructional material, teachers, or
conditions of he regular classroom.

Finally, subsection (c) indicates that consent, even if freely given, is not
permanently binding. An important aspect of voluntariness is knowledge that
one can revoke consent. The conditions under which consent is obtained must
not only create the atmosphere of voluntariness, but parents must be informed
explicitly that they should consent only if they freely choose to do so and that
they have the right to retract their permission at any time they wish to do so.

Capacity. The criterion of capacity requires sensitive determinations on the part
of school personnel. Persons who a court declares incompetent lose the ability to
make decisions for themselves. Adjudication of incompetency may lead to the
appointment of a "guardian of the person" who will act as a substitute or proxy
decision-maker. School officials who implement P.L. 94.142 should be very
wary of distrusting the competency of those from whom they seek consent. The
law presumes everyone is competent and there is a heavy burden on those who
seek to rebut that presumption. The underlying legal and philosophical premise
of the informed consent doctrine is that of thoroughgoing self-determination.
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AN adjudication of incompetency lessens personal autonomy and the dignity of
the individual. Thus, while capacity is a vital element in securing legally
sufficient consent, it is appropriate for educational agencies to presume that

parents are competent. Language difficulties or mild Intellectual impairments are

not bases for schools attempting to reek consent from other than the child's
caregivers. On the other hand, consent from parents who clearly cannot
comprehend and respond does not meet legal demands. In those cases, it would

be appropriate for school systems to initiate procedures for the appointment of

a substitute decision-maker who can represent meaningfully tha interests of the

parents and children.

There is no doubt that implementing the requirements implied in § 121a.500's

definitions will result in vtwer consents. However, in the long run, school
systems will be assured that the consents they do obtain will ba legally' sufficient

and valid. And, by acting honestly and openly, parents will develop stronger

feelings of trust toward school officials and their proposals. Other subsections of

the regulations contain methods by which schools can contest parents' refusal to

consent. Educational agencies should use those methods for overriding parental

refusals rather than by inducing consent through misrepresentation, knowing

talsity, coercion, inadequate communication of facts, or relating information In

a manner that is incomprehenbible.

121a.501 General Responsibility of Public Agencies

This section states:

Each state educational agency shall Insure that each public agency estobliCies
and implements procedural safeguards which meet the requirements of OS

121a.500-121a.514.

State departments of education are responsible for insuring that local and
Intermediate (if they exist) school systems implement the mandates of Pd..

94.142 generally and the due process safeguards specifically. There are a variety

--of means that state departments can use to distherge this obligation. Along a

continuum from minimal to maximal efforts in this regard, the following Is

suggested:

1. The state department requires local or intermediate educational agencies

responsible for direct service to submit plans for the implementation of

procedural safeguards.

2. The state department develops ar,d issues guidelines for the appropriate

implementation of procedural safeguards.

3. The state department provides money for the sala,y, in part, of local or
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intermediate school personnel (e.g. special education coordinators, pupil
personnel workers) who are responsiblfor seeing that procedural safeguards are
applied and enforced. (This suggestion has the benefit of enhancing local control
but may not provide enough objectivity to insure str . compliance.)

4. The State department publicizes the creation of a toll-free telephone number
that parents or school people can use to inform state officials of inadequacies or
failures in the implementation of procedural safeguards. (This suggestion car. to
used in conjunction with the others.)

5. In states which have large populations or are vast in area, the state department
opens regional offices populated by one or two staff members who act in a
monitoring, consultative, and informational capacity

6. The state department funds full-time "compliance officers" who, while
working at the local level, are directly responsible to the state agency. Such
persons would serve not ono, as monitors but as consultants, answering
questions and anticipating problems.

.7. The state department periodically audits the implementation of procedural
safeguards by education agencies providing direct service. Auditing through site
visits by state department personnel who know the requirements of P.L. 94-142
and its implementing regulations is probably the most helpful method of
insuring that local agencies are applying the law. To be most usekl such visits
should be comprehensive. The process should entail reviews of records, visits to
classes, and interviews with general and special education teachers, parents,
principals and other administrative personnel, and thme who work in communi
ty agencies representing handicapped people.

Ideally, the state agency would insure that the law is implemented for every
child receiving (or denied) special education services in every school system
every yes:. In states where that would be financially or administratively
impossible, periodic rev,.iw is an acceptable alternative. The process would begin
by randomly selecting a school system to visit. (Another option here would be
to visit school systems on a scheduled glasis, once every three years or so.) Then
for each selected school system, the state department would randomly choose
a sample of teachers whose records and classes would be audited. Or, if the
classes or sample of teachers are too large, the state department could randomly

select a sample of children within the randomly selected classes or pro-
grams. The state agency would then scrutinize the folders of these children,
interview their parents and observe and question their teachers and responsible
administrative personnel. To insure uniformity, it 4lould be helpful to prepare
structured interviews and check sheets prior to any site visits.

These site visits should not only serve a policing function. If done neutrally and
objectively, they can act as a remedial device as well. To further this aim, the
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state department should draft relArts which indicate to school systems the
extent of their compliance and ways in which they can improve the
implementation of procedure safeguards.

In any event, it is the duty of state education agencies to inform the U.S.
=Commissioner of Education of noncompliance by local agencies. While such
notice can trigger inquiries which may result in the loss of federal funds to local
school systems for handicapped children, failure by the state agency to monitor
systems,within its jurisdiction could result in the discontinuance of funds to the
entire state.1 4

121a.502 Opportunity to Examine Records

Sec. 121a.502 states:

The pare9ts of a handicapped child shalt be afforded, in accordance with the,
procedures in S S 121a.562-1218.569 an opportunity to inspect and review at:
education records with respect to:

(a) The identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child, and

(b) The provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.

This apparently brief provision is actually multi-layered. It incorporates by
referent' not only several otner sections in the regulations implementing P.L.
94-142 but those additional sections refer to regulations implementing another
Congressional statute related to education generally, P.L. 93.380. All these
provisions should be read together to understand the meaning of I 121a.502.

Sections 121a.562-121a.569 mentioned in the primary section under considera-
tion refer to specific aspects of a broad requirement for confidentiality and
protection of information. The major rights afforded parents concern access to
records and means for amending them should parents find them inaccurate,
misleading, or in violation of their children's privacy. The provisions with regard
to P.L. 93-380 refer to § 513 of that Act, sometimes labeled the "Buckley
Amendment," but known formally as the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA). Much of the content from the Buckley Amendment has
been incorporated into § 121a.502 as well as into the confidentiality provisions
of other sections in P.L. 94-142's implementing regulations.

The Meaning of an Education Record
Under § 121a.562, parents have the sight "to inspect and review any education

14See P. L. 94-142 § 616, implementing regulations § 121a.580.121a.593, and

regulations implementing § 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
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records relating to their children which are collected, maintained, or used by
the" school system for identification, evaluation, and placerent of children in
special education programs. To comply with this provision, it is important to
clearly understand what is meant by an education record. Education records, as
defined by the regulations implementing FERPA,15 are documents directly
related to a student and maintained by an educational agency or institution or
by a party acting for the agency or institution. This definition raises three points
that require clarification:

1. Education records' are riot documents related solely to education. They are
any documents that school systems keep. For example, if the local education
agency receives reports of a psychiatric or psychological evaluation from a
community mental health agency about a particular student and maintains that
report in its records, such reports are accessible to parents despite the fact that
they may be stamped "Confidential."

2. Accessible records refer not only to those kept in a central cumulative file.
Many school personnel create records about children. Not all those records are
maintained in a single place. Records are accessible no matter where they are
kept by the local education agency.

3. Education records relate not only to documents maintained by the school
system but relate also to records maintained by other agencies who have
performed services for the school system. For example, students enrolled in
school psychology graduate training programs often perform psychological
evaluations under supervision for school systems. Usually, the test protocols and
reports that are the product of those evaluations are kept in university, rather
than school files. Similarly, school systems may contract for the performance of
evaluation services with outside individuals or agencies like private practitiOners
or mental nealth clinics. Some or all of tne evaluation material may be kept in
other than school files. In both these cases, or others like them, the fact that
othe- persons or institutions maintain these records do not render them
inaccessible to parents.

To corm* meaningfully with the access rights of parents to their children's
education records it is suggested that schools maintain a list of all documents in
a central location." This list would contain the name of the document, the
person or agency creating the document, and its present location. In this way,
schools can respond to parents' requests for access quickly and methodically.

The maintenance of a central organizing list of documents will help schools.

15See C.F.R. § 99.3 or 41 Federal Register 24662-24675 (June 17, 1976).

16 Such a list will also help schools comply with § 121a.565 which requires that they

provide parents on request a list of the types and locations Of education records collected,
maintained, or used by the school.
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comply with further requirements of S 121a.562. Subsection (a) mandates that
'schools comply with-t43quests for access "without unnecessary delay and before
any meeting regarding an individualized education program or hearing relating to
the identification, evaluation, or placement of a child." The term "no
unnecessary delay" allows fnr some leeway but in no event can the parents be
made to wait more than 45 calendardays after the request for access. It is in the
school's interest to permit access as soon as possible as ooth the development of
an IEP and the holding of hearings related to the provision of special education
services is contingent on parents' access to records.

Non-mandatory Exceptions to the Access Requirement
There are two kinds of ducuments1 that are excluded from the definitien of
recoldiF

A. The Sole Possession Exception.

The first of these exclusions concerns documents which. "are in the sole
possession of the maker thereof and. ..not accessible or revealed to any other
individual except a substitute." In this regard, school officials should note the
following:

1. For these kinds of documents to be inaccessible they must be in the sole
possession of the person who created them. Thus, for anecdotal notes of a social_
worker to remain inaccessible, the social worker must be the '.me who keeps
them. Sole possession is not enough to permit inaccessibility.

2. Oral communication of information from documents, even if those

documents are maintained in the sole possession of the person creating them,
makes the documents an educational record for purposes of P.L. 94-142 and are
consequently accessible to parents. Perhaps the most pertinent example of the
meaning of this provision concerns testing protocols and raw data that school
psychologists generate when they perform evaluations. Very often, the only
tangible disseminated evidence of a psychological assessment is the report that
follows testing. However, psychologists almost always attend a case conference
of school personnel (e.g., admission, review, and dismissal committee planning
meetings) to discuss possible diagnoses and recommendations for plal-c.rient and
intervention. At these meetings, psychologists will discuss the results of testing
and give txamples of responses. Despite the fact that they may maintain such
items as individual test protocols (e.g., Wechsler or Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scales, Rorschach cards, Bender-Gestalt designs) and the responses to them in
their office, if the information from them is communicated orally to others
attending the case conference, those protocols become records and thus
accessible.

17Among others mentioned in 45 C.F.R. 599.3(b). not particularly pertinent here.
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It should be noted that Principle 13 of the Ameiican Psychological Assciatinn
Code of Ethics limits dissemination of many. psychological tests and other

assessment devices to "persons with professio 'al interests who will safeguard

their use," While such ethical restrictions sh Id be honored to the extent
possible, a profession's ethical code must ve way to legal requirements. A

clarifying statement issued by Sens. Buckley and Pell, joint sponsors of FERPA,

:110.1cin ated that "[I) f a child has been labeled mentally or otherwise retarded and

t aside in a special class or school, parents would be able to.review materials in

the record which led to this institutional decisi . .to see whether these
materials contain inaccurate information or erroneous evaluations about their

child."18 Further, 1121a.562 of the implementing regulations to P.L. 94-142
require that schools permit parents to inspect and review their children's records

collected, maintained, and used by the education agency in their special

education derision-making. ...

B. The Treatment Record Exception

The other pertinent exception to the requirement of access are records related to

student created or maintained by a physician or mental health professional or

paraprofessional and used only in connection with the provision of treatment.

Those records may be kept from parents if they have not been disclosed to

anyone other than those providing treatment. The right to prevent access under

this exception is somewhat broader than under the first. Here treatment records

and InfOrmation from them may be sha08 with other persons providing the
treatment. They need not be maintained solely by their creator. However,
parents may eventually come to know what is in their children's treatment
records. The regulations implementing FERPA state that treatment records can

be personally reviewed by a physician or other appropriate professional of the

student's choice. Thus, while parents may not have direct access to treatment

documents, they may be able to secure them of ,,,tormation from them from the

professional they select to review those documents.

These exceptions to access are not mandatory. The provisions concerning

exceptions merely permit school systems to prevent access. However, education

agencies may choose to allow access even in those cases where it is not required!

Many writers who have considered the issue 'believe that parents shouldbe

presumed capable of seeing any document the school possesses related to their

children under the rationale that parents are at least as eqUally capable as school

staff in deciding what is best for their children. The regulations under this

section and those that must be .read along with them perMitting exceptions do

not prohibit access; th.,y,:xnerely want sulloul tyNients.tili'e prerogative to deny

access to certain carefully delineated documents.

1840 Federal Register 1213 (January 6, 1975).
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Additional Rights
The right to inspect and review education records under S 121a.562 includes
three further components:

A. The right to a response to reasonable requests for explanations and
interpretations of the records.

This provision creates two constraints on schools. First, schools cannot make
access c.:intingent on the presence of a professional. Parents have the right to

/ review records by themselves with no school personnel present. Second,
somewhat paradoxically, schools need to be ready to provide parents profes-
sional assistance in understanding the record, but only upon request. Schools
may fulfill the assistance function in several ways

1. Minimally, they may supply parents with requested records and wait for
questions.

2. More helpful iswritten notice to parents at the beginning of each year of their
right to both access and interpratation.19

3. Most helpful is personal communication with parents prior to the time they
come to inspect records informing them that they may have someone from the
school explain material contained in the records and that they may ask questions
about them. Because most questions concern special education problems
generally and test results specifically, it would be preferable to have personnel
available who know about these subjects. To be most profitaMe, if parents agref, ,
the school could offer to have a special education -cOordinator or school
psychologist present to explain and interpret the- records, as well as answer
questions.

B. The right to request that the school system provide copies of records if failure
to do so would effectively prevent parents from inspection and review.

1. At a minimum, schools should provide photocopies of records to parents who
are not able to visit the school. In rural areas, parents who live a great distance
from the school may be unable to personally inspect records. In poor urban
areas, parents either may not be able to afford to travel or may have nt:, means
for getting to the school. In cases like these, to deny access because of inability
to be personally present in a school office is to violate the law,

2. More in the spirit of access, schools should give all parents copies of records
regardless of whether they can visit the school or not. it is very tedious to make
longhand notes from what are often voluminous records in the case of children

19Under FERPA, schools are required to inform parents annually of their rights
granted in the Act. 45 C. F. R. 9 99.6.
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with suspected handicaps.20

C. The right to have a representativ inspect and review records.

Jr While educational agencies may not require that a scha3l official be present
when prints review records, parents can bring anyone they want with them to
help read through them. it would be in the spirit of disclosure and opennest to
inform parents beforehand that such a right is available to them.

Hearings to Challenge School Records
There will be times, despite openness and cooperation by school systems, when
parents will challenge thecontents of school records. Uncle.- S S 121a.567-
1219.570, parents have certain rights in this regard:

1. 'f parents believe That any information in an education record is anan- rat"
misleading, or violates some rights of their children, they may reque' ..hoo
system to amend the information. In some cases, amending may require deletion
or destruction. There is no prohibition against destr r.tion of records it done at
parental request.21

2. Upon a request to amend, the school may take some time to decide whether
it is willing to amend the record. The regulation pe'.nits a "reasonable time" in
which to mare this decision but it does not specify what a reasonable time is. It
is suggested that school systems delay as little as possible in this regard. While 30
calendar days may be the outer reach of a'reasonable time," i; will be better
practice to delay a decision no longer than five school days.

3. If the school system dcciaes not to amend the information it must tell
parents it refused to do so and ;nform them they have a right to a hearing to
challenge this refusal.

4. Because the interest:: 3t stake when parents challenge the accuracy of records

20 Under S 121a.566, schoo's may charge fees for making copies although they
cannot charge fees for searching for and retrieving records or for copies when that .vould
create a barrier to access (i a., in the care of indigent parental. Here also, however, it is
suggested that for maximal it. plementation, no fees be tharged when parents request copies
of records in anticipation of challenging school's proposals with regard to identification,
placement, or evaluation

21 Jc" hoot systems may destroy records at any time prior to parental request f,Ji
review. See 45 C.F.R. 9 99.13. It is good practice to peri..dically review all school records
and eliminate anecdotal and unverifiable data and amend data that is no longer totally
correct. Such a practice will significantly diminish the 'umber of challenges parents melee to
school records. Parents can also be asked to review records on a periodic basis to ihscre
accu:acv.
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is considered to be somewhat less important than when the identification,
evaluation, or placement of children in special education programs is challenged,
the nature of the hearing challenging the accuracy of school records 'is less

formal and legalistic. The minimal requirements for such a hearing are:22 \

a. A hearing held within a reasonable time (ten days from the time of a
request for a hearing would meet this requirement).
b. Notice to the parents of the date, place, and time/reasonably in advance of
the hearing (five days would be reasonable here). i

Conduct of the heath 3 by someone having no direct interest in its

outcome. While the regulations do not require that the hearing officer be
someone not employed by the school system, schools will obviate the taint of
any partiality by using a hearing officer who is not hired by them in an
instructional or supervisory capacity. There are stricter requirements with
regard to impartiality for those who will hear challenges to the identification,
evaluation, or placement of children in special education progral § (see

discussion in § 121a.507). But because such impartial hearing officers will
presumably be available, it will cost school systems little in inconvenience or
money to as those hearing officers (who by law cannot be employees of the
challenged school system) to also serve at hearings when records are
challenged.
d. An opportunity for parents to fully and fairly present evidence as to the
inaccuracy or misleading nature of records. While the regulations do not
explicitly require compulsory attendance of witnesses, the opportunity to
present witnesses, or to cross-examine school officials, a fair interpretation of
the terms "full and fair opportunity to present evidence"23 .would entail
those rights. Maxima; compliance often means going beyond the bare words
of regulations. In the long run, schools will have fewer challenges to all their
practices if they afford maximum protection to the rights and concerns of
pc:rents and students and involve them in significant decisions which affect
their lives.
e. An opportunity to be assisted or represented by anyone, including an
attorney, at the heating. Schools, however, do not have to pay for such
representation..The cost can be borne by the patents thoujh schools should
inform them of;the name and location of free o: low cost legal services.
1. A decision in writing within a reasonable time after the hearing is

concluded, including a summary of the evidence and the reasons for the
decision. Such decisions need not be the length of judicial opinions, which
often run seerial pages. However, 3re conclusions or a re-re approval or
denia: of a request to amend or delete does n meet even minimal

22See 45 C-F .R 99.22

2345 C.F.R. § 99.221c)
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requirements. A decision should tell parents why the hearing officer decided
the way he or she did.24
g. A decision based solely on the evidence presented at the hearing.
Fundament& fairness requires that hearing officers make decisions only on
the basis of material presented during a hearing. Hearin; officers cannot base
othcomes on data given to them privately by one side. Even the minimal
requirements of due process demand that the opposing side have the chance
to rebut and challenge evidence. This cannot be accomplished if material is
Presented secretly (see more on this in § 121a.508).

Parents have one further remedy if the school refuses to amend or .:',eiete the
challenged maierial even after a hearing. Parents must be told that they may
place in the school record a statement commenting on the information in that
record and that they may give reasons why they disagree with the school
system or the hearing officer. This added information, very much like a minority
report, must be maintained by the school system as part of the education record
until the school destrows the challenged mate..ial. It is most in keeping with the
spirit of this provision that the parents' comment be an integral part of the

dhallenged record and not separated from it. Fir maximum effectiveness, it is

preferable that it be attached to that particular part of the re,ord in dispute.
Further, should the education record be disclosed by the school system to any
other party the parents' comments and explanations must also Le disclosed.

In evaluating whether the requirements of § 121a.502 have been met, school
systems may use the following criteria:

1. There is a list in th cumulative file of all records in all locations pertaining to
each child.

2. Parents gain access to these records within 5 school days of a rmluest.

3. Rights that are contingent on access are not delayed beyond predetermined
time limits. Placement decisions and development of IEPs cannot be accom
plished while access to records is at issue. Thus,.one method that schools can use
to determine whether they truly have an open access policy and practice is to
evaluate whether placement decisions and the writing of IEPs occur within
routine prescri Jed time periods.

4. Fewer than 5% of records are challenged because their are inaccurate,
misleading o:- otherwise violative of students' rights.

Finally, :,filure to comply with the general requirements of FERN., can result in

24 For a lull discussion of the structure and contents of writtPn decisions bee material

in § 121a.508 below.
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the loss of all money granted to school systems by the Office of Education and
failure to comply with the specific requirements of P. L. 94.142 and its
regulations may result in the loss of grants under the Act.

121a.503 Independent Educational Evaluation

This long provision states:

(a) General. (1) The parents of a handicapped child have the right under this
part to obtain an independent educational evaluation of the child, subject to
paragraphs (b) through le) of this section.

12) Each public agency shall provide to parents, on request, information
about where an independent educational evaluation may be obtained.

(3) For purposes of this part:

(i) "Independent educational evaluation" means an evaluation conducted by a
qualified examiner who is not employed by the public agency responsible for
the education of the ^hild in question.

(: "Public expense" meads that the public agency either pays for thefyill
cost of the evaluation or insures that the evaluation is provided at no cost to

the par nt

(b) Parent right to evaluation at public expense. A parent has the right to an
independent education evaluation at public expense if the parent disagrees

with an evaluation obtained by the public agency. However, the public agency

may initiate a hearing under St 121a.506 ... to show that its evaluation is
appropriate. If the final decision is that the evaluation is appropriate, the
parent still has the right to an independent educational evaluation, but not 81
public expense.

(c) Parent initiated evaluations. If the parent obtains an independent educa-
tional evaluation at r rivate expense, the results of the evaluation:

(1) Must be considered by the public agency in any decision made with
respect to the provision of a free appropriate public education to the child,

and

(2) May be Presented as evidence ,t a hearing ... regarding tnat child.

(d) bequests for evaluations by hearing officers. If a heariny officer requests
ndependent educational evaluation as part of a hearing, the cost of the

evaluation must be at public expense.

(e) Agency criteria. Whenever an enc:eriendent evaluation is at public expense,

the criteria under which the evaluation is obtained, including the location n'
the evaluation and the qualifications of the examiner, must be th a same as the

criteria which the Public agency uses when it initiates an evaluation.
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P. L. 94-142 itself merely states, in one small part of § 615, that Barents have
the right "to obtain an independent educational evaluation" for their children.
School systems were concerned that unrestricted use of this right would burden
them financially. DHEW agreed, and this regulation reflects Lhe judgment of the
government that there should be some limitation on parents' right: to secure
independent evaluations at public expense.

C;

Sec. 121a.503 grants parents three somewhat overlapping but distinguishable
rights: (1) obtain an independent educational evaluation; (2) obtain this evalu
ation, under certain conditions, at no cost; .;;) offer the evaluation as evidence
in either an informal case conference or in a hearing to challenge the
identification, evaluation, or placement of their children.

The major purpose of this section is to provide parents the opportunity to secure
the benefit of an independent assessment. Thus, comma'' -ice with this provision
is contingent on assuring genuine independence. The r,_ tions require that the
one performing such an evaluation not be "employed.: j the public agency
responsible for the education of the child in question." Tous, such evaluators, at
a minimum, should not receive salaries from the school system. To insure
maximum independence, the person performing the evaluation should also not
be e consultant to the system nor receive any fees or benefits from it. However,
parents may be the best judge of independence. As long as they are fully
informed of their rights under § 121a.503 and its intent, they should 1..
permitted to choose whomsoever they wish to perform the assessment.

A somewhat vague and confusing aspect of this section it the requi-z.h.nt that a
"qualified examiner" (5 121a.503(a)(3)(i)) conduct the evaluation under the
criteria equal to that "which the public an-. uses when it initiates an
evaluation." g121a.503(e)). There is no clarificatioh as to what constitutes a
"qualified examiner." Most assessors employed by local educational agencies are
certified school psychologists who are trained to administer individual intelli-
gence tests (i.e., WISC-R and Stanford-Binet), tests of visualmotor ability,
educational evaluations, and personality assessment. They are also usually able
to perform systematic observations of classroom behavior as well as interview
parents, teachers and children. Such people almost always have a masters degree
in ptychology (e.g., school, clinical, educational) and supervised experience in
school settings from three months t .e year, although some have a doctorate
and a one year supervised inte 1p. Some school systems have begun to
employ what are called educat al diagnosticians or diagnostic-prescriptive
teachers. Such people are most often specially trained teachers who have
developed skills in administering educational tests, interview..ig, and systemati;
observation. They are not usually sophisticated in the administration and
interpretation of individually given intelligence and personality tests.
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While the regulation states that the person performing the independent

evaluation must meet the same criteria as the qualification; of the school's
examiner, it is probably true that if this requirement were read literally the only

eligible independent evaluators would be scnool psychoiogists and/or education-

el diagnosticians employed by other school systems. Such an interpretation may

meet the minimal intent of the law but does not insure maximum independence.

Also, such an interpretation could conceivably run afoul of some states' laws.

Many school psycho'ogists are not private practitioners. Licensure or certifica-

tion for employment as a school psychologist is different than for psychologists

in private practice. In most states, school psychologists are granted eligibility by

state departments of education while private practitioners (usually clinical

psychologists).are granted eligibility by separate state boards of examiners. Thus,

unless school psychologists are-al-so-licensed or certificated by the state board of

examiners they would not be able to engage 'awfully in th private practice of

psychology. Educational diagnosticians or prescriptive teachers are rar.ly, if

ever, licensed to practice privately.

The use of clinical psychologists who are in private practice to perform

independent evaluations has the positive attribute of insuring maximum

independence. However, very often, clinicians know k ry little about schools and

education. Traditional clinicians rely en psychuiogical tests which they

administer in their office. Rarely do they ever venture into the classroom itself

to view children in their natural environment or observe them in interaction with

their teachers information which may be crucial to understanding the
perceived difficulties for which a child has been referred.

It may not have been apparent to the drafters of subsection (e), requiring

equivalent criteria for school-performed and independently-performed evalua-

tions, that such a provision severely attenuates the intent of the section itself

to grant access to external, nonpartisan, disinterested evaluators of the parents'

choice. The more that educational agencies impose restrictions on the selection

of an independent evaluator, the more .attenuated the right becomes. A
suggestion that perhaps the best middle course between the major purpose

of § 121a.503 and its subsection (025 is for the school system to recommend

either or both of the following to parents:

1. The kinds of information that will aid the imperial hear;ng officer in
reaching the best decision in case the parents contemplate challenging the
school's proposals as to placement. Thus, they could suggest that whoever

performs the independent evaluation be trained r only in Personality,

projective, and intelligence testing, but in systematic observation of classroom

25Subsection (alf21 requires that school systems, on request, provide information

about where nn independent evaluation may be obtained. This provision also dilutes the

intent of neutrality. It would be better for the schco; to refer parents to parent ur consume:

advocacy groups for the names of agencies or evaluators.
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behavior, the measurement and assessment of adaptive behavior," and the
administration of formal and informal educational assessment devices (e.g.,
informal reading iliventories).

2. The names and addresses of consumer or parent advocacy groups (e.g.,
Association for Retarded Citizens, Society for Autistic Children, Epilepsy
Foundation, Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, local mental
health associations) who will take responsibility for developing lists of evaluators
or agencies whom they consider qualified to perform the appropriate evaluation.
in this way, the school removes itself from recommending particular persons or
clinics and avoids any semblance of partiality or cooperation with independent
evaluators.

Most of the rest of § 121a.503 is relatively straightforward and merely indicates
under what conditions the independent evaluation is performed at public or
private expense. The evaluation will be at public expense when:

1. The parents request it and the school system voluntarily assumes responsibi-
lity for payment.

2. The parent disagrees with the school's evaluation, the school system believeio,), "
that its evaluation is appropriate and initiates a hearing under 9 121a.506 (see
below), and the impartial hearing officer decides in favor of the parents.

3. The hearing officer, at his or her own discretion (regardless of whether or not
parents ask for it), requests one.

The evaluation will be at private expense when: .

1. The parents voluntarily assume the cost.

2. The parents request it, the soiool system believes that its evaluation is
appropriate and initiates a hearing under § 121a.506, and the impartial hearing
officer decides in favor of the school.

The only other subsect:,,n that requires some clarification is (c). If the parents
obtain an irfdependent evaluation at their own expense they have the choice as
to whether or not they wish to place that evaluation in evidence during a hearing
to challenge the identification, evaluation, ur plac,ment of their children. They
cannot be forced to introduce the evaluation. Howev:r, while subsection (c)
states that the results of suc:i an naluation "must be cons;Jered by the public
agency in any decision made with respect to the provision of a free appropriate

26Set: discussion of adantive oehavior scales in true monograph on Protection in

Evaluation Procecluie
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public education to the child" this provision should also be read (to insure
maximum compliance with the spirit of P. L.94-142 generally) to allow parents
to decide if they wan* the school to consider those results. However,i)nce they
so choose then scnuols must, in its placement committee meetings, consider the
private evaluation.

Schools can best evaluate whether they comply with § 121a.503 by noting in
how many instances they are forced by hearing examiners to pay for
independent evaluations. Such evaluations will only be required when there is a
determination that, in some way, the school system's evaluation is inadequate or
inappropriate. Schools can the expense of independent evaluations (which
may cost from $50 to $300 depending on the extent of the evaluation) by
employing highly qualified, well-trained school psychologists and other diagnos-
ticians who can provide wide-ranging, multi-faceted, sophisticated assessment
services. If schools are frequently forced to pay for independent evaluations, it
will probably not be because of distrustful parents or hostile hearing of:':ers,
but b%ause their own pertcnnel ire poorly trained in the adrninistation and
interpr titian of tests and other evaluative devices.

§ 121a.504 Prior Notice; Parent Consent27

This section states:

(a) Notice. Written notice which meets the requirement; under 1218505
must be given to the parents of a handicapped child a reasonable time before
the public agency:

(1) Proposes to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational
placement of the child or the prevision of a free apPro9riate.public education
to the child, or

(2) Refuses to initiate or change (the above)

(b) Consent. (1) Parente; consent must be obtained before:

Conductin: a preplacement evaluation; and

(ii) Initial placement of a handicapped child in a program providing special
education and lair .ed services. .

12) Except for preplacement evaluation and initial placement, consent may
no* be required as a condition of any benefit to the parent or child.

(c) Procedures where parent refuses consent. (1) Where State law requires
parental consent before t '-iandicapped child is evaluated or initially provided
special education and related services, State procedures govern the public
agency in overriding A parent's rcfusal to consent.

27See also § 121a.500
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(2)(I) Where there is no State law requiring consent ...the public agency
may use the hearing procedures in S Sr 121a.506-1210.508 to determine if the
chill may be evaluated or initially urovided special education and related
services without parental consent.

(II) If the hearing officer upholds the agency, the agency may evaluate or
Initially provide special education and related services to the child without the;
parent's consent, subject to the parent's rights under 4 121a.510-121a.513"
[provisions related to administrative and judicial review/appeal of the local
agency's decision) .

The intent of this provision like many others, is to increase parent involvement
in educational decision-making. It does so by requiring that school systems
inform parents (provide "notice") before they take certain actions and that they
obtain affirmative permission ("consent") before they engage in other, more
intrusive, actions.

At a minimum, the school must notify parents when it wishes to identify a child
as handicapped (as in large-scale screening), perform an evaluation of that child,
or place that child in a special education program of any type, from resource
room to the most restrictive setting. It must also notify parents after they
request these services and the school refuses to perform them. Notice in these
instances must be given to parents within what the regulations call a "reasonable
time." A reasonable time must be defined within the context of the rights at
stake. Parents should have enough time to consider the school's proposed actions
unhurriedly, yet there should not be so long a time that the child's interest in
obtaining an appropriate program is delayed. Ten days notice would seem to be
reasonable to protect everyone's interests.

There are greater constraints when school systems propcse to conduct a
preplacement examination or initially place a child in a special education
program and/or provide related services. At those times, the regulation requires
c:nsent. The statute merely requires notice. P. L. 94.142 § E. i 5(b)(1)(C) states
that scho-ls must give "written prior notice to the parents . when it
proposes to initiate ... the evaluation or educational placement of the
child .. . " Notice and consent are not equivalent. Notice is merely the
provision of information to parents that the school intends to examine and place
their child. Consent is different in that it recuires affirmative permission. Thus,
while P. L. 94-142 apparently does not mandate that schools secure approval for
testing or placement, the implementing reguletinnq Al?. Education agencies
should consider the necessity for consent as prevailing in the specified instances.

The shift from a notice requirement to that of ,.:onsent is crucial. Parents must
not only know what the school proposes with regard to a preplacement
evaluation, or initial placement but must affirmatively agree to the school
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engaging in those functions 'Under conditions which insure that such consent is

knowledgeable, voluntary, and competent (see full discussion in § 121a.500).
The regulations do not specify the form in which thc.; consent must be granted.

At the very least, such consent must be oral. However, oral consent does not

provide the school system with a record and proof of permission. It is preferable

for schools to use written permission forms, translated if necessary, that parents

will sign, indicating whether or not they agree to the evaluation or placement

(see both 66 121a.500 and 121a.505 for more infotmation concerning the
format and content of these forms). Maximal implementation will be assured if

parents not only receive written explanations.and forms with regard to consent,

but have the opportunity to talk with appropriate officials about the proposed

Evaluation or placement.

When Consent is Required
The requirement for consent is only triggered when the school seeks to conduct

a preplacemerit evaluation and when it proposes initial placement of a child in a

special education program. Thus, it may be helpful to define what these two

procedures entail. .....

A. Preplacement evaluation.

Schools will implement the intent of the regulations when they secure consent

prior to the giving of individually-administered tests or other individually-

focused assessment procedures. Thus, large-scale screening of children to identify

those who might be handicapped would fall outside this definition, although
school systems would need to inform parents of the impending screening.

Classroom obser.vation designed to assess teacher-child interaction or for
screening purposes would also fall outside the definition. Involvement of

children in this kind of assessment is minima( and there are no immediate or

direct negative effects on them. When an assessor observes members of a group

acting in Public, there is, at best, an inconsequential invasion of privacy.
HoWever, when a Particular-child b'ecomes the focus of an assessment whose

effect or intent will be to recommend placement in a special education program,

then parental consent must be Secured for all procedures including testing,

interviewing, and observation. While the regulations do not require consent for

evaluations once the child is placed, it is recommended that such consent be

obtained for any evaluations the school performs, except where the instruments

are used to assess academic performance only (e.g., reading, writing, spelling

skills). To insure compliance, those responsible for theassessment should not

proceed with an evaluation without evidence of either a signed consent form (or

some evidence of oral consent) or a court order authorizing the evaluation when

parents refuse to consent (this latter possibility is discussed immediately

following this present discussion).

B. Initial placement.
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The meaning of this term is relatively clear. Consent is only required when the
child is first removed from a regular class placement to any kind of special
education program or is provided related services. Thus, the provision of speech
therapy, occupational therapy, placement in a resource room for even part of
the day, as well as placement in a self-contained program and certainly in any
other more restrictive environment, requires parental consent. Once children are
placed in a special program thiy may be shifted from one special education
program to another without parental consent (but only after notice). However,
while such consent is not required for minimal implementation, it is recommend-
ed, for maximal implementation, that parents consent to all shifts, even within
special education. It may be a very important alteration in the provision of
services if a child is removed from a self-contained program in a public school
setting to residential treatment (or vice versa). Such a shift may, in fact, be more
important than removal from a regular class to a self-contained special education
program. As with consent for testing, no placement should be made without
evidence of parental consent or a court order overriding parental refusal.

A situation not covered by the regulations concerns the question of whether
consent must be renewed when a child moves from a special education program
in one school system to a special education program in another school system
(e.g., from one in County X to one in County Y within a state or from one in
State X to one in State Y). It is not clear whether such transfers constitute an
"initial plicement. However, it would be preferable if consent were reaffirmed
in such situations.

As a remindereven when consent is not required, parents must be notified of all
decisions and actions taken by school systems with regard to identification,
evaluation, or placement.

Overfiding Parents' Refusal to Consent
In earlier drafts of the regulations, parents possessed an absolute veto both as to
a proposed evaluation and placement. Without their consent, neither could
occur. But, those drafts failed to take into account that there may be adverse
interests between a parent and a child in need of special education and related
services. L'or arbitrary or unreasonable grounds, it would have been possible
under the proposed rules for parents to deny their children access to
psychological services and subsequent remedial intervention by special educe-

/tors. The final regulations are more appropriate because they now provide for an
alternative mechanism permitting schools to challenge the refusal to consent.
Depending on the nature of the laws prevailing in each of the states, school
systems have two means for overriding a parental veto:

A. Reliance on State Laws

Some states have provisions .already in place concerning parental consent. For
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example, Maryland's State DepartMent of Education By-Laws declare: "Parents

. .have the right of prior infOrmed consent regarding their child's psychological
evaluation. . .special education programming and placement in accordance with

procedures established by each local education agency."28 Under this law,
parents apparently do possess veto power, However, the school system may have

recourse to state parental neglect statutes. A school administrator g; states like

Maryland, in situations where parents refuse to consent to evaluation or
placement, may file a neglect petition. Maryland law defines a neglected child as

one "whose parent. . .legally responsible for his care does not adequately supply

him with. . .education. ."29 In those instances, anyone having knowledge of

facts regarding neglect may file a complaint with the juvenile, or other

appropriate, court. That action will trigger an inquiry as to possible neglect and

can eventuate in a hearing in which the court may appoint a guardian of the
child for the limited purpose of consenting to evaluation or placement, if that

action is judged appropriate. This procedure, while lengthy, does allow school

systems to provide needed services in those cases when parents refuse to consent,

even if state laws, bylaws, or regulations otherwise require consent.

B. Reliance on PHEW' Regulations

As § 1.21a.503(c)(2)(i) indicates, where no state law exists requiring consent, a

refusal to consent may be overridden by following hearing and appeal

Nocedures delineated in other sections of the regulations.30 These other
sections require that a hearing be conducted before an impartial adjudicator in a

setting where both parents and the school may have attorneys or other

representatives argue for their position and where each side has the opportunity

to present evidence and confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance of

witnesses. After the hearing is completed, the hearing officer then must issue a

written decision based on the facts he or she-has heard. If either party wishes,
they may appeal the decision to a state hearing panel and ultimately to the

courts.

Reliance on state laws or P.L. 94.142's ,.egulations places constraints on school

systems and creates delay. Resort to a hearing does hinder engaging in even the

initial steps which precede placement. It might have been more efficient and

economical to develop less rigorous rec.uirements when parents refuse to consent

to the preplacement evaluation. But there is little doliht that the intent of the
regulations is appropria1e. By (1) requiring consent; (2) allowing the school to

challenge the refusal to consent; and (3) developing a forum in which both sides

will be heard by a neutral adjudicator, the regulations serve the int..rests at stake

28Code of Bylaws, Md. State Bd. of Educ. f 13.04.01.03.
29 Md. Cts. & Jud. Proc. § 3801 (1974).
30See the discussion below of § 121a.506-121a.511 for a full explanation of these

- procedures.
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of all the parties parents, whose constitutional rights to direct their children's
upbringing is protected; the school, which is carrying op.t its statutory duty to
provide an appropriate education for handicapped children; and most importata-
iv, the children, whose very future may be imperiled or enhanced by the actions
of the adults around them.

121a.505 Content of Notice

This section delineates what information must be related to pare*c wh. r notice
is required in fi 121a.504.

(a) The notice under 5 121a.504 must include:

(1) A full explanation of all the procedural safegiiards available to parents
under Subpart E [Procedural Satsuardsj ;

(2) A description of the action proposed or refused by the agency, an
explanation of shy the agency proposes or refuses to nits the action, and a
description of a, options the agency considered and the., reasons why those
options were rejected;

(3) A description of each evaluation prOcedure, test, record, or report the
agency 1.1ses as a basis for the proposal or refusal: and

(4) A dascriptioK of any other factors which are relevant to the agency's
proposal or refusal.

(b) The notice must be:

(1) Writi;en in language understandable to the general public, and

(2) Provided in the native language of" the parent or other mode of
communication, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so.

(c) If the native language or other mode of communication of the parent is not
a written language, the State or local educational agency shall take steps to
'Nur&

(1) That the notice if translated orally or by other means to the parent in his
or her native language or otr ar mode of communication;

(2) That the parent understands the content of the notice, ant;

(3) That there is written evidence that the requirements in paragraph (c)(1)
and (2) of this section have been met.

Four Major Components of the Notice Requirement
Part (a) of this section lists the four major information elemenIc that the school
must supply parents whenever it proposes (or refuses) to initiate or change a
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child's identification, evaluation, or educational placement. fhe required

information fits within the "knowledge" component of informed consent (see

discussion S 121a.500). Toe four items are:

A. Procedural Safeguards

Parents must be told of all the due process prote..tions' afforde4 in §§

121a.500-121a.514. The following can be used as a checklist

1. The opportunity to examine their children's records with respect to the

provision of a free appropriate education generally, and their identification,

evaluation, or educational placement particularly.

'2. The righ to an independent educational evaluation.

a. The evaluation will be at public expense if:
(i) The parent disagierh, with the school's evaluation and the school agrees to

fund an independent evaluation. \'
(ii) The parent disagrees with the school's evaluation, the school believes its

evaluation is appropriate, and an impartial hearing officer decides in favor of

the parents.
4.

(iii) A hearing officer conducting a hearing related to any action taken by the

school concerning special education requests cn independent evaluation.

b. The evaluation will be at parent's expense if:
(i) The parent voluntarily assumes the cost.
(ii) The parent disagrees with the school's evaluation, the school believes its

evaluation is appropriate, and an, impartial hearing officer decides in favor of

the parent.

3. The discreti,,,) to introduce an independently cbtained evaluatiot, for
consideration by the school system in its decision-making process or at a hearing

regarding special educat;on programming. In both cases, the parent chooses to

offer the evaluation, it must he considered by school personnel and/or the

hearing of

4. The right to consent to a preplacement evaluation.

5. The right.to consent to the initial placement in special education or related

services.

6. The right to be nctified of any other action the school proposes to take with

regard to the identification, placement or evaluation or provision of education

generally of their children.



7. The right to an imPitial due process hearing should piarents wish to contest
the identification, evaluation, placement or provision cf a free appropriate
public education of their children with the results of st..t,t hearing rendered
within 45 days of their request. In the context Of this hearing the Parents will
have the right to

.1#
a. An impartial hearing officer, neither employed by the school system

----142 ding the hearing nor having a personal or professional interest in its

outcom17-
b. Be accompanied b. An attorney at parental expense.
c. Information concerning the availability of free or low-cost legal (or other
relevant) services in the geogri'phical area.
d. Be accompanied and advised by persons knowledgeable in special

education.
e. Present evidence.
f. Confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses.
g. Obtain a record of the hearing.
h. Obtain written findings of fact and decision from the hearing officer.
i. Have their child present, if they wish.
j. Have the hearing closed to the public.

8. The right to appeal the decision of the hearing officer to the state department
of education and have the appeal heard within 30 days of the request.

9. The right to appeal from a decision of the state department of education to
either a state court or the federal district

10. The right either to keep the child in his or her present program for the
duratioi of all hearings and appeals it to agree to a compromise pladement with
the school system during this time.

B. Description of Proposed Actions

Parents must be fully ;nformed 3f the following matters:

1. What action the school system is proposing to take (or what action it is

refusing to take).

2. Why the school system is proposing to take the action it is recommending (or
why it is refusing to comply with parent's request for action).

3. The options the school system considered as alternatives to its proposed
actions.

4. Why the school system rejected those options.
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Generally, the disclosure requirements in this portion of the regulation will be

triggered when the school plans to evaluate children thought to be handicapped

or when it plans to change their educational program.31 School systems should

engage in mutual disclosure if they are to act ethically, conform to the

requirements of the law, and develop intimate, trusting, and honest relation-

, ships with parents. Because schools in the past have not included parents and

children in decision-making nor informed them of proposed actions, it is possible

that-much of the information parents relate and many of the responses children

make when given tests are of doubtful veracity, Sidney Jourard, speaking of the

validity of information obtained by psychologists, conjectured:

The millions of psychometric tests mildewing in agency files might utt lies told

by untrusting clients and patients to untrustworthy functionaries. If psycholo-

gists were serving the interests of bureaucracies, wittingly or unwittingly, in

their ... activities, then it would be quite proper for . patients not to tries

us; functionaries masquerading as professionals are not to be trusted too far.

While the rulos with regard to notice may place administrative burdens on school

systems/141N long run there will be greater cooperation from parents and fewer

costiy Ynd time-consuming hearings if schools are open and informative.

What now follows is an attempt to describe two moaels for complying with this

portion of the regulation. The first model concerns informing parents about a

proposea educational and/or psychological evaluation; the second concerns

informing them of a propsed placement. Both are considered examples of

maximal irpplementation.

Informing Parents of a Proposed Evaluation
The minimal requirements of the regulations can be met if the school tells

parents: (1) That it p iroposes to assess their children with comprehensive,

individual educational evaluation: (2) why it believes thbt le evaluation is

necessary (usually because of some academic or behavioral difficulty); and (3)

What devices it proposes to use in the evaluation.33 However, a fuller method is

recommended. This process not only entails meeting with parents prior to an

evaluation! bu; also involves a meeting immediately after the evaluation is

complete and after a written : eport has been drafted.34 The approach, thus, has

three steps:

31 As noted in 1t 121a.504, in additiOn to notice, consent is required for a

replacement evaluation and initial placement.

32S. M. Jourarci, some reflections on a quiet revolution. In S. L. Brodsky (Chm.),

Shared results ani open files with the client! Professions I responsibility or effective

involvement. Symposium prilsented as the annual meeting of the American Psychological

Association, Washington. D. C., September, 19/1.
33How the school can fuifill the purposes of 13) is found in (C) below.

34This method is adapted frr.rn the work of Bersoff, D. N., The Ethical practice of

school psychology A rebuttal and suggested model. Professional Psychology, 1973. 4

305-312 and Fischei. C. T. The tesree as co-evaluator. Journal of Counseling Psychology.

1970, 17. 70-76.
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1. Coadvisemeot: This is an expansion of the principle ofinformed consent. The

evaluator (usually a psychologist or educational diagnostician) tells the child and

his or her parents ,how he or she functions; informs them of the person who

referred the child and the reasons for the referral; describes the nature of the

assessment devices to be used as well as their merits and limitations;what kinds

of information wilt eventually be put into a report; and who might eventually
read the report. The evaluator then asks the child to tell how he or she perceives

the purposes of the asssmment (thus increasing the accuracy of subsequent
interpretation of test behavior) and what he or she feels the consequences of

such an assessment might be. The evaluator then secures written consent from

the parents (and child, if possible) to proceed with the assessment.

2, Sharing Impressions: Immediately after each evaluation session, the evaluator,
the child, and the parents engage in a discussion in which the evaluator gives his

or her interpretations of the child's test' interview or classroom behavior as the

evaluator has just .experienced it. By- conferring with the child, the evaluato.
attempts to extrapolate from the ,.ssessment situation to real-life situations. This

kind of discussion provides immediate information to the child about how
others perceive his or her behavior and enables the evaluator to check out
hypotheses about how equivalent the observed test behavior, for example, is to
actual classroom behavior. It also gives the child a chance to disagree with the
evaluator's initial interpretations and to offer perceptions of his or her own
behavior. For exa,nple, a psychologist may note that on the block design

subtest35 of the WISC-R, the child very neatly arranges the blocks for the first
three test items but becomes increasingly sloppy and car' ts. After the WISC-R
has heen completed, be psychologist then n'ght say: "i noticed that yOu did

the blocks very carefully at first but then didn't do them as neatly after a while.

Is that how things go in school? Do you start your work with a lot of good

intentions to begin with but soon give up and become careless? The child could

agree with this interpretation, thus yeilding a lot of important information about

the causes of the child's academic difficulties and possible modes of educational

intervention. Or, the child could disagree and say that he or she worked fast at
the end because he or she was tired, wanted to go out to play because the test

was given during thf, normal recess period, or had to go to the bathroom (and so

Tfilis, rather than assuming that behavior observed in the testing situation,
interview, or one classroom session can be extrapolated to all other situations,

the evaluator has an opportunity to discover the situations ur contexts in which

the behavior does occur. This method prevents the child from being mislabeled
and interpretations of his or her benavior from being overgeneralized. The out-
come should lead to fewer challenges to the school's evaluation, diagnosis, and

proposed class placement.

3. Critique of the Written Evaluation: After the assessment is complete and the

evaluator has prepared the report, he or she shows the parents (and the s.:hild, if

35A timed subtest where the child is asked to put multi-colored wooden or plastic
blocks together to match a design on a printed card.
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possibte) a copy of the written evaluation. This insures that the report will be
recorded so that it is understandable to all concerned, further complying with
the spirit of these regulations. In addition, knowing that the parat is going to
read the report, the evaluator will strive all the more to be true to the child, to
capture his or her world as well as words allow, and to avoid overstatements,
unintended implications, and loose descriptitms. Then, the child and the parents
are given the opportunity to clarify the points made, to add further material,
and, if there is a disagreement between the evaluator and the parents for child),
an opportunity to provide a dissenting view, in writing if warranted. Finally, the
evaluator receives permission to disseminate the report to relevant school
personnel...

This process lays the groundwork for much of what will follow in the schot "s
attempt to provide an appropriate educational placement for the child. Beolise
the parents have been fully informed about the evaluation and, indeed, have
participated in its development and fruition, the foundation has beep4si-for-----7
cooperative non-adversarial attempts to formu:ate ildividuaLedocatiOn plans and
select the maximally effective special program,

Informing Parents of a PrOposed Placement
The previous procedure was accomplished primarily through personal communi-
cation But, schools can give effective and inforsbative notice through a written
medium. The following letter may serve as an example of what and how a school
system might tell parents when they wish to plebe a child outside of the regular
education environment.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Gleawards:

WQ are planning to transfer your daughter, Deana, from her present placement
in a class of 32 children housed in an open setting she shares with three other
classes of about 30 children each. We would like to place her in a smaller class
of 10 children that is not in an open setting. This kind of a room is called a
self-contained class. There, she would spend most of the day with one teacher.
We believe that this would be the most helpful placement for her in the light
of some academic and behavioral difficulties we 'lave discovered as the result
of an evaluation we conducted. You may recall that two months ago you
consented to a full-scale psychological and educational evaluation after
Deana's teacher reported that she was having significant problems in reading,
had difficulty listening to directions, and did not spend more than ten minutes
at a time in her seat doing independent work (The w-iter would place here a
description of the evaluation procedures used, a method for which is discussed
below in Part (C)) .

Our evaluation shows, although Deana is ten years old and is presently in the
5th grade, that she can only read words an average second grader can. Part of
this problem, we have discovered, is because she has some hearing problems
according to our audiologist, a person specially trained to assess hearing
ability. in our observations of her in the class,-oom, we found that she got out
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of her seat, rather than do assi d work, about 5 times an hour, that she
interrupted the teacher while s was talking about once every three minutes,
and that during a five day period, she was only able to complete one
independent seatwork assignment of 10 she was given.

The kind of cl we would like to put Deana in is called a learning
disability clan. a is for children of at least average intelligence (which
Deana Is) who two years behind In reading or other academic
skills like arithmt. 3r writing. We thought of perhaps keeping her in
her present open ss 'cam for most of the day and having her tutored
one hour a day by oui .ing resource teacher. Such a program would have
the ac'vantage of keeping her with hrr classmates and friends. However, we are
proposing the full day self-contained classroom because of the seriousness of
her reading difficulties, the fact that her hearing can be monitored more
closely so that we can determine in the near future whether a hearing aid will
be appropriate for her, and so that we can attempt to modify heir behavior
with the goal of increasing her attentiveness, her ability to listen to the teacher

with fewer interruptions, and her capacity to complete her seatwork.
However, because we feel it important to keep Deana in contact with her
present friends, her program Kill be scheduled so that she can take gym and
art with her present classmates and go to tlia cafeteria for lunch at the same

time they do.

If you have some questions about what we are proposing, please feel free to
visit with or call Tom Buffington, our coordinator of special education. He can

be reached by telephone at 555-1213.

Please know that we will not change your daughter's placement unless you
consent to the change. Under both federal regulations and our ownstate and
local rules, you have a right to an impartial hearing to challenge our proposals.
The right to such a hearing encompasses the following: (At this point, the
letter (or personal conversation) would detail all the rights delineated in Part

(A) above) .

It would probatly be most helpful if both the information provided about
evaluation and placement were done in person. Certainly, the sharing impres-
sions and critique of the written evaluation portion of the asscament procedure
almost require this. The point has been made many times before in this paper,
but it bears repeating short term investment of time will obviate the need for
lengthier, more complex, and adversary-like interactions in the future. If parents
cannot come to the school, the school should consider sending out appropriate
personnel to the parent's home. But, at the very least, the school must write to
the parents and tell them of the material outlined in this section. Methods for

evaluating whether parents have understood the information communicated to
them are described in §121a.500.

C. Description of Evaluation Procedures.

In telling parents what actions they propose (or refuse) to take with regard to
special education programming, the school system must describe the evaluation
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devices they used in reaching their decision. In like manner, when the school is

planning to evaluate a child they must describe the evaluation devices they

propose to administer. Two points are important in this regard. First, to describe

evaluation procedures is not merely to list them. SecondanY information
regarding assessment devices must be communicated without resort to technical
jargon. Section 121a.505(b)(1) requires that any notice to parents must be
"written in language understandable to the general public." To conform to this

requirement and to insure that any consent to .preplacement evaluations and

initial placement is genuinely knowledgeable, school systems should list and

describe the instruments they propose to use or have used. Some examples of

how this may be done follow in the context of a letter to parents.

Minimal Implementation
In recommending that Deana be placed in a self-contained clasroom for learning

disabled children, we relied on the following tests:

a. W1SCR; an individually administered test of general intelligence.

b. WRAT (Reading only); an individually administered reading test that

measures word recognition skills.

c. Classroom Observation; we observed Deana in her regular classroom.

Moderate Inv.dementation
a. WISCR; P.h..:4Veschler Intelligence Scale for Children (Revis Edition), given

to a child in a one-to-one situation. The test is designed to meat re a child's
general intelligence by seeing how she does on a number of differen 'nds of

smaller tests within the larger one.

lz...WRAT (Reading only); the Wide Range Achievement Thst, an individually
administered reading test that measures a child's ability to recognize many

unrelated words.

c. Classroom Observation; a school psychologist (Dr. Skinrer) observed Deana in

her regular classroom for twenty minutes each time on three separate occasions

during the week of March 20, 1978.

Maxintal Implementation
a. WISC-R; the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Revised in 1972). This

test was given by Dr. Skinner, the school psychologist. It was administered in a

one-to-one situation with only Dr. Skinner and Deana present in his office. The

test is designed to measure a child's general intelligence. The WISC a has 11

smaller tests within it. One subtest tries to see how much the child knows about

the world around him (such as the number of nays in a week, the reason we

celebrate the Fourth of July, etc.) Another test asks the child to rearrange
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cartoon pictures in what the test writer believes is the correct order. Another
asks the child to remember a string of separate numbers.

b. WRAT. (Reading only); the Widd Range Achievement Thst. We gave Deana
only the reading part (it also contains an arithmetic and spelling section). This

,test measures how well a child can recognize words printed on a page. The words
don't appear in a story but are printed in a string of unrelated words. The test
does not measure how well children can understand a story, only how well they
can read separate words.

c. Classroom ObservatRm: Dr. Skinner, our school psychologist, visited Deana in
her regular classroom during her reading sessions. He did this three times on
March 20, 23, and 25th, 1978 for twenty minutes each time. He observed the
class to see how well she was reading orally from books, how well she listened to
the teacher, and how much she may have been bothering other children while
they worked. He was also looking to .see how effective the teacher was in
teaching DeL-na and controlling the class.

D. Other Factors

Subsection (a)(4) is a catchall section in which the school should describe iny
other reasons, procedures, or information the school used in recommending its
proposed actions.

This lengthy exposition has only interpreted and illustrated subsection (a) of 1.
5121a.505. However, the two remaining subsections cln be dealt with much
mare quickly. Subsection (b) requires that the school write comprehensible
notices to their parents in their native language or by some other appropriate
man of communication. Full discussion of how schools might do this is found
in S 121a.500 of this paper.

Subsection (p) concerns the notice rights of parents whose native language is not
written. Su Ph parents may come from certain American Indian tribes or are
parents who are auditorially handicapped and use some form of sign language. In
those instances, the notice must be translated orally or by sign so that the parent
understands the content of the notice. Means for employing an Literpreter are
discussed in 5121a.500.

Finally, the regulations require school systems to maintain written evidence that
the notice to parents who cannot comprehend written language know and
understand what the notice says. The point was made in f 1:1a.500 that it is
easier to insure that the notice has been communicated than it is to monitor
understanding. In responding to the mandate in S1217..505(c)(3) for written
evidence of communication and understanding it is, of course, impossible to
secure direct indication in writing from the parents. In these cases interpreters
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should assess whether or not they believe the parents he e understood"What they
have tried to relate. Guidelines for evaluating u derstanding appear in
§1212.500. However, to further enhance the chancel!' at genuine comprehen-
sion has occurred, it is recommended that the parent know and trust the
interpreters. The most helpful interpreters (if they c n be found) will be
members of advocacy groups or family members who kno both written English
and the native oral language.

121a.506 -- Impartial Due Process Hearing

This section asserts:

. (a) A parent or 3 public educational agency may initia, . :tearing on any of
the matters described in 5 121a.604(a)(1) and (2)..

(b)The hearing must be conducted by, the State educational agency or the
public agency directly responsible for the education of tha child, as

determined under Stets statute, State egulat:un, or a written policy of the
State educational agency.

(c) The public agency shill inform the parent of any free or low-cost legal and
Other relevant cervices available in the area if

(1) The parent requests the information; or

(2) The parent or the agency initiates a hearing under this section.

The requirement of an impartial hearing is the central feature of the Procedural
Safeguards regulations. Th;s section introduces the concept of the hearing in
skeleton form. Subsequent sections flesh out its precise contours. It is 'during the
hearing that both sides have the opportunity to present evidence and offer
witnesses to an impartial adjudicator who will subsequently render an objective
ant fair decision. Either the parents or the school system may request a hearing
on any matters pertaining to the proposal (or refusal) to initiate or change the
identification, evaluation, or placement of the child or the provision of a free
apropriate public education.

It is left up to the States to decide what body wil! conduct the initial hearing.
Some states do not provide for hearings at the local education agency level but
place responsibility for them with the state department of education. Other
states mandate that the local school system conduct the hearing. Still others,
mainly larger states, provide for hearings at the intermediate agency level
(administrative units incorporating several local school systems). While any of
these arrangements will satisfy the regulations, it is probably better if the initial
hearing is held at the local level. It will not only be more convenient to do so,
but it Will seem lit formidable to parents and perhaps improve chances for
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negotiation, thus precluding the need for a hearing. In large states, trael to. the
seat of state government may 'Mean Unnecessary expense for both schools and

parents. 36 It will also be easier to arrange a healing at a ,local level. A filial
decision must be rendered by the hearing officer no later than 45 days after
parents request a hearing," and thus a more easily arranged setting vvillhelp to
insure that this requirement is met.

Finally, 121a.506 regjafree that the educational agency responsible for holding
the hearing inform parents of the availability of free or lowcost legal services or
other relevant services. This requirement is fulfilled in the notice described in 6
121a.505. In adequately rendering this service the agency should develop a list
of attorneys in the local area who know about the rights of handicapped people,
education, and children. There are some centers in the United States from which

this information Might be obtained The Children's Defense Fund in
Washington, D.C., the Harvard Cents= for Law and Education in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, the Developmental Disabilities 1.aw Project in 2etimore, Mary-
land, the National Center for Law and the Handicapped in South Bend, Indiana,
the Childhood and Government Project in Berkeley, California, or the Mental
Health Law Project in Washington, D.C. At the local level, inqUIries euld be

made at legal services clinics and consumer advocacy groups such as siciations

for retarded citizens. Another good source is each state's Protection and
Advocacy (KM) system, presumably in existence in every state at this time.
P &A systems were mandated under 5 113 of the Developmentally Disabled
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 1975 (Pub.L. 94-103) and are designed to
protect and advocate for the rights of persons with developmental disabilities
(mental retardation, autism, cerebral'palsy, 'epilepsy). Because they have the
authority to pursue legal and administrative remedies, they should be able to
give local agencies the names of competent attorneys. In addition to attorneys,
schools, should .also develop lists of qualified psychologists, educational
diagnosticians, physicians, and others who can provide diagnostic services for
those parents who wish to obtain an independent evaluation of their children.
All this information must be given to parents any time they request it or when
they or the school request or initiate a hearing with regard to special education.

1218.507 Impartial Hearing Officer

121a.507 states:

(a) A hearing may not be conducted:

36This expense could be obviated, however, by the state department holding hearings
at the site of the local school system.

37 See S 121a.512 discussed below.
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11) By a person who i n employee of a public Agency which is inio-lved in the
,educapon or care of t e child, or

(V By any person having a pahonel or professional interest which would
conflict.with his or hier objectivity in the hearing.

lb} A person who otherwise qualifies to conduct a nearing under paragraph
ret

of this section is npt an epipioyee of the agency solely because he or she is
paid bi the agency to servo as a hearing officer.

(c) each public agency shall keep a list of the persons wiholerve as hearing
officers. The list inust include a statement of the qualiticetions or each of
those persOns. .

0

'Insuririg Impartiality
.7

If the hearing is the central feature of due process, the hearing officer is the
crucial element in insuring that the intent of the procedural safeguards is
satisfied. The fundamental credential of the hearing officer is impartiality. The
term implies objectivity, fairness, and neutrality. The regulations attempt to
guarantee impartiality by declaring ineligible persons who die employed by the
agency responsible for or involved it the education or care of the child. This is a

rather easily understood and implementable restriction. Simply, if the child is
enrolled in a public school, no one hired on a full-time or parttimo basis by the
system in which the school is located may serve as a hearing officer in ci hearing
related to that child.38 This restriction would include administrators (including
the school superintendent), teachers, and consul ants. Members of the school
board of the agency holding the hearing should also be disqualified. Likawise,'if
the child is in an institution, no one similarly employed by the facility should
serve as a hearing officer.

Somewhat more vaguely, the,,regulatidos secondarily attempt to guarantee
impartiality by proscribing the use of hearing officers who have a personal or
professional interest which would interfere with objectivity. This additional
provision is apparently included to sensitize school systems,to the pc.sibility
that factors others than mere status as an employee may interfere with
objectivity. For example, professors of special education at a local university '.-re
not employees of a school system. Yet, they may place student teachers far

practical .experience in that system and would, therefore, he more or $ess
dependent on it for fulfilling the requirements of their, own teacher education
program. It is 'possible that the professor, though apparently neutral, might feel

inclined to favor the decisions cf the school, especially in instances where many
colleges or universities are competing for,studentteacher slots.

To satisfy the requirement for impartiality the following is suggested:
).

1. The parents are given the opportunity to meet with the person named as

38Although as the regulation points out, mere employment as a hearing officer does

not violate this'rule. 5 121a.507(2)(b).
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hearing officer a few days befall, the hearing. The purpose would not be to
discus the particular case, but to become'acquainted with the person who'will

. her, it.

I.

p

t,

S

2. The parents are'given the resume and credentials of the hearing officer,
including all past, present, and contemplated associations with the agency
holding the hearing.

3. The parents agree in writing tothe appointed hearing officer.

The best method for evaluating whether school. systems >dye truly appointed
heutro hearing officers is to monitor the number and perbitnt of appeals to the
state Mucat ion department or to the courts grounded (in part or solely) in 'the
assertion that the hearing officer was biased or partial.,

As a rule of thumb, the greater the distance bttween the administrative agency
and the selectibn, training, and assignment of hearing officers, the greater the
'likelihood of 'presel-ving, neutrality.3" Thus, these three functions selection,
training, and assignment 'are best done by other than the agency holding the
hearing. For example,.if the local school system respontible for the hearing,
the hea ng officer should be assigne&by the state or some independent agency.
The sa wo,ild be true for and training. There are many advocacy t;f4
groups available wIlp know both special education and the law who are
independent of any educational system (some were named in 6121a.506). The
state could contract with these groups to tIraint and develop criteria for the
selection of hearing officers.

(`;.' cek,

Trdning and Selering Wearing Officer
The training of these future hearing officers is very important. Training sessions
shnii'd be extensive and it dived. Some crucial features,of such veining are:

1 Didactic education concerning the tenets of the Constitution and the common
law that are used in analyzing controversies among parents, their childrer and
the state."

2. Didactic education
/concerning

the defirlition and implementation of due
process generally. '

3. Extended summary of all the laws impinging on the rights of handicapped
children, their parents, and the school. At'd minimum, a hearing officer should.

39See A. Abeson. N. Bolick, & J. Hass, A Primer on Que Process 31-36 (19761.

4° For consti!utional purposes, "state" is broadly defined and includes local and inter-

mediate school systems.
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know the major provisions of:

a. P.L. 94.142
b. Regulations implementing P.L. 94-142
c. Rehabilitation Act'of 1973 S 504
d. Regulations implementing § 504 .

e. Fahtily Education Rights and Privacy Act ("Buckley Amendment"),
f. Regulations implementing FERPA
g. State constitutional provisions regulating education
h.' State statutes regulating education generally and special education

partijzulbrly .

I. State regulations or bylaws implementing state statutes
j. Local regulations, guidelines, and policies regarding special eci,,catiop.

4. dole playing the conduct of a hearing. Trainers could use prepared scripts or
general outlines of defined roles. But, qleirnp, cant aspAt this activity is that
trainees nave the opportunity to rehearse and modify,the.many behaviors they

r will have to engage in during the course of the hearing, such as accepting
documents, ruling wiNavidentiary matters, and...rna-king decisions in the midst of a

dispute between participants..

5.--"Practice in the writing of final detisions which include both findings of fact 1

and conclusions of law:"

wA

Another factor in improving the chinces for impartiality is the selection of
competent persons expel in special education and related services. The more
expert and well-known the perstin is in his .or her own right, the less he or she
will need to rely oh the approval of local or state education agencies. Persons

e 4,4selected for training should know about educational assessment, handicapping i
conditions, and the potential range of services appropri6te for handicapnad
children. The Council for Exception& Children42 has outlined seven criteria
which they think useful in selecting hearing officers:

X. N o t be involved in the decisions already made abou a child regarding
identification, evaluation, placement, or review.

41 Like other states, Michigan has prepared exter.siye material useful for the purposes
of fulfilling No. 1-5. The state department of education has two reports, "The Law:

Assessment andelacement di Special Education Students" (1977) and "A Model for a
Special Education Due Process Hearing." (1976) Both may be obtained by writing John-

Braccio, Ph.D., State Dept. of -Educ., P.O. Sox 30008, Lansing, Michigan 48909 or ceiling
him at (507)373.0923.

A model for writir. decisions is found in § 1216%08. .

42A. Abeson,'N. Bolick, 8k.J. Hass, A primer on (Jae Process 32.33 (1376).
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2, Possass special knowledge, acquired through training and/or experience,
about-the nature and needs of exceptional children, including the types and
qualities of programs available at any time to handicapped children.

3. Be sufficiently open minded so that they will not be predisposed toward any
decisions that they must make or review but at the same time be capable of
making decisions.

4. Possess the ability to objectively, sensitively, and directly solicit and evaluate
both ore; and written information that needs to be considered in retation to.
decision making.

5. Have sufficient strength to effectively structure and operate hearins in
conformity with standard requirements and limits and to encourage `tie
participation of the principal parties and they representatives.

., ....,

N I
6.- Be sufficiently free of other obligatituis to provide sufficient priority to their
hearing officer responsibilities and to jiteet required time lines for conducting
hearings and reporting written decisions.

7. Be aware that the role of the hearing officer is unique and relatively new,
requiring constant evaluation of the processes; their own behavior, and the
behavior of all the principals involved for purposes of continuously trying to
improve the effectiveness of the he -frig process.

There is probably no more costly rtoect to the Procedural Safegbards section
than the employment of hearing officers. Because they should be experts in their
field, fees for each day's service will be $100 at a minimum. Because of the cost,
some school. systems have attemerteo to curtail expenses for hearing officers by
trading personnel. Poi\ example, a special education coordinator from School
District D serves as a hearing officer in School District P; later, the special
education coordinator for other appropriate personnel) from School District B,
serves as a hearing officer in Schdol District D. Because this shift is done on
school time there are usually no costs involved for either school district and
because neither. hearing officer is an employee of the school district in which he
or she is presiding over a case, the arrangement satisfies the major mandate of 5
121107. While an agreement such as this does meet the literal requirements of
this section, it may have too much taint of inherent bias to maximally comply
with its spirit. The practice imaarticularly dangerous in small states where the
charge of an "Ill scratch your back you scratch my back" bargain reasonably
could be made. In large populous states, where trade-offs would be made only to
distant school systems, the practice may be more appropriate. '3

43The discussion he has implied the use of a single officer at the local hea.ing level.
However, there is nothing t preclude local school systems from employing a tribunal rather
than a lone adjudicator. Obviously, that would he very costly and is certainly not necessary
under the rules, It is suggested that at least three persons Hear appeals at the state level (see
I 121a.5101.
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In complying with the intent of I' 121a.507 there are at least two dimensions
one should consider to insure impartiality: Who employs and Who is employed.
The concept of distance from the agency holding the hearing should guide
choices in both areas. Using these criteria the following may be helpful:

Minimal
Implementation

Maximal
Implementation

Who E Who is Employed

1. The agency holding he 1. Special education and pupil

hearing. personnel workers from other

school districts.

2. Another state administra

rive agency.40., for local

hearings, the state dept. of

education would employ

the hearing officer).

3. An independent body (e.g.,

the state planning and advo-

cacy unit for the handi-

capped) ,vho pays the hear-

ing office, from federal

funds.

121a.508 Hearing Rights

2. Spe6a1 education an" appro.

priate mental health profes

sinnals (e.g., school oredu.

cational psychologists) ern

ployed as professors in uni

versitles.

3. A small group of full-time

persons trained by an inde-

pendent entity and funded

by federal money (serving

either predetermined terms

of 1 - 3 years or for indefi-

nite terms).

(a) Any party to a hearing has the right to
('I) Be accomoanied and advised by counsel and by individuals with special
knowledge or training with respect to the problems of handicapped children;
(2) Present evidence and confront, cross - examine; and compel the mtendance
of witnesses.
(3) Prohibit the introduction of any evidence at the hearing than has not been
disclosed to that party at least five days before the hearing;
(4) Obtain a written or electronic verbatim record of the hearing;
(5) Obtain written findings of fact and decisions. (The public agency shall
transmit those findings and decisions, after deleting any personally identifiable
information, to the State advisory panel established under Subpart F)."
lb) Parents involved in hearings must be given the right to:
11) Have the child who is the subiect of the hearing present; and
(2) Open the hearing to the public.

Minimal Safeguards z

As noted, the hearing is the cemral and dominant mechanism for insuring that
special education decisions are made on behalf of the handicapped child. This

44The establishment, membership, functions and procedures of the State advisory pa-

nel is found in (5 121a.650-121a.653.
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s,ezrpn delineates the minimal guarantees that both parents and the responsible
educational agency possess Odor to and during the course of the hearing.
Subpart (a) of the regulation lists those guarantees. They include the right to:

A. Be Accompanied by Ones Chosen Representatives.

Parents and school systems have the right to retain co ;mei. Parents do not have
the right to appointed counsel. That is, school systems are not required tc pay
for the parents' attorney. But, at a minimum, they must inform the parent of
any free or low-cost legal services available in the area (see S 121a.606). There is
no prohibition against school systems offering indigent parents access to
independent attorneys whose fees would by assumed by the system, however.

In addition to attorneys, parents may alsc bring with them independent experts
in special education and related services. School systems should grant wide
latitude in this regard. It is batter that the hearing officer disqualify a person
brought by parents under this subsection than for the school system to contest
the attendance of pai.entss experts prior to the hearing.

B. Present Evidence.

There are two kinds of evidence that parties potentially may introduce: oral
testimony and documents. Eoth are appropriate. Witnesses may either relate
what they have observed or what they have said. They may also bring with them
written material such as social histories, psychological reports, or individual
education plans. Or, documents themselves may be introduced with no
accompan-ing oral testimony. For ease of reference and orderliness, each
document should be market, (e.g., Parents' Exhibit A, School's Exhibit D).

The rules concerning the introduction of evidence in these hearings are usually
relaxed compared to judicial proceedings. Hearing officers can properly allow
what judges would exclude as hearsay45 o tangential evidence. Obviously,
irrelevant evidence of any kind should not be admitted. To increase the
importance and solemnity of the hearing, and to enhance its truth-finding
function, all witnesses should testify under oath.

C. Confront, Cross-Examine, and Compel the Attendance of Witnesses.

Inherent in the concepfbf due process is the right to know what evidence is
being presented that may be adverse to your position and to know who has

45
Hearsay is usually defined as an out-of-court assertion offered in court for its

at truth. There are so mans exceptions to the hearsay rule that even judges sometimes have
difficulty in ruling on the admission of evidence claimed to be hearsay.
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presented that evidence. These elements comprise the safeguard of confronta-
tion. Any evidence that the hearing officer or panel is asked to consider or ony
witnesses offering that evidence must be known to both sides. No evidence con
be offered "ex parte" (i.e., by one side without knowledge by the other or out
of hearing by the other). All evidence must be formally offered in the context of.
the hearing. Hearing officers cannot consider evidence not offered at the hearing.
At the appeals level (i.e., state hearing) the only evidence the review panel can
consider is that present in the official transcript of the 4ocal hearing or offered as
adrntional evidence during the appeal. The review panel ,nay not consider any ex
p to documents or oral information.

After witnesses have presented evidence the representative for the opposing
7'.,sition has the opportunity to question that witness. This is called the
cross-examination. Typically, cross-examination is designed to test the percep-
tion, memory, and sincerity of the witness. The opposing attorney uses
cross-examination to cast doubt on the witness's ability to observe, to remember
accurately, and to tell the truth. He or she can raise doubts about the latter by
introducing prior -.zatements that are inconsistent with the ones presented at the
hearing or by showing bias. Usually, the scope of the cross-examination is
restricted to matters presented during the direct examination. After cross-
examination, the representative who originally called the witness may engage in
what is called a re-direct examination. This permits the presenting side to
"rehabilitate" the witness whose original testimony may have been damaged on
cross-examination. The scope of the redirect examination should be limited to
matters raised during the cross-examination. If reasonable, any witnesses may be

recalled at a later time.

Parents (or schools) would engage in a hollow exercise if they could not have
crucial witnesses present at the hearing. For example, parents may wish to call a
school official who in the past has sided with them. The school cannot prohibit
that official from attending the hearing and testifying for the parents. The right
to compel the attendance of witnesses guarantees the parents' prerogative in this
regard. Unless the hearing officer decides that a request for the attendance of a
witness is frivolous because his or her testimony will nut add any further
information or will merely repeat what has already been said, all requested
witnesses must attend the hearing. It is recommended, if such rules do not
already exist, that the legislature or the state department of education write
regulations authorizing the appropriate educational agencies to subpoena
witnesses in those rare instances when potential witnesses refuse to attend. This
is the only sure way to guarantee maximal implementation of this provision.

D. Prior Knowledge of the Other Side's Evidence.

Hearings are not supposed to to- surprise parties. They are designed to ascertain
the truth and to settle disputed issues as reliably, objectively and as fairly as
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possible. They are not games were decisions are won through trickery. One way
to prevent the unexpected and assure reliability is through the prior discovery of
evidence. Discovery is a legalism for the sharing of documents and witness lists in
advance of the hearing. But, besides reducing the chances for encountering the
lunexpected, discovery has other salutary functions:46

1. It narrows the issues to be heard by revealing lack of serious contest on some
and by pointing up those likely to be crucial.

2. It facilitates the presentation of evidence at the hearing by increasing the
likelihood that all relevant evidence will be known and analyzed before the
hearing.

3. It increases the likelihood that the case will be decided on its actual merits.

4. It increases the chancei for prehearing settleMent through negotiation.
KMrAiledge of the other side's evicience and its strengths and weaknesses often

lead to conferences which can preclude an adversary proceillre.

Because of these benefits, the regulations grant the right to either party to
prohibit the introduction of any evidence at the hearing that has not been
disclosed at least five days prior to the hearing. However, like any right provided
for in these -regulations, this right can he waived if done so knowingly and
voluntarily. Thi.it, evidence obtained a couple of days before the hearing can be
introduced if the other party permits it. The right belongs to the parties, not the
hearing officer. In molt- cases, nevertheless, both sides should pass on to the
other (1) all the document's- they will introduce; (2) a list of witnesses they will
call; (3) a brief summary of what each witness will testify about.

E. Record of the Hearing.

Parents (and schools) have the right to obtain either a written or electronic
verbatim record of the hearing at no cost. Howear, both written and electronic
recordings have their drawbacks. Written records created by court stenographers
end transcribed by them are usually highly accurate and dependable but are
expensive. Electronic records, usually obtained through audio tape recorders, are
much less expensive but are subject to the unreliability of mechanical devices. If
tape recordings are made, the person responsible for monitoring the recording
should make a sound check of each new tape.

F. Written Decisions.

The written decision of the hearing officer or panel represents his or her

46See F. James, Civil Procedure 184 (1965).
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evaluation of all the facts and evidence presented during the hearing. At a
minimum, the final report should first contain those facts that the hearing
officer has accepted as true. Thus, if the parents contend that the child is of
average Intelligence and the school contends he or she is retarded; the hearing

officer must conclude and state who is correct (or decide that something else is
true). Second, the report must contain .the decision of the hearing officer with
regard to the issue contested. Thus, if the point of contention is placement
within a regular class (perhaps the school's proposal) or placement in a

nonpublic school facility for learning disabled children (perhaps the parents'
counter-proposal) the hearing officer must state what he or she considers to be
the most appropriate placement for this child in the light of the law.

But, these two elements actually only comprise the bare bones of an acceptable

written report. To better fulfill this provision, the following outline for a
decision is suggested as a means of evaluating whether the hearing officer has
rendered an adequately informative decision:

1. A summary of the dispute that has led to the hearing.

2. ". ne position and major contentions of the school district.

3. The position and major contentions of the parents.

4. Findings of fact based on the oral and documentary evidence presented at the

hearing.

5. The final decision.

6. The rationale for the decision, grounded both in the facts deemed to be true
and the proper application of law controlling in this case (primarily P. L. 94-142
and the regulations implementing 5 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973).

The following may serve as a possible concrete model of a final decision:

IN THE MATTER OF DORESS CUPE

Background
On February 24, 1978 a hearing was held at the administrative offices of the

Morra County Board of Education to decide a number of issues in contention
between the parents of Dorecs Cupe and the Morra County Independent School
District. The Cupes were represented by Helen Byrrol, an attorney with the

Morro County Legal Services Clinic; the school system was represented by

Stander Chardick, an attorney with the Morra County Attorney's Office.
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Doress, is a 12 year old child presently attending the Duncan Academy, a private
school for multiply handicapped, academically deficient children. If she were
enrolleti in the county system, she would be in the 7th grade at the Beery
School.

The hearing was initiated by .the parents who challenge the school's proposed
diagnosis and placement of their child. The Cupes contend that Doress is a
multiply handicapped child, They assert that she is severely learning disabled,
has speech articulation problems, hearing difficulties produced by an allergic
reaction that reoccurs intermittently and without warning, motor coordination
problems which make her awkward and unable to write legibly, and that she has
some emotional diffictilties. Finally, they suspect that she may be mildly
retarded. The school contends that Doress is a singularly handicapped child with
only a learning disability and that the most appropriate placement for her is in a
regular classroom with supplementary reading services provided for one hour a
day with a learning resource teacher in a group of five other children.

For the first three grades in the public school system, Doressiperformed well and

was on grade level. However, in the fourth, fifth and sixth grades she made no
progress in reading at all. In the beginning of the sixth grade, Mr. and Mrs. Cupe
filed a request with the Morra County IDS for nonpublic school tuition, claiming
that the public school did not have an appropriate. program for her (Parents'
Exhibit 2). The school turned down that request (School's Exhibit 1) on the
ground that an appropriate program was available at Beery School. The Cupes
then proceeded to obtain an independent medical and psychological evaluation
of their child which showed that Doress has a learning disability, possible
minimal brain injury, speech and hearing problems, and an I.Q. score of 69
(Parents' Exhibit 7). They then reapplied for nonpublic school tuition, attaching
the report to the application (Parents' Exhibit 3). Morra again denied the request
(Parents' Exhibit 4) on the same ground that it did so previously. At that point,
on March 1, 1977 the parents withdrew Doress from the public school and
placed her in Duncan Academy where she is now. Attempts by the State

rOepartrnent of Education to mediate and negotiate settlement from April to
June 1977 failed. On September 10, 1977 the Cupes filed a formal request for a
hearing under § 121a.506 of the regulations implementing P. L. 94-142
615(b :'21 (Parents' Exhibit 9). After a number of mutually consented to delays,
this hearing was held on February 24, 1978. The school filed 11 documents and
the parents filed 38 documents all of which are attached to this decision. In
addition, the school presented oral testimony from the following witnesses:

1. Clia Neelson, M.A., Coordinator of Special Education for Morra County IDS.
2. Con Pegley, M.S., Doress' sixth grade teacher at Beery School.
3. Armin Valdemn..Ed.D. School Psychologist for Morra County IDS.
4. Jaret Crimmy, M.S., Resource Room Teacher for Morra County IDS.
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The Cupes presented the oral testimony from:

1. Riehard'Wegan, M.A., Special Education Consultant for Morra County IDS.
2. Mr. Tate Cupe, Doress' father.
3. Doress Cupe,lile child in question.

.4. Shiela Onnix, Ed.D., the Head of the DuncarIPAcademy.
5. Violet Nussan, M.A., Doress' present teacher at the Duncan Academy.
6. Fred Skinner, Ph.D., Chief Psychologist for the Exceptional Children's Unit

of University Hospital. %

findings of Fact
Based on the documents and the evidence presented at the hearinv, I find the

following:

1. Dares!' word recognition skills are at the third grade level.

2. Her reading comprehension is at the fourth grade level,

3. She ;s of average intelligence, but probably not of bright normal ability. The

School'Lobtained score of 69 is an invalid measure of her intellectual ability
because the psychologist failed to take into account Doress' speech articulation

problems.

4. She has an intermittent hearing loss caused by an allerg of no discernible
etiology which, when present, would make it difficult for her to hoar her teacher
unless she was less than 10 feet from her.

5. She has no significant emotional or behavioral difficulties except for some
shyness and occasional bouts of crying. She was, however, teased by her sixth

grade classmates at Beery School because of some moderate malformation of her

jaw. ss

6. She has difficulty eating without food spilling from her mouth because of

poor muscle control.

7. She has mild -to- moderate Motor control problems which makes her awkward

and ungainly.

8. She has severe speech articulation difficulties, particularly with the "s" and
"z" sounds and voiced and unvoiced "th" sounds. When she talks quickly, which

she often does, she is hard to understand.

9. The Morra County IDS has the facilities for remediating Doress' academic
difficulties, as does the Duncan Academy.
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10..The Morra County IDS has the services of a sped. n clinician available three
days per week. This clinician could see Doress once .. week for one-half hour.
The Duncan Academy employs a full-time clinician who has and 'can conti are to
see Doress one-half hour a day three days per week. Doress needs speech therapy
at least two days per week.

1-1. Morra does not have a physical therapist nor a gym teacher trained to
remediate the kind of motor difficulties Doress has. The Duncan Academy has a

gymteacher who can work with Doress for one 40-minute period per week.

12. Morra has a comprehensive art and music program; Duncan has neither.

Conclusions of Law
1. Doress is a multiply handicapped child as defined by P. L. 94.142 regulation
121a.5(b)(5) and State bylaw 29.07.

a. She is learning disabled as defined by P. L. 94.142 regulation
121a.5(b)(9) and State bylaw 30.01.
b. She is hard of hearing as defined by P. L. 94-142 regulation
121a.5(b)(3) and State bylaw 30.03.
c. She is speech impaired as defined by P. L. 94-142 regulation -5
121a.5(b)(10) and State bylaw 3C.05.
d. She has gross motor difficulties as defined by State hylaw 30.08.

t,t's

2. Her prcQosed class placetnent at the Beery School is inappropriate. State
bylaw 31.05 requires that children possessing Doress' handir-apping conditions
be placed in self-contained "lassrooms with no more than 10 children taught by
a teacher certified to instruct multiply handicapped children and by a teacher's
aide. The school propOses to place her in a regular classroom of 30 children with
no aide Instruction in a resource room 5 hours per week devoted solely to
remediating her reeding difficulty is insufficient.

3. The parents' present placement for Doress in the Duncan Academy, while
providing the appropriate academic facilities is also anadequate in that it does
not meet the intent of P.L. 94-142 5 612(6), its implementing regulations tir
121a.550, and regulations implementing 5 504. of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act
5 84.34, all requiring that handicapped children be educated to the maximum

extent appror.late with non handicapped children.

Decision acid Rationale
Therefore, it is the decision of the hearing officer that:

V1. Doress Cupe is a multiply handicapped child.

2. She be placed in a special education program and provided related services in
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the Morra County Independem School District. This program should contain, at

a minimum, theiollowing

a. Placement in a self-contained classroom for children with severe learning
disabilities in which there is no more than 10 children. This classroom wiil be

taught by a teacher trained to educate multiply handicapped children and by

a trained teacher's aide.
b. Physical therapy twice a week for 30 minutes each. If the school cannot
employ a trained therapist, it must provide such service privately at no cost

to the parents.
c. Speech therapy with a person trained in speech articulation problems
twice a week for 45 minutes each.
'd. The attention of a teacher during all eating times who can help Doress

control her eating habits.
e. A gyrr art, and music program with age-equivalent classmates who are not

handicap, 'ed.

3. The school review Doress' program at least every three months, This decision

reflects the hearing officer's view that any program for Doriss should meet both

her academic and social needs. While Morra IDS has excellent tea-hing personnel

who can reniedAte Dorrns' problems, they have failed to evaluate her multiple

handicaps con petty. The Duncan Academy also possesses the facilities necessary

to help Doress academically but continued placement at the school will prevent

her from greater arid necessary involvement with nonhvidicapped children her

age. Such involvement is crucial for children entering adolescence. In the light, of

both federal and state laws which seek to normalize a handicapoed

education to the fullest extent possible, I deem it essential that Doress attend

public school. Her handicapping conditions ,.re not so severe or disabling that

she requires placement in a school which caters to multi-handicapped chili -HI

only. However, while the potentail facilities at Beery are appl,,priate, the
school's proposed education plan for Doress is inadequate. I have thus ordered

the school to provide appropriately the instru::tion noted above. Failure to

implement these additional services will lead to a evision of this deciskin to the

end of granting the Cupes nonpublic school tuition to ar, approptiate private

placement. I will retain jurisdiction of this matter for six months to monitor

implementation of this decision.

Part (b) of § 121a.508 grants parents two additional rights. Lniike Part (a), he

school has no equivalent rights here. First, parents can choose whether or not

they wish to have their child present at the hearing. While the school sy item or

the hearing officer may want to discus; the parenrs' decision in this regard, the

final determination is theirs. Second, it is for parents to determine whether they

wish to have the hearing open to the public or closed. At a closed hearing only

participants and observers of the parents' choice may attend. To make sure that
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prirocy 'is preserved, the hearing otficer should place a sign on the :leering room
door`. The hearing itself should be iii a closed space that can be shut off without
interfering with the normal routine of school personnel. The school library, for
example; is an inappropriate place for a closed hearing while the school board
conference room would be satisfactory. For an open hearing, the school should
arrange for a room large enoufjh to accommodate spectators.

. Additional Procedural Elements
There are two components to hearing rights that neither. P.L. 94-142 itself nor
the implementing regulations address directly. These two components are the
burden of proof and the standard of proof, both of whks are an inherent part of
any hearing, whether administrative or judicial.

....
7"%; Burden of Proof

The burden of proof has two meanings. One concerns the burden of persuading
the hearing officer as to which party is correct; the other concerns the duty of
producing evidence (alternatively, the burden 9f going forward with the
evidence).-The first is called the persuasion burden, the second the product:on
burden.

The persuasion burden is fixed. One of the parties has the original and
continuing duty to persuade the hearing officer that its position is more
well-founded than the other. Whoever has the persuasion burden bears the risk
of nonpersuasion. For example, if the school system has the persuasion burden,
and they produce no evidence at all by remaining silent, they will lose. However,
rarely, if ever, .foes the one bearing the persuasion burden remain silent. The
more usual situation is ons in which both sides have produced equally weighty
evidence, In such an instance, when the evidentiary scales are perfectly balanced,
whoever bears the persuasion burden loses.

The other aspect of burden of proof is the produr-tion burden. The production
burden shifts over the course of the hearing. Let us suppose again that the school
bears the p irsuasion burden. If they remain silent, therefore, they lose as the e.
school ha; failed to carry its persuasion burden, To prevent the loss thelchool-

j
bears the initial burden of producing evidence. Thus, the school puts on its caw
thmugh documents and witnesses. Ammo it has produced rather weighty
er,idence. While it continues to bear the persuasion burden, the production
burden has now shifted to the parents. If. they do not counter the school's
evidence with some of their own, at least to the point of making the evidence'
equally convincing, the parents lose. The parents must produce enough evidence
to bring things back to a position of parity.

Figure 1 may help to make concrete the relationship of persuasion and
production burdens.
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Figure 1

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES IN SITUATION WHERE SCHOOL BEARS PERSUASION BURDEN
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The Chart on the preceding page graphically illuIsliks t.ne importance of
determining who bears the persuasion burden. Only when the evidence is in

,favor of the one who bears the persuasdit burden will that party win. No federal
statutes relevant to the topic P. L. 94.141, P. L. 93-380 1973
Rehabilitation Act) specifically addresses itself to the issuer f whd will bear the
persuasion burden in all hearings brought under S 121a.506-121a.500. There is
only one instance in which the federal government has 'made it clear on whom
the persuasion burden falls. Section 84.34 of the regulations implementing S
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 states: "A recipient (the school system]
shall place a handicapped pers9n in the regular educational environment
operated by the recipient unless it is demonstrated by the recipient that the
education of the person in the regular environment with the use of supplementa-

l:,
ry aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily." The emphasized phrase
indicates that when the school proposes to place a child out of the mainstream,
the burden is on it to prove that removal is warranted.

et

Thus, while the persuasion burden, by regulation, is on the school in the one
instance where it is seeking to infringe an the principle of the,least restrictive
environment; there is no general explicit rule as to the persuasion burden.
However, on November 11, 1974, the Aid to States Branch of the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, offered guidelines to states who were .then
attempting to implement the requirements of P. L. 93-380. Although they do
not have the weight of law, these guidelines asserted:

The burden of proof as to the appropriateness of any proposed placement, as
to why more normalized placements could not adequately and appropriately
serve the child's educational needs, and as to the adequacy and appropriate-
ness of any test or evaluation procedure, will be upon the local agency.

Many states have voluntarily enacted legislation putting the burden of persuasion
on the school in placement hearincs." All courts which have considered the
matter have put the bOrden of persuasion on the -school." Aside from
considerations of ttptutory authority and legal precedent, practical considera
tions dictate that the burden 'if proof be borne by the party who has at it
disposal greater resources and easier access to verification of the issues in
question. In the case of hearings with regard to the identification, evaluation, sr
placement of handicapped children or the provision of a 6ee appropriate public
education the party with the peculiar means of knowledge is certainly the school
system. The school has at its disposal instant access to all pupil records and to

47SelFinkelstein, "Educational Placement Hearings for Handicapped Children: Who
Should Bear the Burden of Proof ?".for a survey of state statutes and related data on file
with the Developmental Disabilities Law Project, Univ. of Md. School of Law, Baltimore,
Maryland 21201.

48See, e.g., LeBanks v. Spears, 60 F. R. D. 135 (E. D. La. 1973); Mills v. Board of
Educ. of D. C., 348 F. Supp. 866 (D. D.C. 1972); In to Downey, 72 Misc. 2d 772,340 N.
Y. S. 2d 687 (1972). ,
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information and opinions held by the teachers involved, as well as a thorough

knowledge of school resources:

in this setting,. . .
questions [regarding educational placement) can best be

answered by school officials, and for that reason it makes sense to place the
burden of justification with them. School officials, not parents or children.
control the information upon which a given decision is based,: school officials
also determine the policioswhich the classifiers teaches and counselors
carry out. They are thus in the best position to explain the ratio ale for any
challenged placement.
Kirp, D. Schools as Sorters: The Constitutional and Policy Implications of
Student Classification, 121 U. Pa. L. Rev. 705, 786 (1973).

Standard of Proof
If schools are to assume the burden of persuasion, how persuasive do they have

to be? Do they have to convince the hearing officer beyond a reasonable doubt

that their proposals are appropriate? If not, how weighty inust,their evidence

be? All these questions go to the standard of proof. There are three accepted

tests of standard of proof. In criminal cases, the state must prove its case

"beyond a reasonable doubt" to win a conviction. In other situatiook such as'

deprtation hearings or when th ) I.R.S. wants to asst. oenalties for iridame tax

haul', the courts have developed a standard calling for "clear and convincing,

evidence" before the government can win its case. The lowest standard, the

one most often employed in civil (non-criminal, non- penalty) cases is the
preponderance of the evidence, This is usually taken to mean that the party with

the,persuasion burden must produce'the greater weight of the evidence but only

slightly more weighty than the opriosing party. Preponderance of evidence,

however, does not refer to the nimber of witnesses nor to the quantity of
evidence but rather to the nn .vincing force of the evidence. One highly

persuasive witness may be more convincing than several opposition witnesses.

Thus, the preponderance of the means convincing the hearing officer that the

existence of a fact is more probable than its nonexistence. For example, if the

dispute is over a child's handicapping condition, the side who produces more

convincing evidence will win on that issue. But, it should be recalledthat if the

evidence is equally weighty, the side with the persuasion burden wM lose on that

issue.

As with the burden of proof, no relevant legislation clearly indicates what the

standard of proof should be in local or state hearings or state appellate
proceedings. However, S 615(e)(2) of .P.L. 94-142 does state that when an

appeal is taken to a federal or state court after administrative review, the judge

shall base his or her "decision on the preponklerance of the evidence." It makes

sense then, and there does not seem any countervailing reasons for doing

:therwise, to use the same standard in all proceedings brought under the P.L.

94-142 regulations.
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121a.509 Hearing Decision; Appeal

This section simply states:

A decision made in a hearing conducted under this subpart is final, unless a
party to the hearing appeals the decision under 31218.510 or 31218,511.

This is an essentially introductory provision that needs little explanation. It may
seem somewhat contradictory that a decision is both final and appealable but
the confusion is easily cleared up. Unless either the patents or the school
appeals, the decision of the hearing officer is final and decides the case.
However, either the school system or the parents, as parties, can appeal from this
decision. No other entity can appeal. For example, while an advocacy group for
the handicapped may want the parents to appeal a losing decision to the state
department of education or to the courts, they cannot force the parents to do so
or take an appeal themselves. If the initial hearing is at the local level and state
law so provides, appeal is taken to the state agency level. If the initial hearing is
at the state level, than an appeal is taken to the appropriate federal or state
court. It should be recalleo that parents have the right to be informed of their
right to appeal.

121a.510 Administrative Appeal; Impartial Review

This section provides:

(a) If the hearing is conducted by a public agency other than the State
educational agency, any party aggrieved by the findings and decision may
appeal to the State educational agency.

(b) If there Is an appeal, the State educational agency shall conduct an
impartial review of the hearing. The official conducting the review shall:

(1) Examine-the entire hearing record:

(21 Insure that the procedures at the hearing were consistent with due process:

(31 Seek additional evidence if necessary. If a hearing is held to receive
additional evidence, the rights in S 1218.509 apph,

(4) Afford the parties an opportunity for oral or written arguments, or both.
at the discretion of the reviewing official;

(5; Make an independent decision Cm completion of the review; and

(6) Give a copy of written findings and the decision to the parties.

(c) The decision made by the reviewing official is final, unless a party brings a
civil action under S 121a.512(sic)49

49
The regulations as printed in the August 23, 1977 Federal Register cite

121a.512 as the relevant section pertaining to civil actions. This is apparently an error. The
correct section is S 121a.511.
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This section pertains to appeals from hearings held at the local(or perhaps
intermediate) educational agency level. Either the school system or the parents

may request an appeal, although it is foreseeable that both parties might wish to

appeal if the hearing officer's decision in some way aggrieved both. This
possibility exists because the heating officer's decision may be different than

that advocated for by the parents and the school system.

While the regulation, in subsectioh (b) alludes to "the official" in the singular, it

is recommended that the state administrative appeal be held before a hearing

panel of at least three persons. A three-person hearing panel not only gives the

review process the semblance of serious and scrupulous consideration but

enhances -the chances of fewer appeals.to the courts. A 3-0 vote in favor of one

party or another (or in favor of an alternative postion) creates a significant

disincentive to apply for judicial review 50 While judicial review is, of course, a

right granted to both parties, as will be discussed more fully below, the child's

status is ostensibly frozen during the pendency of all proceedings, including the

administrative and judicial appeal. Thus, any procedure which enhances carefully

considered, but speedy, outcomes is favored. The qualifications and training of

the review panel, as well as the requirement of impartiality, must match that

suggested in f 121a.507.

Tasks of the Appellate Tribunal
In hearing the appeal, the administrative tribunal (or officer) must perform six

. tasks:.

1. Examine the entire hearing record. The tribunal should carefully read the

transcript from below, or if there is no transcription, listen to the tape-recording

of the hearing and take extensive notes. It must r'so read and review all
documentary evidence offered by both sides.

2. Insure procedural safeguards afforded all parties at initial hearing. The

reviewing panel can use the checklist described in S 121a.505 for this purpose.

To insure maximal implementation of the requirement for fairness, notice, and

the opportunity to be heard, in case of any failure by the school system or the

hearing officer to afford parents full enjo,,ment of their due process rights, the

reviewing panel should reverse any decision unfavorable to parehts 00 require

the vocal school system to hold a new hearing. This is a rather harshule and

should be employed judiciously. It should not be used in cases of very minor or

meaningless attenuation of due process rights. For example, it is possible that

the school has failed to give parents access to every single document it has with

regard to a child. If the undisclosed documents are irrelevant (that is, they do

50It is recognized that a 2.1 vote is not as likely to deter appeals. But a decision by a

single reviewing officer, especially if it reverses the decision of the local hearing officer, is

even less likely to do so.
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not aid the hearing officer in coming to a decision about an issue in contention)
or immaterial (that is, goes to.a matter not in issue), the school system should
not be penalized. But even one document, like a psychological report, may be
highly significant. Failure of the school to disclose that record may be a
fundamental omission.

The stringent remedy of requiring a new hearing when schools fail to protect
procedural rights may be considered as too harsh. It is, however, a salutary rule.
By heavily penalizing local education agencies when they abrogate rights, they
will be less likely to do so again. At the very least, the reviewing panel must
allow parents to exercise during the appeal any rights not granted during the
,nitial nearing.

3. Seek additional evidence. The administrative appeal need not simply be a
review of the record. Minimally, the regulations allow either side to present new
evidence if that evidence is sought by the review board. As written, that leaves
the introduction of new evidence up to the discretion of the board. However, it
is recommended that review panels broaden that right to allow the introduction
of additional evidence when offered by either party as long as it is relevant and
material. The tribunal can ask for a brief summary of the offered evidence to see
if it would be helpful but to insure that all sides have as full an opportunity to
be heard, decisions as to materiality and relevance should be rather lenient.

In any case, this provision with regard to additional evidence indicates that an
appeal is not only a review of the written record. The regulation provides the
opportunity for a mini-hearing where new witnesses or documents can be
introduced. When additional evidence is offered in this hearing context, all the
hearing rights discussed in § 121a.508 pertain.

4. Allow oral or written argument. This provision supplies a third method for
arriving at a decision on appeal. First, the hearing panel can review the record.
Second, it can hear or admit new evidence, both documentary and oral. Thirdly,
it can hear oral arguments and read written briefs. The latter is the traditional
method of review used by appellate courts. Usually, attorneys for either side will
write briefs essentailly well-researched, well-organized arguments urging
(depending on the party) reversal or affirmance of the decision below. The party
who won below will try to persuade the reviewers why the decision was correct.
The party who lost will try to show ways In which the decision was incorrect.
The losing party's brief will be a particularly helpful way in aiding the appellate
tribunal locate procedural errors, as well as highlighting disputed findings of fact
and conslusions of law. Relying on those briefs, representatives for both sides
then have a chance to present orally their major arguments. At this point, the
review panel can, and should, ask questions. These questions may be used to
seek information as to facts, ask for fuller explanations of the representative's
position, or question certain points of law or be directed at particular legal
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arguments, especially their logic."
A

5. Render an independent decision. The review panel is not bound by the
decision below or by the positions proffered by the parties on appeal. It can
come to an independent result, modifying the decision of the hearing officer

below. It car reclassify the child, change the recommended_ program, far
completely restructure the identification, placement, or evaluation of the child.
Because the reviewers are not bound by the decision below, it is again suggested
that responsibility for this independent decision be bo.ne by more than one
person.

6. Make written findings and arrive at a decision. The responsibility of the

reviewing officers in this regard is the same as that of the hearing officer
described in f 121a.508(a)(5). The model written decision presented there can
be applied here very appropriately. However, it is particularly important for the

reviewers to not only state their conclusion but to explain why they decided to

keep, modify, or restructure the decision below. A full description of the case is

especially Important at this administrative review because under subsection (c)

of this section, either party can bi ing an action to the state or federal court.

Adequate judicial review depends on a sufficiently complete record from the
administrative agency.

Many states have deveiopad in stotutory form, an Administrative Procedures Act

(APA). The APA will usually state in some detail how administrative agencies,
like state departments or boards of education, must proceed when they review

the findings and decisions of lower level agencies, like local school systems. Those

who serve on reviewing panels under li 121a.510 should study their state's APA

and follow its provisions to the extent that complies with the minimal
requirements of 5 121a.510. When state and federal rules conflict, the federal

rules predominate if the state rules afford fewer rights to participants.

; 1218.511 Civil Action

Any party aggrieved by the findings and decision made in a hearing who does
not have the right to appeal under S 121a,510 of this subpart, and any party
aggrieved by the decision of a reviewing officer under S 121a.510 has the right
to bring a civil action under section 615(e)(2) of the Act.

This section pertains to two classes of persons: (1) Parties to a hearing at the

focal education agency level who, because of state law or regulation, are not
provided review at the state level; (2) Parties to a hearing at the state education

51A helpful source for those who will hear or prepare oral and written arguments is

"Introduction to Advocacy" (2d ed.) prepared by the Board of Student Advisors of Harvard

Law School and published by Foundation Press, Mineola, New York.
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agency level who wish to appeal the decision of that agency. In both instances,
the "aggrieved party" may bring an action in the appropriate court for judicial
review. The nature of this action is controlled by 5 615 of P.L. 94-142 which is

incorporated byfeference into the regulations. The pertinent part of 5 815
reads:

Any party. . shell have the right to bring a civil action with respect to the
complaint presented pursuant to this section identification, evaluation,
placement, provision of free appropriate public education] , which action may
be brought In any State court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court
of the United States without regard to the amount in controversy. In any
action brought under this paragraph the court shall receive the records of the
administrative proceedings, shall hear additional evidence at the request of a

party, and, basing its decision on the preponderance of the evidence, shall
grant such relief as the court determines is arpropriate. 5 615(e)(2), P.L.
94-142.

To adequately implement this provision, the following should be noted:

1. The party wishing to appeal the decision below can bring this civil action to
either the appropriate state court or the federal district court. The district court
is the trial level court in the federal system.52 The appropriate, state .nurt will
be.defined by state statute. regulation or in the Administrative -Procedure-Act. If
none of this is true, the state departrrient of education should request the
legislature to pass a statute naming the court in which judicial review under P.L.
94.142 should be brought.

2. The court will review the records of all prior hearings. This includes both the
hearing at the local level and the review at the state level (if any). The courts will
not usually want to listen to tapes of those hearings. Thus. almost always the
school system will be responsible for providing transcription of either tapes or
stenographer's record. It is important that the decisions of the hearing officer
and reviewers be complete, organized, and informative.

3. The court can hear additional evidence. As with the state level appeal, the
Court can hear more evidence, making this action, in part, more like a trial than a
simple review. The court can hear additional evidence either at its own request
or at the request of one of the parties. It is also possible for the court to send
back the case to the state or local agency if it feels that the record is inadequate
so that the agencies can hear additional evidence. This is time-consuming,

52The phrase in 5 615 with respect to "amount in controversy" is necessary to
conform to federal rules of civil procedure. Unless an exception is made (as in this law)
parties in some federal disputes mist have claims for more than $10,000 to be eligible to be
heard in federal court. Under P.L. 94.142, it does not matter whether there is any money at
stake or if it is, what the amount in controversy is.
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embarrassing, and most important, can substantially delay the child's right to a

free appropriate education program. Thus, it is important that hearing officers

allow for a full, broad opportunity for each side to offer evidence.

4. The decision of the court will be based on the preponderance of the evidence.

(See discussion of standard of proof in S 121a.510).

5. The court can provide for any appropriate relief it wishes. The court is, not

bound by the decisions and recommendations granted below. As with the

reviewing panel of the state tribunal, the court can modify or reconstruct the

education program ordered below, as well as affirm what has been decided.

6. Though not stated in the Act, if the rules of the court so provide, parties may

be asked to write and submit briefs and present oral argument on issues selected

by the court.
c.

121a.512 Timeliness and f.;onvonience of Hearings and Reviews

This section states:

(a) The public agency shall insure that not later than 45 days after the receipt

of a request for a hearing;

(1) A final decision is reached in the hearing; and

(2) A copy of the decision is mailedto each of the parties.

(b) The State educational agency shall insure that not later than 30 days after

the receipt of a request for a review:

(1) A final decision is reached in the review; and

(2) A copy of the decision is mailed to each of the parties.

(c) A hearing or reviewing officer may grant specific extensions of time

beyond the periods set out in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section at the

request of either party.

(d) Each hearing and each review involving oral arguments must be conducted

at a time which is reasonably convenient to the parents and child involved.

Of all the sections pertaining to procedural safeguards this has been the moss

controversial from the local and state educational agencies' point of view

because of the relatively short timelines S 121a.512 provides. The local agency

must come to a decision 45 days after it receives a request for a hearing by

parents. The state reviewing body must render a decision 30 days after it receives

a request for review.53

53The courts run on their own schedules and it is impossible, if not unconstitutional,

for DHE,W to mandate deadlines for their review.
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While the timelines, on their face, may seem restrictive, in reality they should
not be. In one large state which has heretofore required final decisions in 35.60
days from the time of request, in over 300 local hearings there have only been
eight requests of deviations fiom the deadline. In most instances, it should not
be difficult to meet the times set in the regulations because the school system
should have all of its records and material in order by the time a hearing is
requested. Local systems wilt have had their own case conferences in which the
identification and evaluation materials will have been scrutinized, a handicapping
condition agreed on, and a tentative educational placement decison made. After
that they will have met with parents to relate to them the findings and proposals
of the case conference and to develop an individual education plan. It is at that
time that disagreements between the school, and the parents which could
eventuate into a hearing will surface. Thus, by the time parents file a complaint,

'there is very little substantive preparation the school need do. The only items
left will be procedural ones, e.g., employ a hearing officer, schedule a room,
arrange for a recording. For hearings on the state level, almost all documents will
be prepared, the final decision at the local level will have been rendered and
written, and the only hurdle will be transcription of the recording at the local
level.

Suggested timelines are as follows: Local level Hearing held within 20-30 days
of request; decision rendered within 10-15 days of hearing; State level Hearing

held within 20 days (to allow adequate review of record below); decision
rendered within 7 to 10 days.

With proper preparation, state and local school systems should be able to
comply rather comfortably with the time deadlines. In cases where a;iditional
evidence is being gathered (as in a state appeal) or if some unforeseen delay
occurs, the regulations clearly provide for extensions at the discretion of the
hearing or reviewing officer 5 121a.512(c). But such requests should be
particularized and the reason given for the delay. Hearings themselves usually
take no more than a day.

Finally, the regulations place the burden on the school system of arranging a
hearing at a reasonable time for the parents and the child. The absence of the
word "mutually" before convenient implies that the school may have to
rearrange its schedule to accommodate family schedules. However, the presen.:e
of the word "reasonably" does provide some safeguards for the school. But, it
should be prepared for hearings on evenings and Saturdays if parents work and,
for good cause, cannot arrange for a day off.

121a.513 Child's Status During Proceedings

This section requires that:
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(a) During the pendency of any administrative dr judicial proceeding
regarding a complaint, unless the public agency and the parents of the child
agree otherwise, the child involved in the complaint must ?amain in his or her
present educational placement.
(b) If the complaint involves an application for initial admission to public
school, the child, with the consent of the parents, must be placed in the public
school program until the completion of all the proceedings.

The purpose of speedy timelines in 6 121a.512 becomeS apparent in this
section. For the most part, the child will stay in the program he or she was in
when the initial proceeding began throughout all proceedings. The regulation
uses the term "pendency" of the proceeding to describe the period in vhich the
child's status cannot change. Thus, the status quo is maintained while the initial
hearing is going on, while the administrative review is held, and while the civil
action is taken.

There art some carefully restricted excePtions to the rule preserving the child's
status quo. School systems have the right to remove handicapped children from
their present program even during the pendency of proceedings when they
substantially disturb the functioning of other children in that program.

........-----Gernmertte both the implementing regulations to S 504 and to P. L. 94.142
indicate when such removals may be made.

The explanatory 'comments to S 50454 state that "where a handicapped student
is fin disruptive fh the regular classroom that the education of other students is
significantly impaired, the needs of the handicapped child cannot be met in that
environment." Under those conditions, by definition, regular class placement is

---ttunsppropriate end. -tho-chi4d-could be.,421acaLLin_anOtheLPINirlim. the

disruption conceivably could be the result of poor classroom management
techniques rather than irremediably disturbing conduct on the part of the child.
Thus while the child could be removed from the regular classroom temporarily,
such removal itself could be an issue at anyheeringInWhIc-W parents are
challenging the school's placement decisions. Eventually, within the context of
that hearing, the school will have to produce evidence of substantial disruption,
as well as, its good faith efforts to remediate the disturbing behavior in the
regular classroom.

In a comment to I 121a.513, P. L. 94-142 regulations also permit a school
system to use "its normal procedures for dealing with children who are
endangering themselves or others." In this case, the child's program is not
changed during the pendency of the proceedings. Rather, the school may use its
usual emergency procedures for temporarily removing children from the
'ilessroom (or the school) when they become so dangerous to themselves or
Bthers that physical safety is at stake. Nevertheless, while schools do have the

64See 42 Federal Register 22691 (May 4, 1977).
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right to remove children who are a threat, such action should-be taken only after
procedures which comport with the Constitution and state and local laws-are
complied with. These regulations do not require parental consent for removal 4
under these circumstances, even during the pendency of proceedings. But,
because such action does abrogate the parents' statutory right to consent, the
meaning of "endangering" will be strictly and narrowly construed and, as a
result, such actions on the part of the school should be relatively rare.

Returning to the more routine case, it is conceivable that the child's educational
program could be changed between hearings. This would conform to the literal
language of the regulation. However, "schools and parents should seriously
consider the disadvantages of this practice. Many sudden and dramatic shifts
disrupt the stability and continuity of instruction and may well clo so in the
child's life generally. It is a much better idea and enhances compliance with the
entire spirit of the law to develop rather short deadlines for deciding when and tf
the parents or the school system will take an appeal. It will probably reasonably
satisfy all the interests at stake if both parties are given from 5 to 10 calendar
days to decide. Of course, vie school must inform parents of this deadline in
advance of the initial hearing. But once having established this deadline, the
school legitimately can place the child in the program ordered by the hearing
officer, if parents fail to meet it. The same procedure can be used after the state
administrative review.

There are more compelling considerations when a child is not in school at all. In
this situation it may be more important for a child to receive some education
than to worry about possible future shifts. Even though there may be a dispute
between the school and the parents with regard to the particular type of
educational program, a child out of school must be provided with some
instruction. Placement, however, is contingent upon parental consent. This
aspect of the regulations (Subsection (b)) may create some situations that
require analysis:

1. The school proposes to place a handicapped child but the parents refuse to
enroll the child. This will be a rare situation because it has been education
agencies which have tended to exclude certain children &Om public school, not
parents. But, it is possible that the school will offer a program that' the parents
reject and yet the parents are not providing alternative education. Under these
conditions, school systems may want to consider filing neglect proceedings
onder applicable state law if they believe that failure, even temporarily, to enroll
the child will be damaging. Further, parents may be in violation of compulsory
education laws if they provide no education at all and may thus be liable for civil
or criminal penalties,

2. The parerts of a nondisturbing handicapped child request a particular
program but the school proposes either a different one or refuses to permit entry
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to theichool at all. Refusing access to a nondisturbing child, regarcless of

handidip is, of course, a violation of P. L. 94.142 and thus that avenur is not

open to the schc 3I. When there is simply a disagreement about initial placement

the school might wish to negotiate a temporary settlement to minimize changes

in educational status between hearings. But, if attempts. at compromise or

negotiation fail, it will probably be helpful if schools accede to parental request

during the completion of all proceedings. That will insure maximal implementa-

tion. Minimally, however, any admission into a school program will be

acceptable if parents consent to entrance generally. The regulationt require

parental consent only to admission to school, not to a particular program.

3. The parents of a disturbing handicapped child requests a particular program

but the school proposes either a different one or refuses to permit entry to the

school at all. There are somewhat different considerations when a child may be

harmful to other children. While there is a duty to provide some kind of
education, such education can be provided at home, in a hospital or in an

institution. Clearly, thece Placements are least preferred because they do not

comport with ,the_intent ofthe law to teach children in a setting most like a

regular classroom, but they may be appropriate in some cases. Such a setting

may be agreeable to parents during the pendency of proceedings. But, the

decision to provide other than public school instruction should be made very

warily. The school should have solid evidence to support its concern that the

child is genuinely physically destructive or dangerous: Without it, it is

recommended that the school attempt to place the child in a public school

program and then rely on other existing remedies if such placement does not

work out. All states have procedures for managing disruptive and dangerous

children and they can be employed legitimately if a handicapped child endangers

the safety and health of other children. But, ruspension should certainly be a last

resort and schools, even if they do suspend, must provide alternative means for

the handicapped child to receive an education.

Many of the problems this section raises may be handled through negotiation

and compromise. Successful understanding 'between parents and the school is

essential here if the child's education is to be disturbed to the least extent

possible.

121a.514 Surrogate Parents

This relatively neglected provision reads:

(a) General. Each public agency shall insure that the rights of a child are

protected when:
11) No parent (as defined in 5 121a.10) can be identified;

(2) The public agency, after reasonable efforts, cannot discover the where-

aboutt of a parent: or
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(3) The child Is a ward of the state under the laws of the State:
(b) Duty of the public agency. The duty of a public mono under paragraph
(a) of this section includes the assignment of an Individual to act as a arrbgata
for the parents. This must include. method 11) for determining whether a
child needs a surrogate parent, and (2) for assigning a surrjate merit to the
child.
(c) Criteria for selection of surrogates. (1) The public agency may select
surrogate parent In any way perml'tted under State law.
(2) Public agencies shall insure that a person selected as a surrogate:
(i) Has no interest that conflicts with the interests of the child he ir.she
represents; and
(ii) Has know. dge and skills that insure adequate representation I.! the child.
(d) Nonamployee requirement; compensatiofi. (1) A person assignee: as
surrogate may not be an employee of a public agency which is involved in tr.:.
education or rate of the child.
(2) A person 'Who otherwise qualifies to be a surrogate parent ... is tot an
employee of the agency solely because he or she is paid by the agency to serve
as a surrogate parent.
(e) Responsibilities. The surrogate parent may represent the child in all
matters relating to:
(1) The identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child,
and
(2) The provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.

While this section appears last within Subpart E Procedural Safeguards the
determination of whether a chtid needs a parent surrogate and his or her
subsequent assignment is one of the first tasks the school system should
accomplish When they suspect e child is handicapped. P. L. 94 -142, other federal
laws and laws in many states now secure a child's right, through representation
by his or her parents, to full participation and fair decisions in the total process,
of identification, evaluation and placement, as well as, to a free appropriate
public education generally. Under these laws, the assumption is that the parents
will be available and willing to participate in this decision-making process, fully
accepting the responsibility of representing the child's best interests: However,
there are some situations in which the child will lack this kind of personal
representation. The child will not have effective representation if he is a ward of
the state or if his parents or guardians are unknown or unavailable. It is this child
who needs a parent surrogate to safeguard-tire-rights.

Situations in Which a Surrogate Should he Appointed
The regulations clearly indicate that there are three specific situations when the
appointment of a parent surrogate is necessary:

1. When there is no parent (or one cannot be identified). However, the
definition of parent in S 121a.10 is a rather broad one and is taken to mean not
only a parent but "a guardian [and] a person acting as a parent of a child:155

nit does not include the State if the child is a ward of the State...
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The explanatory. comment which follows 1 121a.10 states:

The term 'parent' Is defined to include persons acting in the place of a
parent, such as a grandmother or stepparent with whom a child lives, as well
as, persons who are legally responsible for a child'sWelfare.

Nevertheless, a child living in an informal guaklianship arrangement, as with a
grandparent or older sibling, may also need a surrogate parent. An adult with less
than legal guardianship may not have a serious stake in advocating for the rights
of the child, particularly in the case of a handicapped child who may be regarded
as a burden ancll.therefore, shuffled from one home to another. Lack of legal,
status as a parent may also impede access to records as access rights are limited
to parents, legal guardians, and parent surrogates. Thus, while a literal reading of
the pertinent regulations do not necessitate the appointment of a parent
surrogate in all "informal parent" situations, it is .highly recommended. But,
assuming other requirements are met, the informal guardian in an extended
family situation should have the opportunity to be anointed as the parent
surrogate and he or the should be the preferred candidate for that position.

2. When there may be a parent but the schodl, after reasonable efforts, cannot
discover his or her whereabouts. The decision it' assign a parent surrogate is not
as simple as it appears on the surface of this regulation. Competing but
fundamental interests are at stake in the Process. On the one hand, the school
must consider the right of the child to be represented when important decisions
are being made about his or her life. On the other, the school wino( deny.
parents their right to the care, control, and custody of their children The law
does not look favorably on the abrogation of parental rights by outsiders.'
Certainly, it is not within the intent of these regulations to appoint parent
surrogates when parents are uncooperative or merely unresponsive. Thus, while
the best interests of the child may be paramount, the public agency seeking to
replace a parent who may not be easily identifiable or locatable must maka all
diligent efforts to seek out the parent. The same notions of due process apply to
parents rights here as they do when their children are labeled and placed. Before
their right to care for their children and make educational decisions for them
din:wears, education agencies should notify them and give them the opportuni-
ty to be heard. Included later in this section are two pieces of legislation that
may help school systems engage in this delicate task. Even if a parent surrogate is
duly appointed, parents do not irrevocably losq the right to care for their
children or advocate for their educational rights. Should they become known
and/or available, they are to be given the right to resume primacy in fulfilling
those rules.

3. When the child is a ward of the state. There are at least two situations in
which children who are wards of the state would need the assignment of a parent

surrogate.
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a. Children in Residential Facilities

Children who are confined to institutions, detention homes, or other state
facilities are under the guardianship of officials who, for various reasons, cannot
effectively advocate the rights of the handicapped child in the. educational
decision-making process. These officials, as state employees, might be reluctsant
to demand of their employer (the state) the educational rights and services to
which their wards would be entitled. The employee's adversary stance might;
jeopardize his or her own career. This potential conflict of interest is inherent in
any situation in which the legal guardian has to simultaneously serve the
interests of the ward (the handicapped child). and the 'interests of the employer
(the state). Furthermore, a practical problem hinders effective representation of
the child by a .:ate official acting as legal guardian. State officials are frequently
legal guardians for vast numbers of children; therefore, logistics and practical
time constraints make it difficult to enforce the educational rights of any one of
their wards.

Assignment of a parent surrogate is especially crucial in this situation-asthe
regulation clearly prohibits "an employee of a public agency which is involved in
the education or care of the child" from acting in the parental role.56
Superintendents and directors Of institutions are clearly ineligible.

b. Children in Foster Care

The appointment of a parent surrogate may also be necessary for children in
foster care arrangements as effective representation of the child's interests may
be precluded by the foster care arrangement itself. Consider, for example, a child
who is a ward of the Department of Social Services and who is placed in a foster
home. The foster parent provides the home and daily care but is not the legal
guardian. The social worker for.the state agency also shares the responsibility for

'the well-being of the child. The appointment of p parent surrogate appears
necessary to fill the gap left by the court's division of the duties and
respo,isibilities of guardianship in a foster care arrangement.

In the case of a child in foster care, it might be in the best interest of the child to I"'
assign to the foster parent the role of parent surrogate, particularly when the
foster parent is likely to care for the child over an extended period of time.
Although the foster parent is reimbursed by the state, the potentiii conflict of
interest would be outweighed by the need for decision-making concerning the
child to rest in the hands of a single person who knows that child well and is
likely to act assertively in the child's best interest. Furtl.irmore, the foster

56However, this should not prohibit a state employee from becoming a parent
surrogate. For example, a nurse in a residential facility may want to act as a parent surrogate
for a parentless handicapped child attending public school.
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parent's autonomy is established by the relative independence of the Depart.
ment of Social Services from the Department of Education. Finally, although
state employees are unlikely to give effective representation because of the
potential conflict of interest\it is reasonable to argue that the foster parent is
not actually "employed" by the 'state as:compensation is merely reim"ursement
for the expenditures made in caring for the foster child.

i

Me hods for Implementing a Parent Surrogate Piogram
.

The primary obligation of either the I al or state education agency is to develop
means whereby it will be able to de rmine whether a parent surrogate is needed
and for assigning the surrogate nce that dOtermination is made. To assure
consistency, it is recommends that the gate 'department of' education assume

15V1httrrelPernttlthtirtdretVetigniffifiirehr iiirrOdifeiiiiiiiiiiiTTWeir4te ii" ---
least two ways to initiate his task: (1) infOrmal development of proOdures
and rules by the state d artment; (2) Passage of a parent surrogate statute by

the state legislature.

The Council for Exceptional Children has suggested procedures and timelines
that are of the informal variety.57

..

Under the procedures proposed here, whet it is determlne,d'thpt a child is a
potential candidate for special education services, the parents or guardian must
be informed that an evaluation is being considered. School personnel or pther,s
involved in the education or treatment of childrin (e.g., (in amployeie of"a
reeldential school or hospital, a physician, or a judicial officer) may jail:41+st a
pirticular child is in need of special education services. To begin the e tuition
process, the local education agency, informed of tie need, must re written

/permission from the parents or guardian. If the Permission is not forthcoming
and there is reason to suspect that this is due to the unoiiiability of the
parents or guardian, the local education agency must make written inquiry to
the adult in charge of the child's place of residence, as ril as to the parents or
guardian at their last known address. If these effoyfs find that the child is
without a parent or guardian, or if one of the pe;sons initiating the request
knows that they are unavailable, than a request for a surrogate will be filed
with the cnild's local education agency. Copies of the recuest should be sent
to the state education agency and perhaps a state standing board or advisory
.committee on the handicapped.

After a local education wen receives a request for the assignment of a
surrogate, it must in turn regyltst the state education agency, through the chief
state school officer or his designee, to determine if the child in question is in
need of a surrogate. It issuggessod that those nominated sr hearing officers fill
this role, but act:1g arImpartlal agents rather then in their capacity as hearing
officers. In reachin 'a decision, ill available information, such as the child's
records, the docyfnented evidence of attempts to contact the parents or

57A. , N. Bolick, J. Haas, A Primer on Due Process 3940 (1975).
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guardian, and court records outlining previous legal action concerning the
child's ,status, will be weighed. This study must take place within 30 days of
the local agency's request, after which time notice of the decision will be sent
to the local education agency, the state education agency, and the state board.

If the recommendation is that the child is in need of a surrogate,. the state
education agency must assign one to the child within 5 days after receiving
notice. Once the assignment is made, the surrogate will be responsible for
representing the child, just as the parents or guardian would, through the
complete decision making process. The responsibilities extend to the appeals
procedure as well, if that occurs, and to at least the first review of the
placement, The rights of the child are respected throughout this entire process,
end it is important to remember that the surrogate- assignment is always
contingent on the child's acceptanceof him. The child reserves the right to
-request a change of surrogate at any step along the way. [See summary flow
chart belowl

CUMMulitIVII
Time

Mean um
Time Fr,

Each Pep

10 days

10 days

...

30 days

40 days

5 days

45 days

REQUEST FOR A SURROGATE PARENT

Loci/ Education Agency
las Renuest

Local Education Agency Investigates sq..

Unable
to Locate

Parent?

Sends Canoe to Slats Education
Agency and State Standing Board

Local Education Agency Requests
State Education Agency Dettrmtne t

Thin .s need tor Suttnotte

State School Of liCitt or
Designee is Assigned

Officer Weighs Evidence

Of ',co, Dectifirs and Informs State
Education Agency. Local Education

Agency, and State Board

Rastuast is Dropped

End of Process

The informal route clearly comports with the intent of the regulation. However,
the state may wish to consider implementation of the parent surrogate program
through more formal means. Because of the complex legal rights of parents,
children, the state and local education agencies, and the parent surrogates that
are at stake, the formal legislative route is recommended. What follows are two

statutory models that states may wish to employ or modify to suit their own
individual needs. The first model places responsibility for apPointment of the
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parent surrogate with the state board of education, the other with the juvenile
Cella

A. State board of education appointment (Art. 77, S 1060-1, Ann. Code Md.
(Cum. Supp. 1977)).

S 106D-1. Parent surrogates.

(a) Definitions. (1) In this section the following words have the meanings
indicated.
(2) "Board' or "Ic..al board" means a county board of educat'on or the
Board of School Commissioners of Baltimore City.
(3) "State Board" means the State Board of Education.
(4) "Parent surrogate"' means a person, appointed by the State Board on the
recommendrion of a local superintendent of schools or his designee, as a
child's advocate in the educational decision making process in place of the
child's natural parent or legal guardian.
(5) "Child" means a person under the age of 21.
(6) "Educational decision making orocess" includes identification, evaluation,
and placement, as well as the ha'oring, mediation, and appeal procedures
provided for in the bylaws promutgeted by the State Board of Education.
(7) "Unknown" means not known and not ascertainable by reasonable
diligence or after reasonable inquiry.
(8) "Unavailable" includes being corAinitted to a mental institution, incarcer-
ated in a penal institution, otherwise unable to act as s chila': advocate in the
educational decision makinn process,. or not presen' after good-faith efforts to
obta;n presence.
(b) Request for psignment of parent surrogate Generally. Any person
may equest the assignment of a parent surrogate fora child who may need
special education if the child is a ward of the State, or if the child's parent or
guardian are unknown or unavailable,
(c) Same -- Local superintendent; information and documents required.

Nhen a local superintendent of wahools or his designee rinds that a child
may require special education and the child is a ward of the State, or the
child's parent or guardian is unknown or unavailable, that superintendent or
his designee shall request in writing that the State Board appoint a parent
surrogate to represent the child in the educational decision making process.
The request to the State Board shall include the child's name, date of birth,
sex, domicile and residence, a statement explaining why the child meets the
criteria for the appointment of a pare. t "urrogete, documentation of efforts
made to locate the parent if unknown, or the parent's present location if
unavailable, and the name and qualifications of a proposed parent surrogate
deemed appropriate to represent the child in the educational decision caking
process.
(d) Appointment of parent surrogate. Upon the filing of a request for the
appointment of a parent surrogate by a board, the State Board shall appoint a
parent surrogate after a determination that the parent or legal guardian is
unknown or unavailable end that the proposed parent surrogate is neither an
employee nor an agent Of the State Board or the local board, involved in the
education of the child and is otherwise properly qualified to serve as an
advocate for the child. If the State Board finds that the proposed parent
surrogate is not qualified to serve, it shall request that the local board make
another nomination, or it may select and appoint one itself. Final selection
shall be within ten days of a request by th.: local board. All costs for selection
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and appointment shall be borne by the local board.
(e) Review of decision. Any person aggrieved by a decision of the State
Board with regard to the selection and erVointment of a parent surrogate may
seek review of the decision in a court of competent jurisdiction.
(f) Rules and regulations. The State Board shall promulgate rules and
regulations regarding qualifications, selection, appointment, training, compen-
eation, removal, and replacement necessary to implement this act in
accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act, Article 41, if 244
through 256. (1977, ch. 359.)

The features of this statute are: (1) informal request by any person. including
.school personnel; (2) formal request by the local agency superintendent of
schools; (3) formal appointment by the state board of education; (4) protec-
tion of natural parents rights through judicial review in state court; (5) delega-
tion of authority by the legislature to the state boaru to write implementing
regulations.

B. Court appointment ( § 10-94f-k, Corm. Gen. Stat. Ann. (1977)).

S 10-94f. Definitions

As used in sections 10-94f to 10-94k, inclusive: (1) "Surrogate parent" shall
mean the person appointed by a juvenile court, upon the recommendation of
the secretary of the state board of education, as a child's advocate in the
educational decision making process in place of the child's natural parents or
guardian; (2) "the educational decision-making process" shall include the
identification, evaluation, placement, hearing, mediation end appeal proce-
dures provided for in this chapter; (3) "unavailable" shall include, but nqt be
limited to, a parent or guardirn who is committed to a mental institution,
incarcerated or otherwise unable to act as the child's advocate in the
educational decision making process.

S 10.94g. Procedure to petition juvenile court for the appointment of
surrogate parent

(a) When in the opinion of the secretary of the state board of education or his
designee, a child may require special education and the parent or guardian of
such child is unknown or unavailable or such child is a ward of the state, the
secretary or his designee may petition the juvenile court in the district wherein
such child resides for the appointment of a surrogate parent Nho shall
represent such child in the educational decision-making process. The petition
to the juvenile court shall be verified and shall include the child's name, date
of birth, sex and resit:once, a statement explaining why the child meets the
criteria for the appointment of a surrogate parent and the name of a proposed
surrogate parent who is qualified to represent the child in the educational
decision-making process.
(b) Upon the filing of a verified petition for the appointment of a surrogate
Parent, pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, the juvenile court shall cause
a summons to be Issued requiring the parents or parent or guardian of such
child to appear in court for a hearing at the time and place named, which
summons shall be served not less than seven days prior to the date of such
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hearing in the manner prescribed by section 17-61, and said court shall further
give notice, not less than seven days prior to such hearing date, to the
petitioner of the time and place the petition is to be heard. The cost of service
of any such summons and any costs incurred in the giving of such notice shall
be paid by the sate board of education,

5 10-94h. Appointment of surrogate parent

Upon a finding by the juvenile court that the child on whose behalf a petition
was filed pursuant to section 10-94g meets the criteria for the appointmentof
a surrogate parent, such court shall appoint a surrogate parent for such child
who shall be the proposed surrogate parent named in the petition or, if the
court determines that such proposed person shall not be the surrogate parent,
another person recommended by the secretary of the state board of education,
upon the request of the court to make another recommendation, and agreed
upon by the court. Such appointment shall be effective until the child reaches
eighteen years of age, provided the secretary of the state board of education,
not less than thirty days prior to the child's eighteenth birthday, may petition
the court for an extension of the original order until the child graduates from
high school or reaches the age of twenty-one years, whichever occurs first, and
further provided that the secretary may petition the juvenile court at any time
for the replacement of the surrogate parent. Upon the filing of any such
petition, the court shall cause a summons to be issued requiring the chi(d and
surrogate parent to appear in court at the time and place named, which
summons shall be served not less than seven days prior to the date of the

hearing in the manner prescribed by section 17-61, and said court shall further
give notice, not less than seven days prior to such hearing date, to the
petitioner of the time and place when the petition is to be heard. The cost of
service of any such summons and any costs incurred in the giving of such
notice shall be paid by the state board of education. If the surrogate parent
resigns or dies or for any other reason is unable to continue as surrogate parent
for the child, the secretary of the state board of education shall, if he deems
the appointment of a successor surrogate necessary, petition the court in the
same manner as provided in subsection (a) of section 10-94g and the court
shall give notice to the parent, parents or guardian in the same manner as
provided in subsection (b) of section 10-94g.

S 10-941. Rights and liabilities of surrogate parents

The surrogate parent of any child appointed pursuant to section 10-94h shall
have the same right of access Es the natural parents or guardian to all records
concerning the child, including, but not limited to, educational, medical,
psychological and welfare records. No surrogate parent appointed pursuant to
the provisions of said section 10-94h shall be liable to the child entrusted to
him or the parents or guardian of such child for any civil damages which result
from acts or omissions of such surrogate parent which constitute ordinary
negligence. This immunity shell not apply to acts or omissions constituting
gross, wilful or wanton negligence.

S 10-94i. Regulations to establish qualifications and training procedures for
surrogate parents

The secretary of the state board of education shall promulgate regulations
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establishing qualifications and training procedures necessary for any surrogate
parent appointed 'ursuant to section 10-94h. The state advisory council on
special education shall monitor the administration of the provisions of sections
10-94f to 10.94k, inclusive.

S 1p-941t. Funding of surrogate parent program

All costs incurred by the state pursuant to sections 10-04f to 10.94k,
inclusive, shall be paid from funds available under P. L. 93380, entitled "An
Act to Extend and Amend the Elementary and Secondery Education Act of
1965 and for Other Purposes," as may from time to time be amended and
provided that under no circumstances will any funds of the state be expo
to implement the purposes of said sections..

The features of this statute are: (1) initial investigation by the state board of
education; (2) formal petition to the juvenile court; (3) procedures for deter-
mining the existence or availability-of the natural parents through formal notice
via summons; (4) statutory authority granting rights of access to records by
parent surrogates (although S 121a.10 of the P. L. 94.142 regulations impliedly
grants this right); (5) qualified immunity from suit for parent surrogates; (6)
delegation of authority by the legislature to the state board of education to write
implementing regulations.

Both of these statutes are excellent model: and easily, comply, well above
minimal requirements, with the law. But they can be improved upon. Bot
depend in individual nominations for a parent surrogate. School systems can
insure maximal implementation of P. L. 94.142 by. developing a method for
systematically identifying each child who qualifies for the appointment of a
parent surrogate. Each system ' hould undertake a census of all children

currently enrolled in special eaucation programs and related services to
determine if each of them have a parent who is known and available or to
determine if they are wards of the state. For children not yet enrolled these
determinations could be made through the "child find" process. It is important
to note that state and local agencies were responsible for having parent surrogate
programs in place by October 1, 1977.

Selecticn and Training
Section 121a.514 only lists two criteria for the selectior of surrogates: (1) no
conflict of interest with the child to be represented; (2) ix..):session of
knowledge and skills so that representation will be ,equate. These criteria
should be fleshed out to insure maximal implementation. A persci assigned as a
parent surrogate should be:

1. An adult, preferably one who has been chosen by or is zeeeable to the child
in question. It might be helpful, in the case of strangers, ft.nr the child and
potential surrogate to become acquainted and assess whether they are

compatible before actual appointment is made final by the responsible body.
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,

:P. An inticoendent person who is not an employee of the state or local agency
;r.voivett in Vie education of care of the child.

3. Cne wits. no other vested interest that would conflict with the primary
alliitiance of the surrooate to the child.

4. 2.1maone who is teasonably well acquainted with the cultural and language
backoround at the

5. One who knows the educational system, special education laws, the legal
rights of the child in relation to the system, and is aware of the causes,
behaviors, and modes of valid intervention of the handicapped child he or she
will reprasent.

To effectuate the last criterion, persons assigned as parent surrogates should
receive appropriate training. As part ,of the training program, the following
aspects should be covered:

1. Nature and nerds of different handicapping conditions.

2. Available programs and options for handicapped children.

3. Responsibilities and limitations of the surrogate parent.

4. Sources of assistance available to the surrogate parent. (One suggestion in this
regard is to have the consultative services of an attorney available, perhaps
through the Planning and Advocacy System developed under 5 113 of the
Developmental Disabilities Act).

5. Comprehension of the laws related to the provision of a free appropriate
public education and the identification, evaluation, and placement of handi-
capped children (See 5 121a.507 for suggested list of statutory material).

6. Preparation and conduct of hearings, appeals, and civil actions. (This aspect,
it would seem, is best done through role playing, simulation, and the observing
of actual proceedings).

CONCLUSION

This lengthy document does not exhaust all possible procedures for implemen-
ting P. L. 54-142. While the author hopes it offers school systems at all levels
many suggestions, agencies guided by the principles explained in this document
should attempt to improve on these recommendations. It is the spirit of P. L.
94.142 that this ,locument seeks to communicate, not autocratic, inflexible
procedures.
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SECTION III

Recommended Criteria and Assessment
Techniques for the Evaluation by LEAs of

- Their Compliance with the Notice and
Consent Requirements of Pi. 94-142

Lawrence Kotin
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as
.INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to recommend criteria and assessment techniques
which LEAs can use to measure their compliance with the parent notification
and consent requirements of P. L. 94.142.1 "Compliance," however, is a relative
term. Thus, for example, the degree of compliance is frequently described by
such terms as "minimum," "partial ", or "full" while the nature or quality of
compliance is often characterized by -such normativp terms as "bad faith,"
"token," "mechanical," "ineffective," "half-hearted," "effective," "good faith"
and "real." In addition, seemingly neutral words suk,h as "gradual," "phased" or
"evolutionary" take on very definite positive or negative meanings when they
are used in the context of a debate about the degree or quality of compliance.

Thus, in any discussion of compliance, the same terms will be used differently,
and different terms will inevitably be used to describe the same situation,
depending upon the vantage point of the observer, e.g., a parent, child, local,
state or federal education official. For example, a local school official who uses
certified mail to send a notice and consent form for an impending evaluation
may believe that he/she is in "full compliance" with the requirements of P. 'L.
94-142, while the parent who fails to receive the form or who receives it but is
unable to understand its contents and fails to respond in a timely manner may
feel that the school official has "failed to comply" with the requirements of the
law. A federal enforcement official, on the other hand, may decide that there
has been "compliance with the letter of the law" but "non-compliance with its
intent" and require additional efforts on the ;kill of school officials. The phrases
"full compliance," "non-compliance" and "token compliance" therefore, would
have different meanings for each of the parties in this hypothetical case.

On a broader, more "political" scale, local and state officials responsible for
adapting old systems and creating new ones to respond to the mandates of the
new law may view compliance very differently from advocacy groups who view
the new law as a vindication of their fight to prevent the denial of the civil rights
of handicapped children and their parents in particular, the right to an
appropriate educational opportunity. Thus, for example, local and state officials
may view compliance during the first year as being the commencement of an
"evolutionary process" of developing regulations, guidelines and new systems,
hiring new personnel, training existing personnel, fighting and winning opening
skirmishes over budget allocations and increases, while advocacy groups may
expect the new system to oe in full operation by the end of the first year.

In addition, public officials and advocacy groups are not monolithic in their

1 References to P. L. 94.142 should be read to include the Regulations for the
implemantatiun of P. L. 54-142. If a reference is intended to be to the statute only or to the
Regulations only, it will be so indicated when the reference is made.
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viewpoints. Thus, for example, school officials in different communities will
vary significantly from each other in their attitudes toward compliance, as will
local and state educational officials. Similarly, educational officials gemerally will
'unaoubtedly have expectations for compliance which differ markedly from
those of local and state officials, such as mayors, city and town managers,
selectmen, state representatives and governors, who are not part of the
"educational establishment" and who, therefore, view education as one of many

competing priorities.

Correspondingly, among advocacy groups, those representing parents who feel
that their children were denied an educational opportunity under the previous
system, such as the parents of black children who were incorrectly classified or
of Spanish-surnamed children who were not provided with any bil ngual services,
may have different expectations than embattled white, middle cies: parents who
feel that their children were not properly served by the old system but who were
able, nevertheless, to secure for them an educational opportunity greater than
that of the more disadvantaged children. Also, as in the case of the public
officials, the attitudes and efforts toward compliance of the various advocacy
groups will vary depending on their location and membership and the degree to
which they are able to devote resources to special education as opposed to other
priorities in the areas of education, children's rights and civil rights generally.

The object of this paper, therefore, is not to attempt to develop a single set of
criteria for compliance and of assessment techniques with which all parties will

Kit cte. Rather, its purpose is to suggest a range of criteria and assessment
techni sues which takes into account the relative nature of the term "comp-
liance," the many different concerns and points of view of the various
constituencies affected by the new federal law and the variables which should be

considered in designing a complex system such as that required for the
implementation of the notice and consent requirements of P. L. 94-142. Thus,
the suggested criteria and assessment techniques are presented as a continuum of
possibilities, reflecting the author's opinion of the points on the scale from
min:mum to maximum compliance. The reader may rearrange those points or
choose to ignore some of them to suit his/her own particular view of
compliance.

The approach of the paper is to define the notice and consent requirements of P.

L. 94-142, to analyze the reasons for those requirements and the context in
which they are to be applied and to suggest criteria for compliance which satisfy
those requirements, respond to their underlying purposes and blend as smoothly
as possible into the existing system. Assessment techniques are then recommend-

ed to provide a system for measuring compliance with the established criteria.
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CHAPTER I: THE NOTICE AND CONSENT
REQUIREMENTS OF P . 94-1422

A. The Notice Requirements

The principal statement of the notice requirements is contained in sections 504
and 505 of Part 121a of the Federal Regulations. These sections combine the
notices which apply to children who have not yet been in a special education
program and who have been selected by an LEA for Initial identification,
evaluation or placement or some combination of these three steps In the process,
and to children who are already in a special education program and who have
been determined by an LEA to be potential candidates for a reevaluation or for
a change In program. These notice requirements are directed toward the points
in the special education process when an LEA is proposing to make a key
decision about the educational status of a child. In addition, notice of the other
steps in the special education process, such as the independent evaluation and
the due process hearing, and of the rights of parents with regard to the entire
process are required by reference through section 505(a)(1) of the Regulations
which states that "the notice under f 121a.504 must include a full explanation
of all of the procedural safeguards available to the parents under Subpart e".

Because the subsequent analysis will be examining the notice requirements
which apply to each of the key decision-making points of the special education
process, It is necessary to break down the general notice requirement of section
504(a) (1) and (2) into its component parts. The following notice requirements
in subsection (a) apply to children who nave not yet been in a special education
program: notice of the proposed decision to identify the child as one who might
require an evaluation (when the LEA "proposes to initiate ... the identifica-
tion ... of the child" or "refuses to initiate ...the identification of the
child."); Notice of the proposed initial placement decision (when the LEA
"proposes to initiate ... the ... educational placement of the child" or "refuses
to initiate ... the ... educational placement of the child."); and notice of the
actual provision of the program (when the LEA "proposes to initiate ... the
provision of a free appropriate public education to the child" or "refuses to
initiate ... the provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.").

The following notice requirements in subsection (ai of section 504 apply to
children who are in a special education program and who have been determined
by an LEA to be potential candidates for a reevaluation or for a change in
program: Notice of the proposed decision to reevaluate the child (when the LEA
"proposes to initiate ... the ... evaluation ... of the child." Presumably, the
term "evaluation" would include a "reevaluation" pursuant to section

2 References to notice and consent requirements refer to those requirement as they
Wq ? in the Federal Regulations and not as they appear in P. L. 51 -142, itself, since the
Regulations, in general, restate and supplement the requirements of the 'Astute.
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121a.534); notice of .the proposed decision to change the placement decision
(when the LEA "proposes to ... change the ... educational placement of the

child" or "refuses to change the .. . educational placement of the child.1;
and notice of the proposed decision to change the- actual provision of the
program (when the LEA "proposes to ... chang§k,... the provision of a free

appropriate public education to the child.").

Aside from the notice requirements contained in section 504(a), there is one

other notice requirement relating to a key LEA decisionmaking point. This
concerns attendance by parents at meetings which are held "for the purpose of
developing, reviewing and revising a handicapped child's individualized education
program" (section 343(a)). It requires that the LEA "take steps to insure that

one or both of the parents of the handicapped child are present at each meeting

or are afforded the opportunity to participate, including: (1) notifying parents
of the meeting early enough to insure that they will have an opportunity to
attend; and (2) scheduling the meeting at a mutually agreed on time and place"

(section 345(a)). This notice requirement, like the ones in section 504(a), applies

both to children who have not yet been in a special education program (where

the meeting is for the purpose of "developing" an individualized education

program) and to children who are in a special education program (where the

meeting is for the purpose of "reviewing and revising a handicapped child's
individualized education program."). Although,this notice requirement does not
appear in the "due process part of the Regulations" (Subpart E), it is as integral

and essential a part of the procedures leading up to and following the
development of the individualized educatiwprogram as the "Subpart. E"
provisions and thus is an essential element of "due process."

1. The Content of the Notice
The required content of the notices mandated by section 504(a) is described in

section 505. In the same way that section 504(a) groups together the various

notice requirements which apply to the different stages of the special education

process, section 505(a) combines the content requirements for all notices into a
single requirement with several cnmponents. Thus, in developing a form to
satisfy a particular notice requiement, school officials will ie required to select

the requirements in section 505 (a) which correspond to the specific notice form

which is being prepared under section 504(a). For example, despite the mandate

in section 505(a)(1) that a notice under section 504 contain "a full explanation

of all of the procedural safeguards available to parents under Subpart E," it Is

apparent that only the applicable procedural safeguards should be included.

Thus, if a notice relates to a propoied change in prograril for a child who has

been evaluated previously and 4s in a special education program, the information
in section 504(b) concerning the rights of parents to consent to a preplacement

evalLation or an initial placement would be inapplicable and should not be

included in the notice form, since the parts of the process requiring such consent

have already been completed. On the other hand, information relating to the
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right of.parents to an impartial due process hearing should they wish to contest
the propoted change is fully applicalall and should.be included in the notice
form. The required content of each notice form, therefore, will depend upon
when the form is sent, i.e., at which stage in the special educatior process. This
relationship between the timing of the sending of notice forms arid the content
of those forms will be discussed in more detail in a later section of this paper,
since it is in area where school officials have a substantial degree of discretion in
complying with the requirements of the law (see section III C, Infra).

Assuming that the notice under section 504 is being given at the beginning stage
of the special'education process, i.e., at the point where an.,initial identification
is at issue, the "full disclosure" provition of section 505(a)(1) would require that
the notice form include a "full explanation of all of the procedural safeguards
available to the parents under Subpart E." This would involve a description of
the following rights of parents: (-1) to "inspect and review" specified records
.(secticn 502); "to obtain an independent evaluation," subject to the right of
appeal :of the LEA (section 503); to consent or refuse to consent to a
"preplacemert evalUation" and an initial placement decision, with both consents
subject to the right of appeal of the LEA (section 50i(b) and (c)); to initiate an
"impartial due process hearing" in specified situatrbils (section 506); to have
certain rights with 'respect to such a hearing (sections 507 and 504); to appeal
the deck,' reached at that .hearing (sections 510.613); to have certain
guarantees w h regard to the testing and evaluation materials and procedures
which are us in #113 9ialuation and placement of their child (sections 530-533
and 550-553 ; to have (periodic reevaluations of their child (section 534); to have
information relative t the policies and procedures of the state education agency

in maintaining infor ation concerning handicapped children (section Q61); to
have access to their child's records (sections 562-566); to amend or challenge

information in their child's records (sections 567-570); and to consent or refuse
to consent to the release of personally identifiable information about their child
(section 571).3

In addition to this "total disclosure requirement," section 505 requires that the
notice form include a description and explanation of what the. LEA proposes to
do or is refusing to do, with an accompayying description of alternatives which
were considered and rejected and an' explanation of the reasons for suafi
rejection (section 505(a)(2)); "a description of each evaluation procedure, test,'
record, or report "the LEA used as a basis for its proposed action or refusal to
act (section 505(a)(3)); and "a description of any other factors which are
relevant to the (LEA's1 proposal or refusal" (section 505(a)(4 }).

3 The right of a child without a parent or parent substitute to have a "surrogate
parent" assigned is another "Subpart E" (section 514) requirement which will be discussed
later in this paper (infra, sectiqii IV (3.4).
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'Finally, section 505(b) requires that the notice be "written in languagli,

understandable to the general public" (section 505(b)(1,1) and that it be
"provided in the native language of the parent or other mode of communication

used by the parent unleskit is clearly not feasible to do so" (section 505(b)(2)).

In cases where the native -language or other mode of communication of the

parents is not a written language, special steps are require to insure that the

notice is received and understood (section 505(c)).

B. The Consent Requirements

Closely related to the notice requirements of P. L. 94-142 are the requirements

for parental consent. The two principal provisions for consent are contained in

section 504(b), which requires that an LEA obtain parental consent "before

conducting a pre-placement evaluation; and [before] initial placement of a

haticlicapped child in a program providing special education and related

services." The interrelationship of the consent and notice requirements) is

apparent from the fact that "consent" is defined in such a manner as to injure

that the parents are "fully informed of all information relevant to the ctivity for

which consent is sought" (section 500). Thus, for "consent" to be acceptable

under the Regulations, the parent must receive full notice of the purpose of the

consent, "must understand and agree in writing to the carrying out of the
activity for which his or her consent is sought" and must understand "that the

.granting of consent is voluntary ... and may be revoked *.t any time" (section

500).

An additional consent requirement is,contained in section 571 which provides

for parental consent prior to certain types of disclosure and use of personally

identifiable information about the%hild. This reouiremenYand the two others

already described constitute all of the consent reqi emen(s of P. L. 94-142.

C. Summary of the Notice
and Consent Requirements

In summary, the principal notice requirements of P. L. 94-142 are set forth in

section 504 of the Regulations (paragraphs (4(1 and (2)) and are keyed to the

major LEA decision-making points in the special education process identifica-

tion, evaluation, placement and program provision. Notice of the other steps in

the process (e.g., independent evaluation and due process hearing).ind the fights

of parents with regard to the entire process are required by reference through

section 505(a)(1)/of the Regulations which provides for the notice forms to

include "a full; explanation of all of the procedural safeguards available to the

parents under Subpart E". In addition, the Pegulations provide in Subpart C
(sections 343-345). for notice to parents of meetings held to make the key

decisions referred to above. This Subpart C requirement is intimately related to
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the other notice requirements and should be treated as an integral part of those
requirements despite the fact that it is not contained in Subpart E.

The major consent requirements are also contained In section 504 (paragraphs
(b) and (c)). Since consent is defined as being "informed" and "voluntary"
(section 500), parents must receive detailed information concerning the reason
the consent is being requested. The consent requirements are keyed to two
specific points in the process: (1) the prepiacement evaluation and (2) the initial
program placement. A third consent requirement, relating to release of
confidential information about a child, applied to information which has been
collected during the entire proc .ss.

CHAPTER II: THE PURPOSES OF THE NOTICE
AND CONSENT REQUIREMENTS AND THE CONTEXT

IN WHICH THEY ARE BEING APPLIED

A. Introduction

The purpose of the preceding chapter was to pinpoint and describe the notice
and consent requirements of P. L. 94-142. This section will examine the
background and purposes of these requirements with a view toward the
development of criteria for evaluating compliance which reflect those purposes
as well as the letter of the law. It will also discuss and consider the nature of the
existing system into which the requirements are to be integrated, so that the
crite,ia for evaluating compliance will reflect the needs of that system.

B. Background and Purposes
of the Notice Requirements

The notice requirements of P. L. 94-142 were derived primarily from judicial
models of due process rather than from educational theory and traditir n
concerning parent participation in school processes. Cases such as Pennsylvania
Association for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Mills
v. Board of Education of the District of Columbia applied notice and other due
orocess protections to the special education process in order to protect the rights
of children who are the subject of certain types of educational decisions which
might drastically alter their lives. Ty the requirements of due process are
applied by the courts to areas of gc.ernment activ;ty which p )tentially threaten
"important" interests of the individual which the court considers to be included
Within the meaning of the phrase "life, liberty or propery" (which appears in
the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution). For a variety of
reasons, including numerous documented cases of misclassification, segregation
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and exclusion of hancr.'epped children in public school and other settings, a

umber of federal courts and state legislatures, as well as Congress through P. L.

93-380 and P. L. 94142, have applied the requirements of due process to special

education.

At the core of due process is the requirement that the government give notice to

the person who is the Subject of the government action and that the notice

descOe the process which the government intends to follow and the rights of

that Person during that process. The reason for the notice requirement is to

protect the rights of the individual by providing him/her with the information

which is necessary to understand and, where necessary, to contest the actions of

the government.

Although the primary impetus for the application of notice requirements if,

special education was from civil rights cases, the concept of not* has taken on

a broader meaning in the special education context than lwas originally

articulated by the courts. The judicial models of doe procef.- gerierally required

notice of a proposed decision to change the educational placement of a child and

of an opportunity to contest such proposed decision through th mechanism of

a "due process hearing". P. L. 94-142 embodies this judicial requirement but

also requires notice of earlier decision-making points in the process and'of the

right to parental involvement in the making of the placement decision. Thus, for

example, parents must receive prior written notice of proposed decisions relating

to the identification and evaluation of their child in addition to receiving prior

notice of a proposed placement decision; also, they are entitled to receive notice

of their right to participate in meetings involvieg the development of an

individualized educational program (sections 344 and 245). Purtheimore,

parents are entitled to request a "due process hearing" to challenge tnese early

decisions relating to identification and evaluation as well as to contest the actual

'placement decision. Thus, the concept of due process articulated by the courts

has been greatly expanded by P. L. 94-142 to encompass the earlier stages in the

process and to provide for parent involvement in the making of decisions.

While the requirement of the due process hearing is derived from judicial models

of due process, the requirement of parental notice and involvement in the

pre-placement decision stages of the special education process has its origins

elsewhere. Specifically, educational policy-makers have determined that as a

matter of educational practice, it is desirab'o tt. +evolve the parents at these early

stagOs of the process. This determination is based primati:y on the finding that

the nature of handicapping conditions and the provision of programs and

services for children who are handicapped are matters of such complexity which

so intimately involve the life of the child at home as well as in school that the

parents should be involved as much as possible as a source of information about

the child, as a member of the decision-making teal), and as one of those

responsible for implementing.the chi:d's educational program.
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Another reason for requirements parental notice and involvement in the
pre-placement decision stage of the process also is based on educational concerns
about designing an effective special-education system rather than on. judicial
models of due process. Specifically, it is based on the practical goal of
maximizing parental understanding and participation so that the relationship

, between home and school is a collaborative and informal one. Here, educational
I policy-makers have decided that this kind of relationship is most conducive to
mutually agreed-upon decisions and reduces the need for the formal, adversarial
procedures whi, `i are provided for in cases where parents and school officials are
unable to agree on a decision relating to the identification, evaluation or
educational placement of the child.

In summary, the principal purpose of the notice requirements of P.L. 94-142 is
to protect the civil rights of parents and children in the special education
process. This purpose and most of the notice requirements which implement it,
are derived from judicial models of due process. A second purpose of the notice
requirements, however, which has its origins in educational theory and practice,
is to involve the parents and, "where appropriate", the child in making the initial
placement decision. This purpose is best exemplified by the parental notice and
involvement requirements which apply 'o the pre-placement decision stage of
the process. A third major purpose of the notice requirements, also exemplified
by the pre-placement decision notices, is the pragmatic one of minimizing future
conflict and formal adversarial proceedings by maximizing mutual understanding
and cooperation through parental notice and involvement requirements which
apply early the special education process.

C. Background and Purposes
of the Consent Requirements

The purpose of the consent requirements of P.L. 94-142 is very different from
that of the notice requirements. The notice requirements are geared toward
providing the opportunity for involvement of the parents (and, "whore
appropriate", the child) in various stages of the special education process by
making them aware of the nature of the process and of their rights within that
process. The consent requirements, on the other hand, are designed to give the
parents some direct control over the process by allowing them to prevent the
process from going forward. The consent requirements, therefore, represent a

more potent form of parental involvement than the notice requirements since
failure to consent stops the process while notice, at most, merely allows for
parental participation in that process. The consent requirements, however, also
represent a more limited form of parental involvement than the notice
requirements since the consent requirements apply only to the pre-placement
evaluation and to an initial placement decision, while the notice requirements
_poly throughout the ,:rocess.
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The consent requirements of P.L. 94-142 constitute an acknowledgment by

educational policy-makers that in the area of special education, the danger of

invasion by the school of the prerogatives of the home are greater than in any

other area of school life. This is undoubtedly because of the special "medical,

psychological and social services" and testing and evaluation techniques which

ariapplied to potential or identified handicapped children but not to the rest of

the school population. The consent requirements, therefore, are designed to give

parents some measure of direct control over this new area of "compulsory

education."

D. The Context in Which the Notice and
Consent Requirements are to be Applied

The special education decision-making process to which the notice and consent

requirements are being applied is one which traditionally has been informal and

carried out by educators and other professionals, such as psychologists and social

workers. It has not been a process .vhich has been subject to the formal scrutiny

and review of parents, advocates and other persons outside of the "educational

establishment." To the extent that parents have hressn involved, that involvement

has varied from case to case and school system to school system and has been

characterized by such terms as "participation" and "consultation" rather than

"decision-making" or "consent." Thus, the notice and consent requirements of

P.L. 94-142 represent a significant departure from past practices.

The notice and consent requirements seem particularly alien to the existing

system because they are derived primarily from legal rather than educational

concepts and because P.L. 94.142 does not describe how they will be integrated

into the existing system. It merely mandates the new requirements and assumes

that they will be implemented appropriately. As with any innovation, however,

the new requirements will not be applied in a vacuum. Instead, they will be

integrated into an existing and system and, hopefully, will serve the overall

purpose of that system the provision of an appropriate educational

opportunity for each handicapped child.

L. Sumr or!

requirements of parental notice and involvement in the special education

pi Is were derived primarily from judicial models of due process in special

edt. .aion which required notice of a proposed change in a child's program and a

form,,;, adversarial mechanism -- the "due process hearing" through which

parents could challenge the decision to make such a charge. P.L. 94.142

incorporated this model and expanded upon it by extending its application to

the earlier decision-making points in the process and by requiring parental
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participation in themaking of the placement decision as wail as in challenging
that decision through en adversarial hearing.

The decision to expand the application of the due process requirements in this
way reflects a desire to involve the parents early hi the process so that their
knowledge of the child can be applied to the various decisions required during
that process. In addition, such early involvement is designed to enable parents to
exercise their due process rights as effectively as possible. Also, early
involvement and opportunities for rarticioation in the making of decisions are
conduNve to a collaborative, Diu..- adversarial relationship between home and
school. This type of relationship is most likely to avoid the necessity of format
due process hearings and to enhance the possibility of Informal raschution of
differences of opinion.

The consent requirements differ from the notice requirements, since consent is a
prerequisite for the process to go forward while notice merely provi...
opportunity for participation. Also, the tOnsent requirements apply only to two
decision-making points while the notice requirements apply throughout the
process.

Both the notice and consent requirement: are intended to be integrated into the
total special education system. The challenge to educators is to imro :merit those
requiremeim in a way which will serve the overall purposes of the system, while
guaranteeing the rights of parents in that system.

CHAPTER III: RECOMMENDED CRITERIA
FOR THE EVALUATION OF COMPLIANCE

WITH THE NOTICE AND CONSENT REQUIREMENTS

A. Introduction

This chapter will discuss the principal criteria, common to all notice arid consent
requirements, which are basic to a due process system which is losigned to carry
cut both the letter and spirit of the law. At the outset, it is important to stress
the fact that P.L. 94-142 does not present a system for the delivery of special
education and related services. It merely sets forth a series of legal requirements
and educational objectives, leaving it to school officials to modify old systems
and design new ones to incorporate those requirements and objectives. The
notice and consent requirements, therefore, are intended to be integrated ir.to a
total system rather than to be implemented as isolate.. requirements which are
grafted onto a system which is otherwise complete.

Thus, a useful way to approach the problem of implementing the notice and
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consent requirements Is to fill in the stark outline presented by the law and

Regulations with a system which reflects an awareness and understanding of the

judicial models and educational concerns from which the requirements were

derived, the principal purposes of the requirements, the context in which they

are being applied and the way in which they can be used to enhance the

effectiveness of the special education system. This type of approach will help to

make the requirements less burdensome and foreign to those who must

implement them and less intimidating to the parents who are asked to respond

to them.

B. Formal and Informal Steps

In the Process of Giving Notice

Where notice is required in the judicial or legal context, It is rare that the

requirement is satisfied in a vacuum, without reference to other procedures of a

more informal nature which precede or accompany the formal notice. Thus, for

example, in the case of a public school teacher whom an LEA would like to

dismiss during the contract year, it would be highly unusual that a formal notice

would ue sent without substantial prior efforts to resolve the dispute, seek a

resignation or discuss alternatives to dismissal, such as completion of the

contract year and non-renewal of the contract. Even after formai notice was

given, efforts would undoubtedly continue toward the goal of an informal

settlement.

Similarly, the filing of a complaint in a court case and the serving of process on

the party being sued (which is formai notice that the complaint has been filed) is

generally a late stage in the legal process, following earlier efforts to settle the

dispute. Furthermore, even after the complaint is filed and process is served on

the party being sued, informal efforts toward settlement continue. In fact, the

vast majority of all legal disputes are settled informally, either before the filing

of a complaint and the serving of process (i.e., notice), or after the filing of a

complaint and serving of process but before the case is tried at a formal hearing.

Thus, as these examples illustrate, formal notice is generally an intermediate or

late step in the total process of resolving most legal disputes rather than a first

contact between the parties. In fact, in most of these cases, by the time formal

notice is givelf, the party receiving it has been made aware of the reasons for and

contents of the notice through. other less formal contacts such as meetings,

discussions, telephone calls and conferences.

What is particularly awesome about the principal notice requirement of P.L.

94-142 is that it appears to be the first step in the parent-school relationship.

The Regulations (section 504(a)) do not speak of prior, formal discussions,

telephone calls, meetings or other "friendly" contacts between school offik.;ials.
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and parents. Instead, they speak only of a "written notice" which satisfies a
series of formal and detailed requirements regarding Its content (section 505).

Informal procedures for the resolution of disputes, however, are both a desirable
and indispensable part of any due process system. Their desirability is alluded to
in the comment to section 506 of the Regulations, which encourages the use of
mediation techniques prior to a due process hearing: "In many cases, rrediAtion
leads to resolution of differences between parents and agencies without the
development of an adversarial relationship end with minimal emotional stress."
Their indispensability sterns from the practical consideration that if informal
resolution of disputes were the exception rather than the rule in the various
contexts in which due process is applied, the courts and administrative tribunals,
such as local school boards and state education agencies, would be hopelessly
bogged down in a morass of formal adjudicatory hearings. In addition, even
when informal processes do not result in the resolution of a dispute, they serve
to expedite its resolution by clarifying and focusing the issues to be decided at a
formal hething.

One qualification of the preceding paragraph, however, is important to
remember: the informal processes should never be used "to deny or delay a
parent's rights under [subpart E of the Regulations] ." Thus, a clear line must be
drawn where informal processes no longer are furthering the process of amicable
resolution of disputes but, instead, are merely delaying or denying the right of
parents to due process, as defined in Subpart E of the Regulations. Thus, school
officials must be prepared to terminate informal discussions where they are no
longek productive and where they are impeding the completion of the special
education process by preventing parents from asserting their rights.

-In designing criteria for the evaluation of compliance by LEAs, therefore,
consideration mustbe given to the use of informal steps and procedures for the
resolution of disputes, subject to non-interference with the formal due process
rights of parents. The manner and extent of the use of these informal techniques
will be based upon what is necessary and desirable for the effective implementa-
tion of the letter and purposes of the notice requirements and will be
considered, in detail, in the sections of this paper where they are applicable.

C. The Timing of the Notices

The manner in which the notice requirements are stated in sections 504 and 505
of the Regulations raises several issues which must be considered in developing
compliance criteria. The first issue concerns the timing of the sending of the
notim Section 504 states that notice must be given "a reasonable time before
the public agency proposes to initiate or change the identification, evaluation or
educational placement of the child..." etc. (Emphasis added.) This could be
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Interpreted to mean that the notice must be given prior to a final decision on
any of these matters or after a final decision but prior to the actual
Implementation of that decision.

Sending a notice after a preliminary decision to decide whether to proceed with

of one or more steps of the process is very different from sending a notice after a

final decision to proceed has already been made. In the first case, only a
preliminary and tentative decision has been made and the notice, therefore,
provides the opportunity for parental participation in the final decision. In the
second case, school officials have made a final decision to proceed and the notice
merely allows the parents to challenge that decision by requesting "an impartial
due process hearing." In this second case, parental participation in the

formulation of the decision v4ould be foreclosed unless the school officials
agreed to reopen the question.

Thus, a basic issue In establishing criteria for the evaluation of compliance with
the notice requirements is whether the giving of notice should be timed to as to
permit parental input into the final decision before It is made, or merely to allow
a parental challenge to a decision which is final. Referring to the three principal
reasons for the notice requirements, it is apparent that each of these reasons
would be furthered to a greater extent by a notice which precedes a final
decision than" by one which follows that decision. With regard to the first
purpose to protect the civil rights of the child and parents it is evident that
the earlier the parental involvement, the greater the likelihood that the parents
will be able to effectively assert their rights. For example, the earlier their
involvement, the greater the opportunity parents would have to secure
information and assistance and, thus, to exercise their rights intelligently and to
maximize their input. Similarly, with regard to the second purpose of the notice
requirements to involve parents as "professional partners" in the decision-
making process it is equally evident that the earlier parental information end
knowledge can be obtained, the greater wiil be the likelihood of an informed
final decision. In the case of the third purpose of the notice requirements to
establish an informal collaborative rt(ationshie IJetween home and school and to

minimize later confrontation it is alse apparent that the earlier the
involvement of parents the less the likelincod of an adversarial relationship
triggered by feelings of surprise and indignation about being "excluded" from
the process.

Furthermore, the earlier the involvement of parents, the greater the likelihood
that the traditional parental attitude of trust and respect toward school officials
will be preserved. Thus, from a "systems perspective" early and meaningful
involvement of parents through "pre-decision notice" will facilitate the process
of integrating parent input into the special education system, without seriously
disrupting normal school processes and traditional home and school relation-
ships.
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A second issue raised by the manner in which the notice requirements are stated
in sections 504 and 505 of the Regulations concerns the frequency with which
notices should be given. For example, in the case of an initial identification of a
child, the wording of the requirements would permit a single, "omnibus notice"
to be given, informing the parents that the school "proposes" to identify,
evaluate, develop a program placement and provide a program for their child.
The notice would then describe all of the requirements of Subpart E of the
Regulations and list the other information required by section 505 of the
Regulations. It could.be argued that this kind of "omnibus notice" would satisfy
the letter of sections 504 and 505 since it would provide parents with prior
notice of the entire process and with a description of their rights within that
process.

Another way of interpreting the notice requirement, however, is that, in
addition to an initial omnibus notice, a notice must be given prior to each step in
the process. Thus, a supplement to an "omnibus notice" would be a series of
separate notices, each specific to the step in the process which is being
"proposed."

In terms of furthering the purposes of the notice requirement, it would seem
that an "omnibus notice" alone would present parents with an inordinately large
quantity of information to digest. Also, a-notice of this size and complexity
would probably have the effect of intimidating and confusing parents. Adding to
this effect would be the lack of an, subsequent notices while the process
continues, assuming that an omnibus notice is not followed by any specific
notices. Providing parents with a series of specific, limited purpose notices,
therefore, would seem to be essential in meeting the three basic objectives of the
notice requirements: to enable parents to understand and exercise their rights, to
participate in the process and to work in collaboration with school officials.
Furthermore, in terms of minimizing disruption of the existing special education
system, specific notices would reduce the surprite and confusion of parents who
are otherwise eager to trust and work with school officials.

A third consideration relating to the timing of the giving of notice is to give the
notice at a point which corresponds with the likely time when the parents might
invoke the right which is the subject of the notice. This is best illustrated by the
right to an independent evaluation. Notice of this right could conceivably be
given in one of at least three ways. It could be given as ;.art of an 'omnibus
notice" at the beginning of the process; it could be given as part of a specific
notice prior to an evaluation or a placement decision; or it could be given as a
separate notice, both before an evaluation, as required by section 504 of the
Regulations, and after the evaluation, since it is at this later point that the right
to an independent evaluation would most likely be invoked (section 503(b) pro-
vides that: "A parent has the right to an independent educational evaluation...
if the parent disagrees gij,th an evaluation obtained by the public agency. .. ").
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Thus, although the Regulations require notice to be given prior to certain
"proposed" actions, in some cases the most effective notice might be one given
after es well as prior to a particular action.

A fourth consideration relating to the timing of the giving of notice relates to
the requirement that the notice, be given a "reasonable time" before the LEA
proposes to act. No specific times are suggested as guidelines for implementing
this requirement. In general, it is important that time lines be developed which
recognize the complexity of the matter which is the subject of the notice while
taking into account the need for a process which- moves along as rapidly as
possible. Thus, as a general rule, notice at least ten days prior to a proposed
action would seem to be a minimum "reasonable time" while notice of more
than thirty days would seem excessive.

D. The Form of the Notice

Regardless of when the notice is given, it is crucial that its contents be presented
so as to be easily understood by parents. In part, this is mandated by the
Regulations which require that the notice be "written in language understand-
able to the general public, and provided in the native language of the parent or

'other mode of communication used by the parent, unless it is clearly not feasible
to do so." (Section 505(b)(1) and (2)). This requirement of simplieity and
clarity is essential to all notices. Merely repeating the words of the .law and
Regulations will probably not satisfy that requirement. On the other hand, LEAs
must be careful to insure that "simplified language" states accurately and fully
the various requirements of the law and Regulations.

In addition to using "plain- English" in a notice, it is important that LEAs
consider other techniques for communicating the contents of notices. Although
most notices will, of necessity, appear somewhat complex since a considerable
amount of legaltype information has to be conveyed, it is possible to develop
fir darts, diagrammatic outlines and other visual aids which facilitate

Aanding of the contents of the notice. In addition, a notice could be
accompanied by a friendly letter which explains its purpose and provides the
nem id phone number of a school official who can provide additional
information by phone or in person. The letter or notice might also provide the
name of a parent organization, such as an association of parents of retarded
children or of children with learning disabilities, which could orovide informa-
tion "from the parents' point of view." Through the use of these and similar
techniques, the form of the notice can be softened and its contents made more
comprehensible, thus furthering the purposes of the notice and strengthening the
school parent relationship.
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E. The Manner of Delivery of the Notice

Another consideration related to the problem of effectively communicating the

contents of a 'notice is the manner of its delivery. The Regulations state that an
LEA must "give" written notice to the parents "a reasonable time" before the
proposed action (section 504). No proqedure for "giving" notice is specified.

In light of the principal purposes of the notice requirements and the goal of

smooth integration of due process procedures into the special education system,
it is essential that notice be given in such a manner as to fully inform parents of

the nature of the special education process and of their rights in that process. To

satisfy the letter of the notice requirement, an LEA would probably be required
to send the notice by certified mail with a return receipt requested, since

implicit in the "giving" of notice are both delivery and receipt or evidence of

non-receipt. The use of certified' mail with a return receipt requested would
provide the LEA with evidence that the notice was sent and received (or not
received if the letter is returned with an unsigned receipt).

As indicated in the' previous section on the use of formal and informal
techniques, the use of informal techniques together with the formal steps
required by law can be the most effective way of satisfying the legal

requirements and gaining the support and assistance of parents. Thus, for
example, it might be desirable to precede the sending of a formal notice
phone call or home visit to warn the parents that the notice is about to arrive.
Receipt of a certified letter without. such prior warning 'can be a frightening

1 expefience for anyone.

Another possible informal approach 'would be to have the notice delivered
personally by a school social worker, counselor or other official. This would give
the parents the opportunity to ask questions and relieve some of their anxiety
while fulfilling the LEA's legal requirements of giving notice. Similarly, an
opportunity for a visit at home or school to discuss the contents of the notice
could be provided to the parents. Ideally, this should be communicated before
or during the delivery of the notice in order to reduce the impact of receipt. If

this is impractical, however, it could be communicated after the notice is

delivered. Use of these informal techniques would soften the effects of the giving
of formal notice and would further the goals of involving parents in a
non-adversarial way while minimizing disruption of the normal special education
process.

F. The Population To Be Served

An effective system of notice and consent must take into account the level of
comprehension and diversity of the families who are being served. Thus, a
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uniform system of sending notice and consent formskvith no additional effor

might arguably satisfy the literal requirements of P.L. 94.142 but woul
undoubtedly fail to carry out the purposes of those requVements.

With regard to the level of comprehension of the average family receiving a

notice or consent form, it isessetitiai to assume a general lack of sophisticati n

and knowledge and to proceed accordingly. Few parents are, experts in spec I

education or in the laws relating to education. Therefore, the system must

designed with the average parent in mind.

From this starting point'it is necessary to develop a system which reflects the

needs of the variety of families served by a particular LEA. A notice proce s

which may be effective with one family may be totally ineffective with
("fferent family in different circumstances. Based upon the experience of othe

due process systems, it is apparent that factors such as education level, income

timily structure (e.g., one or two pardrlt families), English..speaking ability and

race all must be considered if the process is to be effective.

Thus, given a direct correlation between the level of education of the parents

and the ability to understand a notice form, if the notice were sent to a family

where the parents (or parent in a single parent home) have completed only high

school, it would very likely appear inscrutable at best, resulting in confusion,

panic, anger and a tension-filled phone call to the LEA, SEA or to a lawyer. If
the form wee sent to a family where the level of education were less than high

school, it would undoubtedly provoke similar feelings and reactions, but

heightened in degree by greater feelingsPf ignorance and powerlessness.

To reduce the adverse impact of the receipt of a notice form by a family with a

low educational level, it would be particularly desirable to use informal contacts

and simplified explanations of the special education process. In addition, local

organizations of parents of handicapped children might be contacted to provide

advocacy services by "peers," i.e., parents of handicapped children living in the

same neighborhood who can communicate the meaning of the notice. Also,

special efforts might be made to secure legal services for these parents.

Similarly, assuming a correlation between the income level of the family and its

ability to understand the contents of the notice, a notice sent to a "poverty

level" family (i.e., a family receiving public assistance or wi an income below

the poverty level as defined by the Bureau of Labor Statisti ) would very likely

be perceived as an enormous threat on top of a pile of o .rdue bills, "shutoff

notices" from utility companies, court summons from the landlord or a
department store and other documents evidencins the effects of poverty. This

would be particularly true in a family with sevaral pre-school age children, all, f

whom are probably suffering from_some degree of phyr:cal or emotional

deprivation resulting from inadequate housing, clothing, nutrition or medical
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care. In addition, poverty level families are frequently without a car, telephone,

or funds for a babysitter making it unusually difficult for them to respond to a

notice..

As in the case of families with a low level of education, informal contacts and
"iner communication" can be very effective In communicating the contents of
the notice in such a way as to further the purposes of the notice requirements.
In addition, however, LEAs must be particularly ready to make home visits to
poor families which are "housebohd" due to a lack of resources.. In the
alternative, LEAs should be prepared to arrange for babysitting and transporta-
tion to enable a low income parent to attend a meeting at school to discuss a
notice form.

Another family characteristic which correlates directly with the ability of
parents to understand and respond to a notice is the number 9f parents 1,1 the
family. Single parent households, in general, are less able to respond effectively
to the receipt of a notice than are two parent households, This is for the obvidus

reason that a single parent has a great many more constraints and demands on
him/her than two parents who can share the day to day responsibilities of living.
A two parent household, however, may_have problems similar to that of a single
parent household where there are severe marital problems or where long and
unusual working hours makes one spouse unavailable most of the time.

As in the case of families with a low educational or income level, LEAs shoula
make special efforts to involve single parent or "problem" two parent
households through such techniques as telephone calls, home visits, evening
meetings and meetings at school with babyiftting provided during the meeting.

Another critical family characteristic requiring special attention by .an LEA is
the English-speaking abilityof the family. Families whose primary language Of not
English present particular problems for an LEA since these families have ill of
the problems of other families receiving the notice plus the additional problem
of not being able to understand English. This factor is explicitly recognized by
the Regulations for P.L. 94-142 which state that all notices "must be provided in
the native language of the parent or other mode of communication used by the
parent, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so." (Section 505 (b)(2).) Although
the meaning of the qualifying phrase "unless it is clearly not feasible to do so" is
unclear, it is reasonably certain that all LEAs, at a minimum, will be required to
use a notice form which has been translated into the native language of the
family.

In addition, however, lack of English-speaking ability. is often symptomatic of
isolation from and ignorance and fear of the mainstream of the sofiety and its
institutions. Therefore, families whose primary language is not English will
require special attention if the purposes of the notice requirements are to be
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effectively implemented. Such special attention might include the use of a
bilingual social worker, community aide, or representative.of a local parents'
association to deliver and explain the notice and to be involved in other informal
meetings and contacts between home and school.

The lack of integration into the mainstream of society which frequently
characterizes families whose primary language is not English (particularly if their
access to housing is limited by inadequate funds) is also characteristic of many
black families who live communities which Are racially segregated. As in the
casof)ef non-English speaking families, these black families tend to view the
school with a higher degree of fear and apprehension than than middle class
white families, since the school personnel frequently reflect the values of the
white, middle class culture. For this reason, LEAs will have to give special
consideration to communicating notices to black families living in segregated
communities. Such consideration might include the use of black social workers,

_aides and community representatives to.,deliver and explain the notice forms
and, as in the case of families whose primary language is not English, to be
involved in other informal meetings and contacts between home and school

In summary, LEAs interested in designing a notice system which effectively
implements the three principal purposes of the notice requirement and which
facilitates rather than disrupts the special education process will have to be
aware of and be responsive to the diverse characteristics of the families they are
serving, with regard to such factors as education level, income, family size and
structure (e.g., number of children and parents), English-speaking ability, race,
cultural segregation and a variety of other less prevalent but equally significant.
factors (such as parents with a severe handicap). When families have one or more
of the "special characteristics" described in this section, LEAs will have to
develop special approaches to insure that the notice given to these families is as
effective, in fact as well as theory, as the notice given to 'other families. Ideally,'
those special approaches will include the use of social worker., aides and
community representatives; of bilingual or black personnel, where necessary; of
informal conferences and meetings prior to, during or after the delivery of the
notice; of meetings outside of school hours, in situations where it is impossible
for parents to be available during school hours; of provisions for transportation
and child care, where lack of such provisions would prevent a parent from
attending a meeting; and of other similar techniques which will insure effective
notice to a// families, regardless of their particular circumstances.

G. Activeliersus Passive Attitudes Toward the Notice Requirements

It is evident from the proceeding discussion on various essential criteria for a
due' process system that giving notice which fulfills the spirit as well as the letter

of P.L. 94-142 and which minimizes disruption of the normal special education
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decision-making process, requires a substantial effort and commitment to
achieving the purposes of the notice requirements on the part of school officials.
It also requires a policy of reaching out to families which are chronically
difficult to involve in the special education process. In general, it requires an
active and positive attitude toward communicating to and involving these
families and 3 willingness to live with a certain level of frustration and
disappointment when parents do not respond or respond in ways that are
different from what may have been the "desired" response.

The difference between an active and passive attitude can be illustrated best by
the following hypothetical case:

A principal receives a referral for an evaluation from a teacher and must give
notice to and receive a consent from the parent of the child who is to be
evaluated. The family Is composed of a mother end three pre-sch% of age
children. The family is receiving public assistance from the welfare depart-
men!, is without a car or telephone and has no allotment for babysitting
expenses. The family lives in substandard housing in a poor, rundown part of
town. The mother is twenty four years of age and dropped out of high school
in the tenth grade to give birth to her first child. The mother is semi- literate,
white and English speaking. She is deeply concerned about the welfare of her
children.

In this case, the principal could send a notice form by certified mail with a
return receipt requested and a consent form enclosed (for the preplacement
evaluation} and fulfill the minimum notice requirements of P.L. 94-142.
Continuing the hypothetical case:

The mother receives the notice form, signs the receipt but does not return the
consent form which is included with the notice. The reason she does not is
that she i3 unable to understand the reason for the consent form or the notice,
is frightened by both and feels unable to write a letter or to otherwise,
communicate to the school. Aluo, she has to take two of her children to the
hospital for treatment of severe infections caused by inadequate nutrition.

It is unclear what further action a of incipal must take in this case. The
Regulations provide fcr a due process hearing to decide whether an evaluatiots,
should go forward without parental consent, but seem to limit this to cases when
the parents refuse to consent rather than fail to respond (section 504(c)(1) and
(2)). In any case, the principal in this hypothetical case considers two courses of
action, with neither being a particularly desirable one in terms of providing an
appropriate educational program to the child: (1) do nothing; or (2) request a
due process hearing.

It is evident that ! passive attitude in handling this case will result in a parent
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vittio is not effectively informed of her rights, who will be unable to participate
it the special education process and who will fail to consent to an evaluation as
vie result of ignorance or fear or a combination of the two. If free legal aid is
available, this type of parent is likely to become desperate and to involve a
lawykat a relatively early stage of the process. Involvement of the lawyer would
increrpet- the likelihood of an adversarial relationship between home and school.

Another ap roach, which could be taken in this hypothetical case and which is
illustrative of an active and positive approach toward communicating with the
home would be to have a school social worker, the child's teacher or a
community volunteer visit the home, prior to the giving of notice, to explain
that the child is in need of an evaluation and to describe the special education
process, emphasizing the role of the parent in tha' process. At this time or later,

the formal notice, along with simple written explanations and graphic
illustrations could be given and questions could be answered. Advice could be
given about the availability of assistance from an advocate, community worker

or representative of a parents' organization. Additional advice could be given
about chili care arrangements which might be made to enable the mother to
attend the meetings specified in the notice. All other aspects of the notice,
including the consent requirements, could be explained at this time. It is

probable (nut by no means certain) that this approach would be more likely to
fulfill the spirit of the notit,e and consent requirements than the "passive"
approach described in the previous paragraph.

H. Additional Considerations Relativa
To The Consent Requirements

All of the above-described general considerations which apply to the notice
requirements apply with greater force to the consent requirements. For example,
parents who react with fear and anxiety to the receipt o$ notice form will very

likely react to a consent with form with mare inteIse feelings ranging from
extreme suspicion to total hostility. This is because the consent form, unlike the

notice form, requires a specific response a signature on the bottom line. While

an adverse or pabive parent roactiOn to a notice form may ultimately undermine
the continuation of the process, a sir. ;lar reaction to a consent form will bring
the process to a grinding halt. Thus, it is essential that the delicate issue of
consent be handed with particular cafe.

Furthermore, implicit in the consent' requirement is the requirement of clear
notice to the parents of the purpose of the consent and of the right to grant or

withhold it. In fact, the Regulations' for P.L. 94-142 define "consent" as
meaning that "the parent has been fully \informed of all information relevant to
the activity for which consent is sought..., understands and agrees in writing to

the carrying out of the activity. ., and understands that the granting of consent

is voluntary. . .and may be revoked iit any time." (Section 500.) Thus, special
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efforts will be required to ensure that the consent is an "informed one."

In summary, the consent requirements can be fulfilled by the sending of the
consent form and the receipt of that form by the LEA. The spirit of P.L.
94-142, however, requires that the consent be "informed" and "voluntary." In
addition, the delicate nature of the problem of securing consent and the
potential disruption of the process which would be caused by parentil failure or
refusal to consent require a specialized approach similar to that suggested above
in the case of the notice requirements.

I. System-wide Responses to the Notice
and Consent Requirements

1. Training of Personnel
As indicated earlier, the nature and extent of parent involvement required by
both the letter and spirit of PI: 94-142 represent a significant departure from
the traditional home and school relationship. Systemic changes of this
magnitude inevitably require modifications in attitude and philosophy by many
of the individuals responsible for the integration of the changes into the existing
system. To some extent, these modifications will occur naturally as the changes
in the system go into effect and become standard practice. On the other hand,
the transition to the new system could be greatly facilitated by training
programs for personnel which sensitize them to the issues and concer is involved
in developing a constructive home and school relationship. In particular, it
would be very useful for school personnel to be involved in role-playing sessions
so that they can begin to see the school system from a parent's perspective. Also,
it would be highly desirable to have sessions devoted to discussions about
techniques which might be used to encourage parents to be involved in the
special education process and to feel welcome in the school environment. Some
of these training sessions might best be given by representatives from parents'
organizations. The use of these kinds of training sessions will greatly enhance the
effectiveness of the various fc .ms of info-mal techniques which have been
suggested as ways to implement the underlying purposes and goals of the notice
and consent requirements.

2. Public Thforrnan and friorational Programs Directed to Parents

In a similar manner, effective implementation of the notice and consent
requirements could be greatly enhanced by public education and information
programs designed to inform parents of the nature of the special education
process and the role of the parent in that process. In particular, parents could be
given the opportunity to view the process from the school's mrspective and to
understand some of the constraints on school personnel whp are responsible for
making the process work. These kinds of informational and educational
programs would serve the purposes of increasing parenta; understPiding of the
system, reducing the element of surprise and confusion when indivnlual parents
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are suddenly involved in the system through receipt of a notice or consent form

and sensitizing parents to the problems of school personnel, thelleby helping to

reduce the likelihood.of future adversarial relationships.

J. Summary

In summary, an effective system for implementing the notice and consent

requirements of P.L. 94-142 is one which integrates the notice and consent

requirements into the present system in such a way as to maximize the benefits

of parental involvemeht, while informing parents of their rights in the process..

This can best be done by adding to the formal requirements of P.L. 94-142 a

series of informal procedures and techniques which convey the required
information to parents in a non-threatening, helpful manner.

This type of approach involves providing parents with accurate and clearly stated

information at times when the information is particularly relevant to a particular

stage of the process. It also involves providing the information sufficiently in

advance of decisions to allow meaningful parental input into these decisions.

Furthermore, an effective system is one which Noognizes the diversity of the

families to be served hid responds to that diversity through the use of special

procedures and techniques designed J provide effective notice equally to all

families, regardless of their particular circumstances and characteristics. It is also

a system which reaches out to parents on an active basis, recognizing that all

parents are "outsiders" to the system and that very few have any knowledge of

special education or legal procedures.

Finally, an effective system is one which uses systemwide training programs and

public information efforts to train and inform school personnel and oarents so

that as many people as possible are sensitized to the requirements of the special

education process.

CHAPTER IV: CONSIDERATIONS PARTICULAR TO THE KEY
DECISION-MAKING POINTS AND TO

THE OTHER COMPONENTS OF
THE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCESS

The previous chapter focused on the principal item, common to all notice and

consent requirements in P.L. 94-142, which le relevant in implementing the

notice and consent requirements of P.L. 94-142. This section will examine the

special education process with a view toward emphasizing specific concerns

which apply to the various components of that process. For purposes of analysis
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the special education process is divided into two parts: the key LEA
decision-making points listed in section 504(a)(1) and (2) of the Regulations and
the other components of the process, such as the independent evaluation and
due process hearing, which are included in the notice requirements by ref rence,
through section 505(a)(1).

A. Considerations Particular to the Key
LEA Decision-Making Points in the Process

1. The Early Decision-Making Points
As intV-...tt'd earlier. P.L. 94-142 expanded the judicial models of due process in
spe.:ial education by extending to the earliest decision-making points in the
process the identification of the child and the pre-placement evaluation. In
particular, parents are required to be given prior notice of these decisions to be
permitted to consent or to refuse to consent to a pre-placement evaluation and
to attend and participate in meetings concerning the development of an
individualized education program. In addition, a parent may request a due
process hearing on either of those decisions.

What is particularly significant about these early points in the process is that
they provide parents and school officials with an opportunity to develop a
collatrative, non-adversarial relationship before any hard and fast decisions
have been made on a unilateral basis by school officials. Under the judicial
model of due process, the first notice which was required was (3 inform the
parent of a decision to change a child's program.

Because of the emphasis of P. L. 94.142 on early parent involvement, and
; because of the desirability of involving patents early to receive their input and to
z_,:forestall later adversarial relationships, it i: very important that LEAs invest

substantial resources at this stage rather than waiting until lines of communica-
tion have closed and an adversarial relationship has begun. What is particularly
crucial to emphasize, therefore. 's that effective parent involvement in the early
stages of the decision-making process will pay off in a reducton in later
adversarial relationships and in an inciease in informed educational program
decisions.

With regard to the pre-placement evaluation, it is essential that the parents be
informed of the specific procedures and content of the ,,valuation which is
proposed for their child. This is required by section 50ci,a)(2) and (3) of the
Regulations and by the parental consent require t cntac -,. in section
504(b)(1). Thus, when an LEA proposes to conduct a Leement evaluation,
it is crucial that it give a notice which fully and precis-:ly informs the parents of
the content of the \evaluation so that they can exercise an ;n6nrii.ed consent and
so that the evaluation can proceed with the fullest possible c)operation and
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involvement of the-parents.

2. The Meetings to Develop the Individualized Education Program
Unlike the typical notice requirement which merely informs the parents of
upcoming decision points in the process, the notice of the meetings to develop
the individualized education program asks the parent to be involved in the
decision-making process by participating in meetings to develop an individual-
ized education program. This involvement of parents is important for all of the
reasons stated in the previous subsection and also because effective parental
involvement in decision-making will virtually insure a more informid decision
and a collaborative home and school relationship.

For this reason, it is crucial that the notice of meetings be clear and simple and
communicated in such a manner as to encourage parents to attend. The content
of the notice is specified by section 345(b) which provides that the notice "must
indicate the purpose, time and location of the meeting, and who will be in
attendance." The Regulations also encourage the use of informal techniques to
involve parents. Some of these are specified in sections 345(a) and (d) which
require that the parents be notified "early enough to insure that they will have
an opportunity to attend," that the meeting will be "at a mutually agreed on
time and place," and that "if neither parent can attend, the public agency shall
use other methods to insure parent participation, including individual or
conference telephone calls."

3. The Later Decision-Making Points
As the process moves toward resolution, the emphasis must be on a full and
accurate description of the proposed placement decision and program. Thus,
although informal meetings and other contacts should continue to be utilized in
explaining the placement decision and describing the proposed program, it is

essential that parents be provided precise and detailed information which will
enable them to exercise an informed consent, request a due process hearing or
take some other action which they deem appropriate.

B. Considerations Pzrticular to the Othar
Components of the Special Education Process

1. The Independent Evaluation
The right to an independent evaluation provides parents with an opportunity to
secure a "second opinion" after being informed of the results of the independent
evaluation. This is a vital element of the parents' due process rights since it
provides the one major opportunity a parent has to question and challenge the
school evaluation with "independent evidence."

Since this right is so basic to a parent s later ability to challenge a decision of the
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school at a due process hearing, it Is essential that the right be communicated in
such a manner that the parents feel that it is indeed a "right" and that it is
4ompletely appropriate for them to exercise that right it they wish. Unless this
type of communication is made, many parents will feel that they are obliged to
either accept the school evaluation or to request a due process hearing. Thus, the
independent evaluation can serve as a pressure valve to give the parents a feeling
of greater control over the process and to provide some additional time and
information which can be the basis for a negotiated decision. Furthermore, it is
particularly essential in the case of an independent evaluation that emphasis be
placed on the fact that it is of public expense (unless contested by the LEA),
since low and middle income families would bi discouraged by the prospect of
paying for such an evaluation.

In addition, because the right to an independent evaluation is such a vital
component of the due process righti of the parent, the notice of that right
should be communicated immediately prior to the precise point at which the
right would be likely to be exercised. In general, this would be after the
completion of the original evaluation. It would be particularly effective if this
notice could be given at an informal conference at which the results of the
evaluation were being discussed with the parents. This would serve the dual
purpose of giving the parents a feeling of choice and of not being pressured to
accept the results of the school evaluation while providing the parents with
information about a basic right in a friendly and timely manner.

2. The Due Process Hearing and Subsequent Appeals
As in the case of the independent evaluation, notice of the right to a due process
hearing should be communicated at the beginning of the process and at the roint
where the use of the right is likely to be considered by the parents. This would
be at all major points of impasse and prior to the time of b0c decisions such as
a decision to identify, evaluate or place a child.

In order for the right to a due process hearing to be rendered effective, it is
essential that all of the rights at the hearing be specified and explained and that
persons who are poor or otherwise disadvantaged be provided with assistance in
exercising those rights. Thus, for example, emphasis should be placed on the
availability of free or lowpriced lawyers or lay advocates. This. is required by
section 506(c) of the regulations.

If a state has adopted a mediation or other informal approach to resolving
disputes between home and school prior to a formal due process hearing, notice
of this informal opportunity should be made available. As in the case of the due
process hearing, the parents should be advised of the availability of free or low
cost laa.ayers or lay advocates to assist them during the mediation or other
informal process.



In the case of a subsequent appeal of a deeision rendered at a due process

hearing, parents should receive a notice similar to that provided for the 00
process hearing. As in the case of the due process hearing, particular emphasis

should be placed on the availability of free or low-priced iawyets or lay

advocates.

3. Access to Information
The right of parents "to inspect and review a,/ education records relatinglo

their children" is set forth in detail in section 552 of the Regulations. This right

is basic to the exercise of all other rights in P. L. 94-142 because it gives the

parents access to the information they need in order to understand the process

and to act intelligently.

It is essential, therefore, that the right to access to information be communi-

cated and emphasized during the entire process. In addition, LEA should make

clear their willingness to cooperate and to facilitate parental inspection of

information since this has traditionally been an area of contention between

home and school.

4. The Surrogate Panent Requirement
The Regulations (section 514) require the assignment of a surrogate parent for a

child in the special education process in the following situations: (1) where no

parent las defined in section 10; can be identified; (2) where the identity of the

parent is known but "the public agency, after reasonable efforts, cannot discover

the (parent's) whereabouts", or (3) her a child is "a ward of the state" under

the laws of de state. The "Analysis of tne Final Regulation" (cc .stained in

Appendix A to the Regulations, Fed. Register, 8/23/77) states that the
Regulation "was not meant to apply in situations where parents are unwilling to

participate, or when: an :agency makes unsuccessful efforts tocommunicate with

.1 known parent," but less meant to apply "only; wnen the parents are unknown,

dnavailable, or the child is a ward of the state(emphasis added, p.42508, col. 2,

pare. 7). Furthermore, the "Analysis" states that "(a) agencies are not allowed

to appoint surrogates where Barents are uncooperative or unresponsive"

(p.42512, col. 2, para. 7).

In audition, P. L. 94-142, itself, provides for the appointment of a surrogate

parent when the parents are "unavailable". Although the Regulations do not use

the word "unavailable" in listing the three categories of children in need of

surrogate parents, he "Anaiosis" of the Regulations statei, that surrogate parents

are to be appointed where the parents are "unastailable,"as long as unavailability

is not equated with unresponsiveness or unwillingness to coopera

Since appointment of a .surrogate it is premised on parental absence and
unavailability rather than refusal cr failure to respond, it is essential that LEAs

send notices arid take other actions to insure that mere refusal or failure to
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respond is not equated with unavailability. Such actions .might include
correspondence by certified mail, with a return receipt requested at the parents'
last known address, telephone calls, a visit tr the last known address or to the
landlord of that address, contacts with the relatives of the child or with other
persons who hare been significantly involved in the child's life and any other
efforts which are sensible and likely to produce information in the context of
the particular case. Through these actions, an LEA can insure appropriate
assignments of surrogate parents.

C. Summary

During the early stages of the decision-rriaking process, it is particularly vital for
LEAs to use informal techniques and devote substantial resources to developing
a friendly home and school relationship. An investment of resources and energy
at this point will reduce the need for later adversarial procedures and will
increase the number of informed and effective special education decisions. As
the process proceeds to its conclusion, the opportunity for informal approaches
diminishes and the need for clear and accurate formal statements of the
decisions which are being made and of the rights of parents becomes more
imperative. The meetings to develop the individualized education program are a
middle point in this process and are --rticuFarly vital because they provide
parents with an informal opportunity to participate in making decisions about
theft child. For this reason, notices of these meetings should be communicated
as vigorously as possible so that parents are actively encouraged to participate.

In the case of both the independent evaluation and the due process hearing, it is
essential that parents be fully informed of their rights at the points in the
process when they are most likely to exercise them. In addition, low anct middle
income families, families whose primary language is not English and other
"disadvantaged" families should be made aware that the independent evaluation
is at public expense and that free and low-priced lawyers and lay advocates are
available to assist at the due process hearing. This type of notice will serve to
insure that poor and. disadvantaged families will have an opportunity equal to
that of other families to eff?ctively exercise their rights.

LEAs must be particularly diligent in notifying parents of their right to access to
information about their child and must insure that no obstacles exist which
prevent the effective exercise of that right. With regard to the surrogate parent
requirement, LEAs must make similar diligent efforts to insure that surrogate
parents are appointed in the appropriate situations.
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CHAPTER V. METHODS OF ASSESSMENT
TO EVALUATE COMPLIANCE WITH

THE NOTICE AND CONSENT REQUIRE.v1ENTS
OF P. L. 94-142

A. Introduction

The previous chapters have analyzed the criteria, standards and considerations

which an LEA should be aware of in determining whether it is complying with

both the letter and spirit of the notice and consent requirements of P. L. 94.142.

Once an LEA has designed its system for implementing the notice and consent

requiremenl.s, it must develop methods for determining whether the system is

working. I general, the basic criterion for determining the effectiveness of a

system is whether it is meeting its objectives in a cost-etective manner, with cost
defined in both human and financial terms. In the case of the due process

system, the ultimate objectives of LEAs in implementing the notice and consent
requirements are to infdrrn parents of their rights, to involve parents in the

process of decision - creaking, to reduce the incidence of adversarial relationships
between home and school by promoting collaborative relationships early in the

process and to integrate the notice and consent requirements into the, existing

system in such a manner as to enhance the achievement of the ultimate goal of

the system an appropriate educational opportunity for each child in the

system.

There are three principal ways for LEAs to determine whether these objectives

are being met. Tree first is to establish criteria for implementation and to
determine whether the resources of the system are being used to satisfy these

criteria. For example, if one criterion is to serve the diverse needs of the families

in the school's jurisdiction, it would be necessary to deterMine whether a survey

and,analysis had been done of the characteristics of those families with respect

to factors such as education level, income, family structure, English-speaking
ability, race and cultural segregation. Use of this first method of evaluating the

effectiveness of the system would require a regular determination of how the

resources of LEAs are being applied to the system.

A second method of determining whether the system is meeting its objectives is

to measure the effects of the system. For example, it would be necessary to
determine the proportion of parents who receive and respond to notice and

consent forms if one objective of sending those forms is to involve parents in the

process. This method of evaluating the effectiveness of the system would require

a regular measurement of "outcomes" resulting from the resources and pro-

cedures which have been invested.

A third method of determining whether the system is working is to obtain the
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opinions of the principal parties in the system parents, the child, school
officials and related personnel such as consultant psychiatrists, psychologists,
and other professional personne:, including hearing officers hired to conduct due
process hearings. This subjective measure of success of the system would provide
an LEA with information on how the system is perceived by those involved in it,

1., Measuring How Resources Are Being Applied To The System
Once criteria are developed on how the notice and consent requirements of P. L.
94-142 should be implemented, it is a relatively easy matter to determine how
resources are being applied to satisfy those criteria. Such a determination would
involve an evaluation of whether the system has been designed in accorrlance
with the criteria for implementation and a quantitative assessment of the
resources which are being used to implement those criteria.

Referring back to the general criteria for an effective system of notice and
consent, a detailed evaluation would be necessary to determine whether the
system is designed to meet the following objectives: (1) to fit smoothly into the
total special education system; (2) to enable maximum use of informal
techniques; (3) to communicate parents' rights fully and accurately; (4) to
communicate those rights in such a manner as to facilitate parental participation
in the process and parental exercise of those rights; (5) to respond to the diverse
needs of the families served by the LEA; (6) to reach out actively to Parents
rather than adopting a passive approach; (7) to respond to the particular issues
presented by the consent requirements; (8) to sensitize school personnel and the
public at large to the special education system; (9) to take full advantage of the
requirements of parental participation early in the process by investing

substantial resources to involve parents dui ing these early stages; (10) to place

particular erripahsis on communicating parental rights to an independent
evaluation and to due process hearings and, in particular, to facilitate effective
exercise of those reights by low income families; and (11) to communicate and
facilitate easy parental access to records concerning their child.

With regard to a quantitative assessment of the resources which are being
applied, it would be necessary for an LEA to list under each objective of the
system, the kinds of, resources which -are being devoted to carrying out that
objective. Thus, for example, it would be necessary to determine the tesources
(school personnel and consultants) being used to design the system; the
personnel allocated to implement the various objectives, such as the use of
informal techniques; the forms and other written and graphic materials which
have been developed; the surveys which have been designed and carried out to
determine the nature of the population to he served; the emphasis placed on
using personnel who are bilingual, black or from other cultural minorities, if
such use is necessary; the training and public information programs which have
been designed and implemented; and so forth. To determine whether these
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resources are adequate in degree and quality would require a further
determinatimoLwbethel-thasystemettective in meeting its objectives.

2. Measuring Outcomes
The desired outcomes for a system of notice and consent relate back directly to
the underlying purposes of the system: to inform parents of their rights, to
involve parents in the decision-making process and to ')ave a total system which
furthers the goal of an appropriate educatiohal opportunity for each child. Thus,
an LEA evaluating its effectiveness in carrying-out these purposes would want to
gather the following kinds of information: (1) the percentage of parents who
receive the notice and consent forms; (2) the percentage of parents who return
the consent forms; (3) the number of calls and other contacts from parents or

_their representatives, which convey a lack of understanding of the notice and
consent forms; i4) the percentage of parents who attend the meetings to
develop an individualized education program; (5) the number and proportion
of due process hearings and the extent to which those hearings were requested
because of inadequate information, lack of early involvement, or other avoidable
factors; (6) the number and proportion of due process hearings requested
because of unavoidable differences of opinion between home and school; (7)
the correlation, if any, between non-response to a request for consent or for
other types of parental participation and the various family characteristics (e.g.,
income, English-speaking ability, race, etc.) discussed earlier; and other statistical
information directly related to whether the outcome of the system corresponds
to its purposes.

3. Measuring The Perceptions of the Participants in the System
A third assessment technique is to ask, the participants of the system whether
they think the system is carrying out its purposes. Thus, for example, parents
could be surveyed to determine whether they feel informed of their rights,
whether the efforts to involve them have been effective from their perspective
and whether they feel that they have been treated fairly. Similarly, school
officials could be asked whether in their opinion the purposes of the system are
being implemented. In addition, similar questions could be asked of outside
consultants, hearing officers, school board members and other persons with a
direct stake and interest in the outcomes of the system. These subjective
determinations could then be used independently or to confirm the more
"objective data" relating to inputs and outcomes.

B. Summary

In summary, once an LEA has established criteria for evaluating compliance, it
can develop assessment techniques to measure the resources devoted to
satisfying those criteria, the outcomes of the system and the perceptions of the
participants in that system of how well the system is working. Ideally, all three
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general assessment techniques should be used together to establish base year

information which can than be used as a yardstick against which future efforts at

compliance could be measured.

CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSION

The Regulations for P. L.94-142 contain comprehensive and detailed notice and

consent requirements which are designedto involve parents fully and effectively

in the special education decisionmaking process. This'involvement extends to

the very beginning of the process when a child is first identified as being a
potential candidate for special education and related services to a court appeal at

the end of the process, if the parent or LEA chooses to contest the issue to this

point. The types of involvement which are required include a simple notice to

inform the parent of an upcoming decision or event, a requirement of parental

consent to a preplacement evaluation and to an initial placement decision, a

notice of the right of parental involvemen/ in meetings for the development of

an individualized education program and e, variety of notices of other parental

rights most notably the right to an independent evaluation, to a due process

hearing and to access to information about his/her child.

The scope of parent involvement mandated by P. L. 94.142 is unprecedented in

the area of sper'al education. In fact, the mandated involvement of parents goes

well beyond where virtually all of the states had progressed at the time the

Regulations were promulgated. The major increases in involvement, compared fo

what the states have permitted, have been in several principal areas: (1)
extending the involvement to the beginning stages of the process; (2) requiring

parental participation in educational program meetings; 9) requiring the

involvement of the child, "where approp ate." at those meetings; (4) extending

the right to a "due process hearing" to all stages of the process; (5) requiring

that parents be informed of the availability of free or low cost legal or other
services for use at a free or low cost legal or,other services for use at a "due

process hearing"; (6) requiring full access to records; (7) requiring an indepen-

dent evaluation at public expense (subject to an LEA appeal); and (8) providing

for the assignment of surrogate parents for children without a parent or parent

substitute. In addition, a variety of requirements in the Regulations make it clear

that LEAs are expected to make substantial efforts to notify parents of their

lights and to facilitate the exercise of thdse rights.

Thus, the Regulations Mandate an extensive and unprecedented System of parent

involvement and:urge school officials to make that system one which is effective

in communicating to and involving Barents. P.L. 94.142 and its Regulations.

however, can only go so far in mandating a system for the implementation of

notice and consent requirements. Ultimately, the law boils down to a list of
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commands and objectives and leaves it to school officials to translate those
commands and objectives irto educational language and to integrate them into
the educational system.

The analysis contained in this paper has been designed to delineate those
commands and objectives, to recommend criteria, standards and techniques
which respond to both the letter and underlying purposes of the legal mandates
and to suggest various strategies for assuring the effectiveness of the resulting
systems. It is the task of school officials to implement the requirements of the
law in such a way as to insure that all families have equal access to the rights,
benefits and privileges of the special education system. How well school systems
meet this challenge will vary directly with their degree of commitment to the
concept of parent involvement as partners In the special education decision-

of

making process. .
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PART C

The View from the Panel
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INTRODUCTION

The two day panel meeting provided an opportunity to bring together a small
but diverse group of educators to react to.both the study and the due process
procedural safeguards Position papers. The group included representatives from
state and local education agencies, university department of special education,
advocacy organizations, and the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(BEH, as well as attorneys who have been involved with implementation of P.
L. 94.142. Following initial BEH presentations by Dr. Linda Morra and Dr. Mary
Kennedy, which set the general context for the study, authors presented
s. nmaries of their papers and responded to questions and comments. During the
afternoon, panel memhers discussed various issues related to the study and
specific papers. On the second day, small groups were formed to continue
discussion of issues and develop recommendatior.-. A general session followed to
share the results of the small group sessions. An ssueThiy-issue summary of the
panel discussion and a summary of the sma,i group recommendations are
presented in the next sections.

THE ISSUES

Problems in Implementation

Panelists agreed that in many instances the due process saeguard:- in P. L.
94-142 have resulted in adversarial, rather than collaborati,e, relationships
between parents and schools. A significant portion of the first day's discussion
centered on the need to develop informal communication systems with parents
prior to reaching the stage of adversary relationships. One panelist stated the
problem this way: "The issue is simply how we choose to implement the
regulatory provisions. We car either t,..ake implementation a mechanical

nightmare .. or we can smooth the process out." Another panelist formulated
the problem and a Strategy for ameliorating the problem: "There are these
formal [due p:ocessl requirements. They are there for a very good r-ason. We
have to implement them in some way, but we won't implement them in a way
that will destroy our school s,stem and make every relationship with a parent a
trial ... Due proness really entails a relatively informal process of trying to
resolve problems early. otherwise a system will emerge which will bankrupt the
country ... As a case moves from Point A, identification, to Point B, court
appeal following a due process hearing, the r;.oces, .cecomes more formal,
adersarial, and expensive. V As need to design a r' e process system where
most cases will be resolved as close to Point A as possible."

Panelists agreed that schools must take an active rather than Passive approach to
involving parents. One suggestion was that school systems emouragf the
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development of an attitude among personnel in which parents are viewed as
regular members of the decision-making process, like teachers or school
psychologists, who are helpftsi sources of information about the child. An
informal procedure recommended by several panelists was making of home
visits, especially when there is difficulty in getting parents to come.to the school.
Panelists recommended that, if possible, support personnel such as school social
workers should conduct the visits. If not possible, however, other community
resources should be investigated such as mental heaith and welfare social service
agencies, and parent groups. The goal was viewed by the panel as developing a
parent communication system which reflects the good faith efforts of school
personnel, or, in other words reflects the overall feeling that the school is trying
o oeal fairly with parents and to involve them throughout the decision making
rocess.

Mediation Procedures

Even with use of informal and early communication systems, panelists
recognized that some disputes between school personnel and parents will occur.
"Early warning systems to put out potential fires" were .ecommended. One
example offered was the usg of "pre-hearing, hearings" in Pennsylvania; another
examCe involved use of optional mediation in Massachusetts. Panelists agreed
that instead of waiting for conflicts to reach the level of the hearing officer,
mechanisms should be developed at the local level which enable school personnel
and parents to 'tart exploring the issue of difference. One panelist suggested that
local mediatir4 ems, available at local regional levels, be formed which could
operate indepeno_ntly of either the school district or parents. The mediation
procedures would be available as an alternative to the appeals process.

The Due Process Hearing

As discussed by panelists, probably 90% or more of special education cases
proceed in uneventful fashion through the identification, programming, and
placement process. It is important to keep in mind that the number of due
process hearings is relatively small. Several of the panelists, however, warned that
a high nu.nber of hearings is not necessarily indicative of a "problem" district
nor is a low number of hearings or no hearings in a district necessarily indicative
of a "good" system. In other words, number of hearings was viewed as an invalid
criterior, for use in evaluations of P. L. 94-142 implementation.

In e..panding on this issue, panelists stated that the due process system is, in
fact, abused when it is not used. When there is an honest difference of opinion
concerning the educational program of a child, it should be resoled through the
due process mechanise s. Panelists stressed that it is the responsibility of school
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personnel to follow through with these procedures when :here is a disagreement.

As stated by one panelist: "[Rember thatl these procedures allow the school to

challenge the parents action, such as when the parents refuse to give consent for

a preplacement evaluation of their child." Another panelist added: "If we think

we are right, we should ask for a hearing. That's what they are for. School
personnel should not give in because they don't want to go through the hassle of

a hearing." A positive feature of the due paocess hearing is that it does provide a

way to have an impartial person consider both the points of view of parents and

school personnel, weigh the evidence, and reach a decision.

Due Process Safeguards: Who Benefits?

A mayor concern of the panel was the accessibility of the appeals system to all

parents in a community. As pointed out by one panelist, historically one of the

problems with our judicial system has been that the courts have been for people

with money. The lack of appeals from poor and minority families may indicate

that the same problem exists in Lese of the P. L. 04.142 procedural safeguards.

One panelist offered this perspective on use of the system: "Most of the people

that have asked us to represent them [no fees involved] , and the cases you read

about, have to do with the parents of learning disabled children ... Are we
doing such a great job now that no parents who are members of a minority

group lisagree with the identification, placement, and program recommended by

scho.,l personnel for their child?" Another panelist stated: "I remember the first

thing people said in Massachusetts wall we've had two or three hundred
appeals and not a one from the large city of Boston they must. be doing e great

job there. [In hal , the situation represents a judicial failure."

The panelists agreed that access to the appeals. system must be Made available on

an equal basis for all parents. 00e suggested strategy for improving access to the

appeals system was a thorough evaluation of who is served in the schoo: district

under P. L. 94 -142. Oeeations were formulated for address such as: In each

major section of the city or town, what is the percentage of children who come

through at least some part of the special education system? What proportion are

minority group children? Now many were- from non-English speaking families?

Within such of the sub-groups, how many of the parents attend school meetings?

What is the rate of appeal,. within each subgroup? Panelists oftered possible

strategies for improving access to the system. The suggestion was made, for

example, they school personnel work with community organizations to arrange
babysitting services to enable more parents to attend school meetings. Another

sugge. 'on was that school personnel take responsibility for arranging for

advocates to work with poor and minority group parents. A final comment was

made that the problems involved in encouraging parents to exercise their rights

are not limited tc low income parents. Another target group, for example, would

be parents of severely and/or multiply handicapped children who are potentially

under:aved.
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The Role .1 the Lawyer under P. L. 94-142

An issue related to the discussion on access and hearings was the rote of lawyers
in P. L. 94.142 due process cases. Panelists agreed that the lawyer in a hearing
can "help parents flesh out their case" and also "impose distance and control on
the emotionality of parents." Panelists disagreed, however, on other aspects of
the lawyer's role. First, discussion cu on whether the lawyer should
represent the child or the parolit. One panelist stated the position of the lawyer
as child advocate this "Wt; make it clear that we represent handicapped
people and not the parents of handicapped children, and that we need to do our
,own investigation of the merits of the case If, for example, the parent wants
a private school placement, we would investigate the program offered by the
private school and the program offered by the public school. The private school
may not actually offer as good services as the public school ... Wq would then
try to negotiate a settlement with public school -onnel." Thus, one position
was that the lawyer represents the child, investig. ...... the merits of the case, and

-works through negotiation with public school persoi :el or mediators to reach a
settlement determined by the lawyer to be in the best interests of the child. The
formal hearing is to be avoided, if possible. While this approach was thought
possible with legal service attorneys, questions were raised about its feasibility
when parents are payini the fees.

In opposition to the/view of lawyer as child advocate, tho position of as

parent representati4 was articulated. The presumpticin that must be made in
this position is yiat the parental interest in the education of their child is
beneficial to tht child. The position was stated by a proponent: "Within the
limits of the law you dc what the chi nt wants. In second-guessing the parent
(educationetryl, you're taking on a kind of awesome responsibility. You imply
that there is some better rerson or system to serve the child ... You have to be
very, very prepared when you start interfering with the parents' perogative. You
must be able to prove that you are right." No resolution of the views of the
lawyer as child advocate or parent representative was obtained.

A second issue panelists identified concerned the lawyer as hearing officer.
Several panelists questioned the use of the lawyer in this role, based on tne fact
that attorneys typically have no training or background in speCial education.
One panelist suggested that ea ate develop a list of lawyers trained in child
advocacy. Such a list col urovide a pool of potential hearing officers
experienced in representing L wren.

Self-Study Guides

There was some discussior of the advantages and disadvantages of self-study
guides and their possible content. Alterrafivas were discussed such as guides
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which would respond to school district common concerns, guides which present

the minimum requirements at the school district level, guides which present
alternative ways of implementing the requirements, and guides which would
describe 'implementation models which have been found to meet the needs of

schuol districts with differing resource levels. Panelists pointed out that a
problem in developing guides is that procedures need to be consistent with state
policy, and there will be difficulty in developing a single guide which meets the
needs of 50 states. On the other hand, there was some feeling that there was a
lot of experience around which could be shared, such as procedures for early

resolution of disputes.

RECOMMENDATION

The three panel EL, bgro u ps agreed that there was a need to assist local school

districts in implementing the due process provisions of P. L. 94.142, but that
this assistance must start with the concerns of school district personnel. One
panelist expressed the recommendption this way: "We need to address the

concerns of the people who have to deliver ... There is enough experience
around to present best guesses as to now to t' -al with concerns." The next

sections present the specific recommendaticns of each of the three groups.

Group I

Group I recommended the development of several documents which would
respond to the concerns and needs of local education agencies implementing the

due process provisions The first document described by the group would have

two major parts. One part, which panelists thought should be procknad by the
Bureau, would consist of a compliance criteria eiecklist, followed by a resource

guide. While the group recollized that the Bureau's monitoring efforts focus on

state implementation and that states at^ generally responsible for monitoring

school district implem `ation, it v.as felt that the Bureau's compliance criteria

would assist school districts in implementing the law. In :ecommending that a

resource guide section follow the compliance checklist, the group reflected its

belief that many documents on implementation of the due process provision

have already been developed by various groups. The panelist stated that
compilation of a list of these materials with a brief description of the materials,

as well as their availability, would provide immediate assistance to school

districts and also reduce duplication of efforts. One useful resource mentioned as

an example was the step-by-step resource manual for iiearing officers developed

by the National Ass3ciation of State CJi.ectc of Special Education.

Each SEA would have responsibility for developing the secono part of the
document. The group suggested that each SEA use this part of the document to
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compare state law and regulations with federal law and regulations on due
process. describe state policies pertinent to due process such as due process
standards, anu provide examples of innovative "good' practice implementation
of the due, Diocess requirements at the school district level. To facilitate
Identification of good practice examples, Group i suggested that each state host
a conference with representatives from its various school districts. The school
district representatives would provide implementation examples, and state
personnel could select the best for inclusion in the document. The group
additionally felt that production of different versions of this part of the
document for different school distAct audiences, such as Superintendents of
Schools, should be considered.

The second document recommended by the group would be compiled by BEH
from the state documents. The document would be a compendium of best
practices across the states. The group members suggested that a panel consisting
of LEA representatives, parents of handicapped childrer, and handicapped
persons be convened to assist in identification of these best practice examples.
Wnile the group members used the term "best practices", they emphasized
identification of alternative approaches :o implementation.

The group felt that there were several advantages to this recommended
approach. First, states and local school districts would be more likely to use a
document which they had developed and shaped to meet their own needs and
concerns. Second, pub;ication in the federal document and/or state document
would serve as some reward to those LEA's with "good" practices. Third, no
field-testing of the documents would be necessary as the documents would be a
compilation of tried and successful practices. Finally, the states would serve as
disseminators of the documents.

Group I I er1
r,.*

Five basic recommendations were made by this group. The first recommendation
made by the group was that prior to developing any new materials, there should
be an effort to identify and catalog all available printed materials on
implementating P. . 94-142 due process provisions. The group suggested that
BEH esta'ulish a clearinghouse to collect materials developed by states, local
school districts, and various professional groups. The goal would be to
disseminate those materials which. have already been produced. A resource guide
or catalogue was suggested as a means of informing the various organizations and
agencies as to the availability to the materials.

The group's second recommendation was that the primary audience for any
new materials developer' should be the LEA. The same material could probably
be extendld tu parent groups and SFAS. but tne primary reference rlipuld be the
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. local practitioner.

The third recomrrnndation was based on the group's feeling that a printed
document might not be the most effective medium for reaching practitioners.
The recommendation was made thibt alternatives to the printed document, such
as television or other audio-visual productions, be considered.

A fourth recommendation concerned the content of the materials produced.
Panelists in this group agreed that they did not want a compliance checklist, but
rather more of a resource guide which would focus on four areas. First, the
introductory part of the guide would be a translaation of the due process
regulations into common language. The regulations would be restated as "ethics,
courtesy, and concern for how persons work with each other when involved in a
common set of purposes." The second part of the publication would provide
case study descriptions of due process implementation. These case studies would
attempt to be representative of the state of the art, and also of
promising practices. Third, he guide would include a sectico which described
promising implementation strategies used in LEAs which vary, for example, in
terms of the socio-economic levels of the population served, and size and
location. Fourth, a section of the guide would address the concerns of different
practitioner groups such as administrators, direct personnel, and support service
personnel.

The group's final suggestion was to involve various organizations in developing
definitions of promising practices. The group felt that representatives of
organizations such as the American Association of School Administrators,
American Association on Mental Deficiency, the Parent-Teachers Organization,
and Division 16 of the American Psychological Association might be of
assistance in the effort. The same groups might also be used for dissemination of
the publication.

G..oup III

Group III recommended the development of a "helpful hints" manual. The
group members felt that a self-evaluation manual Would not be widely used by
school districts, sin' a self-evaluation could place school districts ir, a vulnerably
position with respect to outside groups. Instead of a monitoring system, the
group recommended that guidance on implementation of the due process
provision be offered to school districts.

The group recommended that different versions of a helpful hints mar'ual be
developed for four audiences: (1) direct :ervice delivery personnel (e.g. teachers)
and support service personnel (e.g. social workers, psychologists), (2) I EA
a,iministrative staff (e.g. princ."--ls, members of the board of education special
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education directors), (3) SEA administrative personnel who serve as consultants
to LEAs, and (4) parents and the community at large. The major purpose of the
Manual would be to provide examples of how due process provisions can be
implemented throughout the special education decision-making process. The
manual would describe alternative practices that have been successfully used in
school districts, with emphasis on practices most relevant to)) the particular
audience. The version of the manual intended for direct service providers, for
example, might include suggestions for increasing parent participation in the
development of their child's individualized education program (IEP). The
manual for administrators might provide alternative strategies for situations in
which the developed IEP is rejected by the parents. Finally, the manual for
parents might provide various strategies for obtaining explanations of test
instruments administered to a child.

In addition to describing successfully used alternative practices, the manual
would present implementation strategies that either had not been effective or
had unintended negative consequences. The manual for administrators, for
example, might provide examples of overly-legalistic notices that have received
negative parent reaction. Another section of each manual would also present
"bottom-line" implementation requirements.

Group III viewed the manual as not just another compliance document, but as a
document which provides opportunities for the dissemination of creative
practices. in line with this emphasis on creativity, the group recommended that a
variety of formats be used in the manuals, such as case studies and checklists.
The group also suggested that good practice examples be obtained by the SEA.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The three subgroups were quite consistent in their recommendations. Commona-
lities among the subgroups can be summarized as follows:

1. All groups saw more immediate need for technical assistance materials on
implementation of the due process procedures, than for self-evaluation
guides. Emphasis was placed on the identification, description, and dissemina-
tion of alternative "good-practice's implementation procedures or strategies
which have been successfully used by LE.A.r. in different contextual settings.

2. All groups agreed that the primary audience for technical assistance materials
is the LEA. In addition, the groups recommended that separate versions of a
technical assistance document be developed to meet the Reeds of d:fferent
LEA staff

3. All groups saw the need to involve other educational agencies or organize-
tion in the development of technical assistance documents. Two of the
groups felt that SEAs would have a major role in developing materials,
particularly in identifying good-practice examples, and disseminating the
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materials. In addition, the need for each state to customize the materials was

recognized by at least one group. Other possible contributors to the

development of materials, mentioned by groups, .were LEA and professional

organliation representatives.
4. All groups recommended the development of technical assistance materials

which would solely address the due process provisions. Panelists agreed that

an attempt to address additional provisions of the law in the same document

would result in an impractically large document.

5. Two of the three groups recommended that BEH disseminate its due process

procedural safeguards compliance procedure to LEAs, although not necessari

ly as part of the above effort. While recognizing that the Bureau's monitoring

system is directed towards state implementation and states have responsibili

ty for monitoring schocl district implementation, panelists fait that the

standards would be of assistance to school districts.

6. Two of the three groups recommended that prior to the development of any

new materials, effort be directed to identify, catalog, and disseminate existing

materials on implementation of due process safeguards. Panelists felt that

many materials exist but have not been effectively disseminated, and that

there is too high a potential for duplication of effort.

The BEH has one project planned for FY 1979 which should meet some of the

technical assistance needs delineated by these panelists. The purposes of the

project are to: ( I ) identify and describe strategies related to effective

implementation of the due process notification and dispute settlement provision,

(2) select or develop information and training packages corresponding to the

identified strategies, and evaluate the packages effectiveness by implenaTting

them in selected LEAs, and (3) disseminate the most promising information and

training practices. A major concern of the Bureau is the provision of due process

procedural safeguards to parents or guardians of handicapped children. The

position papers ano summaries of panel discussions in this monograph suggest

many strategies for effective implementation of P.L. 94-142 due process

provisions. It is our hope that disseminaucn of this monograph stimulates other

thoughts on achieving quality imple..nentation of the duc process procedural

safeguards provisions uf P.L. 94-142.
.
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